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Legal Mumbo Jumbo 

This is a copyrighted work. It may be modified in any way when used for your 

own personal use. You may freely distribute it so long as you get no financial 

consideration for it. To use it in a commercial work, you require my written 

authorization. 

If you modify it, give credit where credit is due, and give the amount due you for 

your work. And identify your work as your work and mine as mine. If you make 

major changes, take ownership and call it your own work (and please call the 

language something else). 

That’s about all. Treat the author— and yourself--with respect; that is all I ask. 
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What Is BOOL? (in 25 words or less) 

BOOL is an object-oriented, message-

passing, late-binding, “PCODE” style 

language where everything—even 

program statements—are objects. [1] 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[1] This document— all 14 pages of it— attempts to explain these 19 words! 
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Foreword, Forward, Forewarned, Forearmed! [2] 

BOOL is a language of a fevered imagination — the result of 
years of ruminating, infrequent bursts of activity and lo ng dry 
spells. BOOL is at least twelve years in the making, and it has 
been through many versions and variations. It’s like a whittling 
project I’ve been working on in my spare time for years and 
years! 

It was never intended as a serious language, so devel oping the 
spec and the supporting software (for what is a language spec 
without at least one compiler?) has never been a serious 
project. Still, this one never went away, and getting it into the 
light of day after all this time seems only right and just.  

The name, BOOL, has four references: 
??The name stands for Basic Object-Oriented Language.  
??The letters form an anagram that makes a nice word as 

in the case of BASIC (a double reference, actually, 
since the first word is "Basic").  

??Reference to the Boolean data type.[3] 
??There is a somewhat obscure reference to BCPL (four 

letters, starts with a "B", ends with an "L"), an ancient 
ancestor language of C. 

BOOL is a labor of love. It is not intended to be a serious 
programming language, but as a kind of work of ar t. Which is 
not to say it’s a good work of art, just that it’s a work of art. 
Therefore, you should judge it for its appearance more than for 
its utility. Think of it as a sculpture, not an ideal computer 
programming language.  

 -Chris Sonnack 

P.S. 
Because BOOL continues to be a work-in-progress this is a 
living document and contains some speculative elements and 
places were there remain open questions.  

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[2] Four Words! 
[3] Boolean is itself a rich set of references: true/false, on/off, yes/no, yin/yang. Predicate logic is a vital substrate on which computers and 

programs build complex structures. 
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Preface: Why BOOL? 

Why not? 

Well, seriously, that’s the reason. 

In The Beginning 
At this point, it’s hard to remember exactly how it started.  It was long enough ago that the original documentation was done with 
PAINT.EXE and WRITE.EXE in Windows 3.something. It’s definitely been going on “since the 90s!” [4] 

BOOL is one of those “because I can” languages. It began as an attempt to just be different, to even be weird. To this day it deliberately 
includes things that are just plain goofy.  I mean, who could really love an “if” statement like this: 

@if 
= lt:foo 0 
. = set:foo 0 

Which just says that, if foo is less than zero, set it to zero. 

Goals 
BOOL is really nothing more than a work of art. Note, contrary to how it’s sometimes taken, neither the word, “good”, nor the word, 
“bad”, is necessarily tacked on to the front of “work of art”. A work of art is just the work of an artist— and again the concepts of “good” 
and “bad” are orthogonal (that is, they are qualities (different values of a single quantity, actually) that vary on their own). 

The point is that art is an expression of the artist’s apprehension, interpretation and re-visualization of some aspect reality. BOOL is an 
expression of my apprehension of programming languages, my interpretation of “what I like” about them and my visualization of a Really 
Interesting Programming Language. 

But other than being that expression, BOOL does have some design intentions and goals. 

One primary goal is to be completely object-oriented on all levels— that everything possible is an object. 

Another is to create a minimal language definition and build a more complex definition on that (and build an even more complex “library” 
from that). For example, BOOL has no “if” or loop statements in the core language (it does have a single conditional construct that can 
implement an “if”). Instead, the next definitions layer of the language defines an @if “statement”[5]. That definition— although probably 
implemented in native code— must be expressible in BOOL. From the beginning, BOOL had the idea of Native Objects— objects that look 
like language Objects, are defined as language Objects, but which are really compiled implementation code rather than BOOL’s run time 
“PCODE”. 

A third major goal was that BOOL should defer as much as possible to run time. BOOL uses dynamic binding to match methods to 
messages sent to objects and can dynamically bind ordinary functions. 

A lesser goal is to deliberately expose the machinery of a fairly complex OO programming language.[6] The intent is— by being clumsy and 
apparent— to force the user to know what’s going on “under the hood”. BOOL does this because part of its mission— as expressed in its 
name— is to be for Beginners. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[4] Steve Martin, LA STORY. 
[5] Actually, more of an “if” function object (which is used via another object, a “call” object). 
[6] This is part of why things like indexing work as part of the run time messaging system— to force awareness of their requirements. (The 

other part is that bigger goal to defer as much as possible to run time.) 
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Conventions and Terminology 

With regard to Programming: 
Sub-Program A primary functional unit of a program. A sub-program is to a program what a 

paragraph is to a novel. And, like a paragraph, a sub-program ideally expresses 
a single idea.[7] 

Procedure A sub-program. Common use is that procedures do not return values. 
Function A sub-program. Common use is that functions do return values. 
Sub-Routine An old-fashioned term for a sub-program. No common use expectation exists 

with regard to return values. [8] 

Value Data. In programming, and important aspect of a value is that it has a type. One 
of the big differences between programming languages is how they handle the 
concept of type. 

Type A meta-quality of data that describes the nature of the data. An important 
element of programming is managing types. 

Variable A named container that can hold a value (sometimes multiple values). 

Dispatching To invoke a sub-routine.[9] Static dispatch is done at compile time (early 
binding); dynamic dispatch resolves what to call at run time (late binding). 

Compile-Time When the program text is initially converted to stored (usually binary) format. 
Run-Time When the program is actually executed by the system. 

 

With regard to Object Orientation: 
Class Widely used term for an object type. A class defines the data and the methods 

for the object type. In BOOL, Model means a class in the general sense, and a 
Model Object is a specific class. 

Method Widely used term for a function belonging to a class. BOOL uses the general 
term, message handler, and the specific term, Message Action. 

Instance Generally used term for an actual object. BOOL calls these Instance Objects. 

With regard to BOOL Terminology: 
BOOL’s meta-object-ness makes things confusing, because all BOOL Objects (and everything is an Object) are meta-instances of meta-
classes, but some of those Objects are instances of other BOOL Objects. That is, the class/instance relationship exists at multiple levels in 
BOOL. In general, Object (capital “O”) refers to a BOOL Object of any kind. Some of the older parts of the text, which escaped heavy 
editing, refer to an Object as an Instance. As much as possible, Instance (capital “I”) is used to refer to an Instance Object. 

References to Models and Actions can be confusing, too. Generally, in the text, "*int" refers to the *int Model. That is, to the "class" or 
"type". Likewise, "@foo" refers to the @foo Action. (And in both cases we are referring to an Object.) The confusing part comes from the 
fact that, in BOOL syntax, the appearance of “*int” actually results in an Instance Object. And likewise, the syntax “@foo” generates a 
Call Object. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[7] A primary distinction of sub-programs is whether they return a value or not. As the next two entries show, there are even different names 

based on this distinction. 
[8] For reasons based as much on sheer perversity as logic, this text tries to use this term when referring to sub-programs in general. 
[9] Some might consider “dispatch” to apply only to run time binding of caller and called. When done at compile time, they might call it 

“linking” or “(early-) binding”. 
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Introducing: BOOL 

BOOL Basics 
BOOL is fully object-oriented. Everything in BOOL is an Object! This includes syntactical elements of the language, such as functions, 
statements, expressions and entire programs. Naturally, all constants, numbers, variables and values are also Objects. All Objects inherit 
from a base Object and therefore share certain properties and behaviors. For example, all Objects have a Name, and all Objects can respond 
to certain basic requests (such as “give me your name” or “give me your type”). [1] 

BOOL strives to map lexical units to their physical implementation. Therefore, a lexical unit, such as ((*number n =4)), has a physical 
reality that, as closely as possible, matches the text. An important distinction is BOOL is that almost all syntax has a physical counterpart. 
In many languages, something like a record definition (e.g. a “struct” in C or C++) has only a compile-time existence and then only within 
the compiler itself. In BOOL, such a definition is a physical entity present in the run time program. 

A Translator program converts BOOL source programs into a series of linked binary data structures, called a Run Time Image (RTI). At 
run time, a Run Time Executive (RTX) “threads” the RTI to execute the program. A BOOL implementation may optionally support an 
interpreted mode that allows direct interaction with the language. 

BOOL is intended to be highly portable. The specification of source syntax and semantics provides that source files should run fairly well 
on any machine. They should run at least well enough to test and debug. The Run Time Image is also designed to be portable. In theory, 
only the Translator and Run Time Executive need to be machine-specific. 

BOOL Borrows From Many Sources 
BOOL borrows from Java and the older idea of PCODE in that it compiles to a binary intermediary format that is executed by a Run Time 
Executive. This provides portability for translated BOOL programs, because the binary format is well defined.[2] Any machine platform 
with a BOOL RTX can— in theory— run any compiled BOOL program. 

BOOL borrows from Forth in that it is a threaded language. BOOL programs have a tree structure that the RTX traces, or threads. Because 
sub-routine binding often occurs at run time, the structure of the whole program is not that of a huge tree, but that of a forest of smaller 
trees (however, the run time path is one huge tree). 

BOOL also borrows from Forth the concept of a Parameter Stack and the design goal of having the RTX be as simple as possible. 

BOOL borrows from Smalltalk-like languages in that it uses a message-passing model to get work done. Objects receive and dispatch 
messages at run time. This late binding enables object polymorphism, but also means objects can receive messages they cannot understand 
(a native Exception Handing mechanism allows the programmer to handle the situation gracefully). 

This Specification 
BOOL's specification includes not only syntactic and semantic definition, but also an implementation definition.  This definition describes 
the format and nature of all objects. The absolute definition of BOOL for any given year is referred to as "BOOL####" where "####" is the 
four-digit year. This definition is supplied by the instance of this document series published on, or prior to, December 31 of the year in 
question. The first BOOL standard is BOOL1993. In a year with no published standard, the standard is the most recently published. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[1] Objects in BOOL are similar to Objects in other object-oriented languages: they contain and combine data defining the object with code 

to operate on that data. For example, Number Objects have numeric values and know how to do math. String Objects have character 
string values and know how to manipulate those strings. 

Specifically, a BOOL Object always has, as its first member, a reference to an Object Executive. To use the Object, invoke the Executive 
and pass it a Message. The Executive directs the Object's behavior based on the passed Message. Some Objects, for instance, the 
native Actions such as @if and @loop, have very few behaviors and are relatively insensitive to the passed Message. 

[2] Because BOOL uses 32-bit Cells, the binary format also specifies the binary layout— least significant byte first and proceeding regularly 
to the most significant byte. (In each byte, the most significant bit is sent first when the data is sent serially.) 
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BOOL…  

??Is Object-Oriented 
?? Everything in BOOL is an Object. Everything 

? ? Strives for a simple, consistent global syntax 
?? All Objects inherit from a Base Object 
?? There are nine meta-Families of Object type: 

? ? Five basic types: Models, Actions, Messages, Resources, External Actions 
? ? Four instance or usage types: Data Instances, Calls, Resource Instances, External Calls 

??Uses a lot of Punctuation Symbols 
?? Prefixes (and in one case, suffix) signify Family Namespaces 
?? Double-symbols have special meaning 
?? Dot Level for syntactic Blocking 

??Is List Aware 
?? Has a native List Object type 
?? Several forms of syntactical lists 
?? Execution List is a fundamental program unit 

??Calls sub-routines “Actions” 
?? Invokes “generic” Actions by Calling them 
?? Invokes “Method” Actions by sending a Message to an Object 

??Uses Message Passing and a Parameter Stack 
?? Send a Message to an Object to invoke an Action 
?? Uses Prefix expression notation 

??Runs in a Virtual Environment 
?? Cells are 32-bit unsigned integers addressed sequentially 
?? Virtual Address space from zero to infinity 
?? A BOOL program is a Package mapped into the space 
?? Packages have several sub-parts: 

? ? Name Space: a directory of all public Objects in the package 
? ? Address Space: a heap where the Program Objects live 
? ? Data Space: a heap where Objects keep their instance data 
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BOOL’s Got Objects! 

??Everything is a physical Object! 
?? Includes expressions, statements, functions & programs 
?? Even includes definitions (e.g. like “struct” or “class” in C/C++/Java) 

??All Objects inherit from a common Object. 
?? For example, all Objects have a name and a type 

??All Objects belong to one of three basic Groups 
?? Models & Instances: define data’s shape and abilities— the “nouns” of BOOL 
?? Actions: procedures & functions— the “verbs” of BOOL 
?? Messages: passed to objects to invoke actions— binds Models & Actions 

??The three basic Groups break out into five meta-Families 
?? Models:  

?? Native & User [3]: define data and function for object “classes” 
?? System Resource: define access to disk, memory, the RTE, etc. 

?? Actions:  
?? Native & User [4]: language statements, functions and “methods” 
?? External: code outside of BOOL (e.g. a C library function, or vendor DLL) 

?? Messages: 
?? Native & User: (rich set of Native Messages) 

??The five meta-Families include four additional “instance” sub-Families: 
?? Models:  

?? Native & User: 
??Data Instance (an “Object”): created by its Model 

?? System Resource: 
??Resource Instance: a bound and “in use” System Resource 

?? Actions:  
?? Native & User: 

??Action Call (a “Call”): invokes a BOOL Action 
?? External: 

?? External Call: invokes an External Action 

?? Messages: 
?? (no “instance”) 

??Instance Objects bind to their “parent”. 
?? Instance Objects are bound to their creating Model 
?? Action Calls are bound to the called Action 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[3] Native and User Objects are functionally identical. The difference is that the former are defined by the language standard and must exist 

in the environment. An implementation is allowed provide them virtually, but they must act as if they are physical BOOL Objects. 
[4] Actions also divide into Generic Actions and Message Actions (which are like object methods). The latter are bound to Model Objects. 
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Language Syntax 

??Comments are line-oriented: double hyphen to end-of-line 
-- This is a BOOL comment 

??Punctuation symbols indicate basic families and definition/usage: 
?? Two of a given symbol indicates a definition (or a declaration) 

Define a Model named “2D - Point”... 
**2D-Point 
.   *int  x 
.   *int  y 

Define an Action named “2 D-Point-Difference”... 

@@2D-Point-Difference 
>>  *2D-Point  p1 
>>  *2D-Point  p2 
<<  *int  diff 
= 
.    –-(Action body)-- 

?? One of a given symbol indicates a usage (instance, reference or invocation) 

Data Object instances…  
*2D-Point p1  =0,0,0    -- 3D-point instances 
*2D-Point p2  =p1       --  (initialized, also) 
*number distance        -- number instance 

use the 3D-Point-Difference Action...  
set:distance  @3D-Point-Difference p1,p1 
 

?? The symbols are part of the object name. This creates separate name spaces for 
the different Families and allows Objects of different Families to use the same 
name. It also means Family names can start with numbers! 

??Block Scope is implemented with “Dot Level” 
?? Line-oriented syntax 
?? Number of “dots” at the start of a line defines Dot Level of the Objects on the line 
?? Default symbol is a period (but can be changed) 

@while 
. SortFlag 
. . set:ix2  length:List 
. . set:ix1  sub:ix1 1 
. 
. @while 
. . egt:ix1 1 
. . . 
. . . @if 
. . . . gt: List/(ix1) List/(ix2) 
. . . . . *<>  tmp = List/(ix1) 
. . . . . set: List/(ix1) List/(ix2) 
. . . . . set: List/(ix2) tmp 
. . . . . set: SortFlag  FALSE 
. . . 
. . . decr: ix1,ix2 
 

?? Dot Level aids in creating explicit lists–a fundamental Object in BOOL 
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Language Mechanics 

??Uses a Run Time Executive (the BOOL RTX) 
?? BOOL source is compiled to a universal binary format 

??Runs in a Virtual Environment 
?? BOOL Space is a virtual address space of BOOL Cells 

??Uses a Message-Passing paradigm 
?? Manipulate Objects by passing them Messages 
?? An Instance (via its Model) dispatches a Message at run time! 
?? Expressions are bound with Message Objects 

To add 2 and 3, send the add: Message to the ‘2’ Object… 

add: 2 3 

The result is a new numerical Object with the value ‘5’. 

??Two basic types of Actions (sub-routines, aka functions, aka procedures): 
?? Generic Actions: standalone generic Actions not associated with a Model 
?? Message Actions: bound to Model; handle a given Message for that Model 

??Two Action calling mechanisms apply to the two Action types: 
?? Invoking an Action (linked by compiler or dispatched by system) 
?? Passing a Message (Action dispatched by Object) 

??Uses a Parameter Stack (PStack) for passing values 
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Example Code: Hello World 

Any description of a programming language must pay homage and include the famous “Hello, World!” program. 

The simplest form: 

@@main 
. print: “Hello, World!” 
. print: NEWLINE 

This simple example defines a new Action Object named @Main. It takes no input arguments and returns nothing. The Action has a single 
execution list, and this list has two statements: each is an expression sending a print: Message to a target Object[5]. The first list item 
sends the print: Message to the literal string “Hello, World!”[6], which prints its contents (the text of the string). The second line sends a 
print: Message to the NEWLINE Object[7], and it prints its contents. 

Unlike the original K&R Hello World, the BOOL example is complete in terms of libraries and included files. The BOOL specification 
requires that certain services exist. Platforms that can’t provide a given service must provide a “null service” analog that accepts commands 
gracefully and quietly.[8] 

A better version: 

@@Main 
>> *list args 
<< EXIT_SUCCESS 
= 
. print: “Hello, World!”,NEWLINE 

This version provides the expected signature for the Run Time Engine (which would eventually discover example #1 if it found no other 
more appropriately defined @Main Action). Because of its signature, this version overrides the first one (if both exist in the environment). 
The actual signature of the above is: an Action, named @Main, taking a *list Object as input and returning an *integer Object. 

Note that it assumes all will go well and returns the constant, EXIT_SUCCESS, directly. This works because, as it happens, the constant 
Object, EXIT_SUCCESS, is an *integer Object. The example below is better, because it clarifies the signature and requires the correct 
type: 

The final version   (Considers the input and outputs the input string(s) if any exist. Otherwise it just says, “Hello!”) 

@@Main 
>> *list     args 
<< *integer  exit_code =EXIT_SUCCESS 
= 
. @if 
. = gt: count:args 0 
. . = *integer count 0 
. . 
. . @while 
. . = gt: count:args 0 
. . . = print: index:args count 
. . . . incr:count 
. @else 
. = print: “Hello, World! 
. 
. print: NEWLINE 

This version provides the expected signature and considers any input arguments. Note that we’re still not checking for any errors, and even 
though we’ve defined an exit_code flag, we never change its optimistic value. It’s also worth noting that we’re aping the original here 
and not yet making any attempt to do it “the BOOL way”. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[5] The print: Message tells the target Object to print itself. More specifically, it means send a human-readable textual representation of the 

Object’s value to the current Default Output Resource . The Default Resources (such as Input & Output) depend on the environment, the 
operating system, user choices & runtime activity. In most systems, the Default Output would be the "standard output" file handle.  

[6] A read-only *String Object created by the compiler for the user. 
[7] A system-provided, read-only *String Object that contains the appropriate line end characters for the platform. 
[8] For example, a platform with no output screen must still provide a $Screen Resource that accepts position and configuration information 

even if the information is simply discarded. 

e.g. #3

e.g. #1

e.g. #2
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Example Code: Shaker Sort 

Here’s a more involved example, an implementation of the simple “Shaker Sort”. The Shaker Sort isn’t a very good sort (although it does 
well on nearly sorted data), but it’s handy for illustrating some BOOL code. 

This Generic Action takes a list of objects, which it sorts and returns. The list may contain Objects of any type so long as those objects 
support the gt: (greater than) Message. We insure support of swapping items in the list by installing our own handler for the swap: 
Message. The swap is fairly efficient because it simply swaps references and doesn’t have to copy the Objects. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------  
-- SHAKER SORT -- 
-- (uses the new SWAP: Message) 
--  
-----------------------------------------------------------------------  
@@Shaker-Sort -- SHAKER SORT…  
>> *list  List -- … takes a list…  
<< *list (List) -- … and returns that list 
.  -- Local Data…  
. *int   ix1 =0 -- … Two indexing integers,…  
. *int   ix2 =1 
. *bool  SortFlag =TRUE -- … An “is sorted” flag,…  
. *int   MaxList = count:List -- … Local copy of list size  
. 
. @do 
. = set:SortFlag TRUE 
. . 
. . @while 
. . = elt: ix2 MaxList 
. . . = @if 
. . . . = gt: List/(ix1)  List/(ix2) 
. . . . . = swap:List ix1,ix2 
. . . . . . set:SortFlag FALSE 
. . . . incr:ix1,ix2 
. . 
. . @if =SortFlag . =@exit 
. . . 
. . @while 
. . = egt: ix1 1 
. . . = @if 
. . . . = gt: List/(ix1)  List/(ix2) 
. . . . . = swap:List ix1,ix2 
. . . . . . set:SortFlag FALSE 
. . . . decr:ix1,ix2 
. . 
. @until =SortFlag 
 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------  
-- Install our own version of the SWAP: Message for *list Objects[9]…  
-- 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------  
@@swap:: %private (*list %local) 
>> *int  ix1 -- Takes two input args 
>> *int  ix2 
<< !  -- ...returns self 
. *ref tmp1 = /(ix1) [10] 
. *ref tmp2 = /(ix2)  -- get two references into the list 
. 
. set: /(ix1) tmp2 -- put them swapped back into list 
. set: /(ix2) tmp1 
 

Note that the new swap: Message handler can be defined after the Action that assumes it, because @swap: is defined at the Module level. 
This assures it is defined before anything can call @Shaker-Sort. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[9] A better design might include a test: Message similar to the swap: Message. It would take two indexes, compare the indexed items 

and return the result. 
[10] The Indexing operator, “/”, treats the text following it as a unit. Therefore, /ix1— which seems to use the ix1 Object as an indexer—

turns out to be an index for a member, named “ix1”. By providing a reference, the translator defines the operator differently (indexing a 
reference rather than a Literal Object). The result is what /ix1 might have been: passing (a reference to) the ix1 Object as an indexer 
(and the result of that is using its value as the actual index). 
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Example Code: Defining a New Type 

This example defines a new Model, named *Point-3D, which contains three 32-bit *integer objects (X Y Z), and which supports four 
Messages (clear: move: sub: diff:) [11]. The example also defines a Generic Action, named @3D-Point-Distance, which 
exercises the new Model a little. 

define a data Model named “Point_3D”…  
**Point-3D 
. *integer %32  x -- … which contains three instances 
. *integer %32  y --    of an integer object. 
. *integer %32  z 
. 
. @@clear:: -- and some methods 
. @@move::  >> *Point-3D << *Point-3D 
. @@sub::   >> *Point-3D << *Point-3D 
. @@diff::  >> *Point-3D << *integer 

Message-handling Actions for “Point -3D”…  
@@clear:: (*Point-3D) -- move to 0,0,0 
. set: /x 0 
. set: /y 0 
. set: /z 0 
 
@@move:: (*Point-3D) -- move to new coordinate (pi)  
>> *Point-3D pi 
<< *Point-3D ! 
. set: /x pi/x  [12] 
. set: /y pi/y 
. set: /z pi/z 
. 
@@sub:: (*Point-3D) -- subtract pi from self; return result as new value 
>> *Point-3D pi 
<< *Point-3D ps 
. set: ps/x sub: /x pi/x 
. set: ps/y sub: /y pi/y 
. set: ps/z sub: /z pi/z 
 
@@diff:: (*Point-3D) -- compute difference from px; return scalar value  
>> *Point-3D  px 
<< *integer   dd 
. *Point-3D  pd 
. sub:! px 
. set:dd sum: = pd/x, pd/y, pd/z 

use’m…  
@@Test-3D-Point 
. *Point-3D  p1 =0,0,0 -- a couple local Point -3D instances 
. *Point-3D  p2 
.  
. set:p1 0,0,0  [13] -- RUN-TIME ERROR!! 
. move:p2 p1 

define a Generic Action…  
@@3D-Point-Distance 
>> *Point-3D  p1 -- … which takes two instances…  
>> *Point-3D  p2 --    … of Point -3D objects…  
<< *integer   distance --    … and returns an integer instance  
= *Point-3D  p3 -- a local Point -3D instance 
. 
. set:p3  @Generate-3D-Point -- call the @Generate-3D-Point Action 
. 
. set:distance  diff:  sub:p3 p1  sub:p3 p2 
 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[11] Not a very adequate set of operations, but sufficient for demonstration purposes. 
[12] Membership access uses the same syntax as Indexing, and both happen actively at run time. And neither happens automatically— the 

accessed Object must provide the access in the index: Message Action. 
[13] This doesn’t work, because no set: Message Action is defined. Note that it does work to initialize p1 with a list— an Init List doesn’t 

require a handling Message. 
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Introduction 

This section is more descriptive than normative, but does cover topics not covered in detail elsewhere. Where it does describe things not 
covered in later sections, the description here is normative. In particular, this section covers matters of syntax. The sections after focus on 
the basic Groups: Models/Objects, Actions & Messages. Following those are sections that cover System Resources, External Actions and 
Exceptions. 

Contents 
? ?BOOL Objects 
? ?BOOL Symbology 
? ?Meta-Families 

o The Nine Meta-Families 
o Definitions & Instances 
o Syntax 

? ?Dot Level 
? ?Lists 

o Named Lists 
o Execution Lists 
o Dot Level & Lists 
o List Objects & Examples 

? ?Sub-Programs 
? ?Message Passing 
? ?Dispatching Methods 
? ?Messages & Expressions 
? ?Parameter Stack 
? ?References & Sub-Sections 
? ?Virtual Environment 
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BOOL Objects 

BOOL is object-oriented on several levels.  

1. Object-oriented programming by defining object classes. [1] 

2. All program Objects are instances of BOOL meta-Families. [2] 

3. BOOL Programs & Modules are high-level System objects with defined interfaces. [3] 

BOOL User-Defined Objects 
In all object-oriented languages, you create “objects” by first defining a “class”.  The class defines the shape of “instances” of the class—
generally called “objects”— as well as defining a set of operations you can perform on those instances. Once you have a class defined, you 
can define physical instances. 

For example, in C++ you might define a Cartesian coordinate class for making “XY point” objects: 

class Cartesian 
{ 
 int  X_; 
 int  Y_; 
public: 
 Cartesian (int x, int y): X_(x), Y_(y) {} 
 Cartesian (): X_(0), Y_(0) {} 
}; 

// make a couple…  
Cartesian  p1; 
Cartesian  p2(10,10); 

In BOOL, you’d define it like this: 

**Cartesian 
. *int  X =0 
. *int  Y =0 

-- make a couple…  
* Cartesian  p1 
* Cartesian  p2 =10,10 

Models & Instances 
BOOL is a little different than some object-oriented languages in several ways! 

First, the nomenclature is a little different. Classes are called “Models”. And because BOOL is object-oriented on multiple levels, to avoid 
confusion, “objects”— instances of a class— are always called “Instances” in BOOL. [4] (Also, while the general term, “method”, applies in 
BOOL, the class implementation routines are “Message Actions”.) 

Which highlights the second difference BOOL has with other object languages: the classes (Models) are persistent, physical objects in 
BOOL, not definitions internal to a compiler. In fact, because they are part of the run time image of a BOOL program, they are accessible 
and modifiable at run time. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[1] BOOL calls them “Models”. 
[2] In other words, the design of BOOL is object-oriented and it is object-oriented “under the hood”. 
[3] A program consists of one or more modules. They may also reference External Library objects. All three, Program, Module and Library 

Objects, are meta-instances of the Implementation meta-Family, Program Objects. 
[4] In fact, in terms of BOOL’s object-orientation, the most correct terminology is “Model Object” and “Instance Object”. 
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BOOL Under The Hood 

All BOOL Objects are members of one of the BOOL meta-Families, and all share certain universal attributes: 

?? Signature— identifies the Object as a BOOL Object [5] 
?? Meta-Family ID— indexes an internal table of meta-family Executives [6] 
?? Name—each Object must have a unique name [7] 
?? Flags— various control and state flags (e.g. Read-Only, Temp, System) 

Message-Passing 
All interactions with BOOL Objects use the same process: send a message defining an action to a target Object. The target Object handles 
the message and performs the action. In a sense, messages act like operators or function calls on the target (and, in fact, message-passing, 
expressions with operators, and function calls all have a great deal in common). 

Message Input & Output Parameters 
Some messages define input parameters, so appropriate data must be available on the Parameter Stack (PStack). The message sender must 
insure the data is appropriate in number, sequence and type. Failure to provide expected inputs causes a run time exception.[8] The PStack is 
an intelligent object that is frame-safe, and aids in detecting frame violations. 

Nearly all Messages define return values (very few exceptions), and these values are returned on the PStack. BOOL supports multiple 
return values, however the caller must be able to “catch” the entire list. A mismatch between returned values and receiving object(s) causes 
the same exception(s) caused by input parameter mismatches. 

BOOL RTX 
The meta-Family ID tag links each Object to one of several meta-Family Object Executives that implement Message processing. Each 
meta-Family has an Executive, and implementations can add Executives that handle Native Objects. (For example, there is a Models meta-
Family Executive that handles Model Objects in general, but there may also be an Executive handling specific Native Models.) 

The BOOL Run Time Executive (RTX) mediates the process of passing Messages to Objects through its Dispatcher. The RTX exports a 
call point, Bool_Dispatch_Object(). This call, which invokes the RTX Dispatcher, receives a Context object[9], a BOOL Object and a 
Message. The RTX Dispatcher uses the meta-Family ID tag to dispatch the Object & Message to the Executive that handles Objects of that 
Family. [10] 

What the Executive does depends both on the Executive and on the Message. In some cases an Executive normally passes the Message on 
to some other Object or Objects. For example, Instance Objects pass most Messages on to the Instance’s bound Model Object, and List 
Objects pass most Messages on to all their list members. 

BOOL Modules and Programs 
A BOOL program consists of one or more modules. The design may be star-like, where one module depends on a number of others (for 
example, a situation using “plug ins” would be a good place for a design like this), or it may be chain-like, where module A depends on 
module B, who depends on module C. Programs can require modules exist at load time or defer detection until actually needing them. 

A module consists of: a Descriptor, a Name Space, an Address Space and one or more Data Spaces. Modules are intelligent objects (meta-
instances of the Modules Implementation meta-Family) and respond to certain Messages. In particular, you can query the Descriptor and 
the public partition of the Name Space. The former describes the module (identification, version, dependencies, etc.); the latter lists what 
the module exports. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[5] There is actually a set of allowed signatures: 0xbb200# (where # is currently allowed to be 0 or 1). 
[6] BOOL currently specifies a 256-entry meta-Family table, but there is one for system objects and one for user objects. The last digit of the 

Signature determines which table BOOL uses. 
[7] Actually, an index to a record in the Name Space, however indexes within a module are unique and can be used as hashes for the name. 

Index values with the MSB set index the module’s import table. This means that BOOL limits modules to 2^31 internal names and an 
equal number of external names. 

[8] #PSTACK-ERROR is the most general; there are more specific ones that depend on the exact nature of the violation. 
[9] A Context objects are part of the runtime environment.  Their primary task is providing the local frame data allocation. 
[10] In a few cases, the RTX Dispatcher can process the Message. For example, it can handle requests for the Object’s Name or a reference 

to the Object (similar to an “address of” operator). 
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BOOL Symbology 

In BOOL, as in all languages, some lexical symbols have syntactic meaning to the translator. For example, most languages have a symbol-
based syntax to indicate a program comment. BOOL also uses symbols to classify objects into meta-families. Three symbols, in particular, 
represent the three most basic groups of BOOL Objects. 

* Model (data) 
@ Action (code) 
: Message  (expression) 

Symbol Semantics 
As much as possible, no symbol is semantically overloaded; each has a specific meaning. The table below shows the semantics associated 
with the symbols as BOOL uses them. 

-- Comment (to end of line) ++ documentation 
. Scope Indicator . . . statement 
, Informal List a, b, c 
= Explicit List = 101, 102, 103 
! Self print: n: ! 
/ Index or Member /name   /10   /(foo)   
“…” String Literal “Hello, World!” 
‘NAME Named Literal Object ‘FOO 
: :: Message set:  1:  “foo”:  *int: 
** * Model / Instance **my-Model  *int 
@@ @ Action / Call @@foo  @foo 
$$ $ System Resource $$file  $file 
&& & External Action &&sleep  &sleep 
%% % Option %unsigned 
## # Exception #LIST-EMPTY 
[…] Location [foo]  [1,4] 
(…) Reference-to  ()  (foo)  (@foo) 
{…} Addressing Tag {12,4}  {‘foo}  {“foobar”} 
<…> Model-of  / Is-a <foo>  <*string> 
>> Input Argument >>  *int  argc 
<< Output Argument <<  *bool  rv = TRUE 
^ Top [^]-top or first location 
_ Bottom [_]-bottom/last location 
? NULL eq:foo ? 

not def ;   \  ~  |  

Double Symbols 
Some symbols can appear in doubled form. Double-symbol syntax defines (or declares when definition body not provided), a new referable 
program object. If a definition is congruent[11] with a previous definition it overrides that definition. [12] 

Single-symbol syntax— when there is a double-symbol counterpart— generates an instance or use Object that references the double-symbol 
object. A use requires an available definition (or declaration) of the defining Object in the environment. [13] 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[11] Congruent definitions have the same doubled symbol and same name. @@Foo and **Foo are not congruent. 
[12] A practical application of this is that, once you use the double-symbol to define something, you will very rarely use double symbols again 

(unless you declare something). 
[13] Generally a declaration is sufficient for the translator. A definition must exist by run time, although in some cases only if the calling Object 

actually invokes it. 
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Number, String & Name Literal Objects 

Values have a type. BOOL provides the ubiquitous numeric and string primitive types along with a couple other less common ones. BOOL 
has syntax for writing literals of these types. Once again, we point out that everything is an Object in BOOL, and literals are no exception. 
A literal in the text becomes a Literal Object in the Module. Literal Objects are global, system-owned, read-only Instance Objects of an 
appropriate type. They are allocated in the Global Context of the primary Module. There are some “well known” Literal Objects that are 
required by an implementation. These are allocated in the system’s Global Context. 

Numbers 
BOOL supports integers (signed or unsigned) up to 128 bits (using twos-compliment) as well as the 32-, 64- and 80-bit IEEE floating-point 
types. It also (loosely) defines— but does not require— a 96- and 128-bit floating-point format. There is also a *digits type for absolute 
precision calculation. 

Literal numbers with a decimal point become *real Instances, those without become *int Instances. In either case, the translator uses the 
minimum precision possible to express the value. Literal numbers too large to fit these binary types become *digits strings. 

42 a 32-bit *int Literal Object 

-42e12 a 64-bit *int Literal Object 

-4.2 a 32-bit *real Literal Object 

+0.18628272341321e6 a 64-bit *real Literal Object 

3.1415926535897932384626433832795028841971693993751  
 a *digits Literal Object 

Strings 
BOOL literal strings are enclosed in double-quotes. Embed quotes in a string with, either the doubling method (two double quotes create a 
single embedded quote), or the backslash method (prefix an embedded quote with a backslash). All other characters are legal in literal 
strings— including new lines. 

BOOL strings are, of course, Objects. They may be any length (subject to system realities). BOOL is required to support the largest string a 
platform can support. BOOL strings can support any encoding (for example, ANSI or Unicode). They can be queried about their attributes 
(such as encoding, length, storage location, etc.). 

 Literal strings in the source become Literal (*string Instance) Objects, which means that literal strings can receive Messages.  

“Hello, World!” a *string Literal Object 

print:“Hello, World!” print the string 

“Hello, World!”/1,5 index a string 

Literal Objects 
A name prefixed with a single quote (BOOL allows— but frowns on— a closing single quote) is a valueless, Named Literal Object. These 
are similar to strings, but occupy no data space. (The text is discarded when translation completes.) They all have unique values— indexes 
into a table of Name Literals. 

This is similar to a “#define” in a C-like language: 

#define  DEBUG 

In BOOL: 

‘DEBUG 

The translator creates Literal (*object Instance) Objects the first time it encounters them (there is no definition syntax for literals). When 
it encounters them again, it uses references that same Object (this is true of all Literal Objects). 
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Meta-Families Overview 

??Models contain functionality & data design  
?? Native Models: provided by the environment  

?? **bool Boolean (TRUE/FALSE) data type 
?? **number general-purpose number object (“infinite” precision) 

?? User-defined Models: defined by the user 

?? Resource Models: provided by the environment  
?? $$file generic file I/O interface  
?? $$screen display screen output interface  
?? $$keyboard keyboard input interface 

??Data Objects are Model instances [14] 
?? Are bound to their Models— the Model Executive handles most of the work  

?? Data Objects are instances of Native or User Models  
?? *integer   X ‘X’ is an Integer Object 
?? *string  S ‘S’ is a String Object 

?? Resource Objects are instances of a System Resources [15] 
?? $stdout default output stream object 
?? $stdout  out ‘out’ is bound and connected to $stdout 
?? $printer default printer stream object 

??Actions act as procedures and functions 
?? Native Actions provided as language commands [16] 

?? @do,  @return,  @exit 
?? @if…@else,  @match…@case 
?? @while,  @until,  @for 

?? User-defined Actions act as procedures and sub-routines 
?? @Find-File,  @Generate-3D-Point,  @Error-Exit 

?? External Actions bindings to system API and other language libraries  
?? &sleep— call the sleep() function in the system library  

??Messages bind objects and operations together 
?? Explicit Expressions contain visible Messages and bind visible operations  

?? true: X unary, returns TRUE/FALSE  
?? set: X 42 binary, changes X, returns “self” 
?? add: X Y binary, no changes, returns new object 

?? Implicit Expressions contain implicit Messages and bind invisible operations  
?? An Execution List sends an implicit X: to each list item  
?? Message Objects send implicit Q: Messages to each argument  

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[14] Technically, they should be grouped with Models, but they are important enough in BOOL programs to rate their own group here. 
[15] An oddity of Resource Instances is that they are also Models and are used to create specific instances of a particular resource’s use. 
[16] All the usual flow control statements in BOOL are actually second-level constructs— they can be written using first-level BOOL syntax, 

although most implementations will provide them virtually (nevertheless, they must act as if they were physical BOOL Objects). 
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Meta-Family Prefixes 

BOOL uses symbol prefixes (and, in the case of Messages, a suffix) to differentiate Family names.[17] 

Definition Object 
(one per name) 

Use Object 
(many per name) 

**model Define Model (“class”) *model  obj Define Instance 

@@action Define Action (“sub-routine”) @action args Call Action 

@@message:: Define Message-Action (“method”) message:obj Send Message 

$$sys Define System Resource $sys  sysobj Define System Instance 

&&ext Define External Function (libraries) &ext args Call External Function 
##except Define Exception #except args Throw Exception 

Definition vs: Use 
There is a fundamental rule with regard to double symbols: Double symbols create a Definition Object. Single symbols create a Use Object. 

Use Objects with the same name as a Definition Object refer to that Definition (they “use” it). In some cases, they are Instances of their 
defining Object: in other cases, they invoke the definition. 

Not all symbols have a double-symbol defining version— only the meta-Family prefix symbols (shown in the table above) do. 

The most basic relationships between definitions and various types of use is shown in this schematic: 

Models Actions Messages 
Define 
 Model **Model Define 

Action @@Action Define 
Msg Actn @@Message:: 

Use Model 
Define Instance *Model Instance Use (call) 

Action @Action   

Use 
Instance Instance   Use 

Message Message: 

Models and Actions have Definition Objects and Use Objects. However, Model Use Objects are a definition themselves— they define an 
instance of the Model. Other Objects can reference the instance. Action Use Objects, however, do not define anything— they just invoke 
their Definition Object. 

Message Actions define like Actions, but don’t have Call Use Objects like Actions. In fact, while a Message Action is an Action Object, 
Message (Use) Objects are members of the Messages meta-Family. 

Definition vs: Declaration 
There is a Basic Rule with regard to definition and declaration: If there is a defining list, it’s a definition. If not, it’s a declaration. 

Declarations (that is, using a double-symbol) can take a list (at least one, sometimes more). If they do, they’re Definitions, and anything 
found in the list that matches any existing implementation overrides or extends that implementation until–and unless–the new definition 
goes out of scope. 

If there is no definition list, the new name is only declared, not defined. 

Declarations with the %import option require BOOL to search for a definition that matches the declaration. If it cannot find a match, it 
must generate a warning at the declaration point. If the declaration is ever used, and no definition was found, BOOL searches again. If it 
still cannot find a match, it must generate an error (throw an exception). 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[17] One consequence of this is that a name may be re-used between the families. Another consequence is that the names can start with 

digits. 
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The Meta-Families 

All BOOL Objects are meta-instances of some BOOL meta-Family. 

Actually, BOOL’s meta-Families consist of main Families and sub-Families. All main Families have sub-Families, except the Messages 
Family [18]. The meta-Families are like virtual meta-classes— you create meta-instances of these by defining BOOL Objects, like Actions, 
Models and Instance Objects. 

Meta-Families Are Abstract 
The meta-Families, unlike most BOOL entities, have no physical identity. You cannot send Messages to the meta-Families, nor can you 
add data or function. In other words, you cannot access the machinery of the meta-Families.[19] For the most part, the meta-stuff happens 
“behind the scenes” and “under the hood”. 

Defining & Using 
A main Family meta-instance always defines something, for example an Action or a Model. A sub-Family meta-instance, such as a Call or 
an Instance, always links to— and in some fashion “uses”— a defined main Family Object. The nature of the use depends on the Family. 
For example, Call Objects link to (and “invoke”) Action Objects and Instance Objects link to (and are “instances of”) Model Objects. 

Sub-Family meta-instances have many-to-one relationships with the defining Objects (meta-instances) of their main Family. There can be 
many Call Objects invoking an Action Object, and a Model Object can have many Instance Objects linked to it. 

Instances & meta-Instances 
The interaction of instances and meta-instances can be confusing. All Objects are meta-instances of one of the meta-Families or of one of 
their sub-Families. However, meta-instances of some sub-Families (mainly Models and Resources) are also called Instance Objects.  

For instance[20], an Instance Object (a meta-instance of the Instances sub-Family) is also an instance of a Model Object (a meta-instance of 
the Models main Family). As much as possible, when the word, “instance”, is capitalized it refers to an Instance Object. When it is not 
capitalized, it refers to an “instance” in the general sense. Also, “instance” refers to Instance Objects (including Resource Objects), while 
“meta-instance” refers to the relationship between any BOOL Object and its Family. 

Object Executives 
What the meta-Families really represent are the Object Executives that actually run all BOOL Objects. 

The most fundamental “shape” of a BOOL Object consists of a validating signature and a meta-Family ID tag. The tag names an Executive 
that handles the Object. All transactions with all BOOL Objects are always handled exactly the same way: The BOOL RTX exports a call 
point, Bool_Dispatch_Object(). The call takes a Context, a BOOL Object and a Message. The RTX Dispatcher uses the Family ID tag 
to dispatch the Object to an Executive that knows how to handle it. 

The Dispatcher and the Executives comprise the bulk of the BOOL Run Time Executive. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[18] Actually, the Messages meta-Family is the sub-Family. There is no Definition Object family for Messages. 
[19] This turns out to be not completely true. 
[20] Sorry. 
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Models & Instances 
Models and Instances are similar to classes and objects as found in many object-oriented languages. A class provides a “template” for an 
object as well as encapsulating the operations on that object. A BOOL Model Object contains the design of a BOOL Instance Object as 
well as a set of operations it can perform on them. In most cases, both the design and the operation set are mutable. 

The Basic Picture 
The diagram on the right shows this basic relationship between entities in 
the Models meta-Family and Instances sub-Family. The first field of any 
Object is the Family ID tag. The tag relates the Object to a meta-Family. 

Model Definition Objects (MOD-on the right) are meta-instances of the 
Models meta-Family. Instance Objects (INST-left) are meta-instances of 
the Instances sub-Family. 

Instance Objects are also instances of Model Objects. In this example, the 
Object is named “X” and it is an Instance of the *int Model. 

The BOOL source to create the picture on the right might look like this: 

*int  X 

Many Instances— One Model 
The second diagram shows the many-to-one relationship between 
Instances of a Model and the Model Object. 

Now the BOOL source to generate the picture might look like this: 

*int  X 
*int  Y 

That creates two Instance Objects, one named “X” and one named “Y” 
(both meta-instances of the Instances sub-Family), that are instances of 
the *int Model (meta-instance of the Models Family). 

The picture so far shows the situation with a single Model Object, but the 
real picture includes many Model Objects, and each Model has Instance 
Objects of its own. 

Man Instances— Many Models 
The last diagram shows a small part of that picture. As before, we have 
the *int Model and two Instance Objects. This time we’ve added the 
*real Model along with two Instance Objects. 

You can see that things are beginning to get a lot more complicated, and 
this only shows two Models and four Instances! 

Separate Model Objects are not related (other than that they can define 
inheritance relationships among themselves). However, Instance Objects 
can be related by being instances of the same Model. There is a many-to-
one relationship of Instances to Models. 
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Actions & Calls 
Actions are where the action is; they are known in other languages as “functions”, “procedures”, “sub-routines” and “methods”. An Action 
contains at least one list of statements to execute (although this list may be empty). It also defines an interface of what it expects to receive 
as parameters and what it will return upon completion. 

Generic Actions are like general procedures and functions in other languages. They are “called” by Call Objects, which contain a list of 
input parameter Objects for the call. When a Call invokes an Action, it first evaluates the argument list (the evaluation of each Object 
should result in an Object pushed to the PStack). Then it sends an “invoke” Message to the Action. This causes the Action to save its 
current context, load a new context (using Objects from the PStack), and execute its statement list(s). When the Action completes, the 
return value is pushed and the previous context is restored. [21] 

Message Actions are like methods in OOP languages. They work much like Generic Actions, but are not invoked by Call Objects. Instead, 
Models— in response to Messages— invoke Message Actions. Another difference is that these Actions have an implicit “me” Object that 
the Action was invoked against. 

The Basic Picture 
The picture for Actions and Calls is almost identical to the one for Models 
and Instances. 

An Action Object (ACT-right) is a meta-instance of the Actions Family. 
A Call Object (CALL-left) is a meta-instance of the Calls sub-Family. 

Call Objects invoke their Action Object. 

The source for this example requires a definition for @Foo to invoke. The 
definition and the call might look like this (very minimal definition for 
@Foo): 

@@Foo 
= @_  -- just return 

@Foo 

Many Calls— One Action 
As with Models and Instances, an Action can have many calls. As Actions 
are sub-routines, this is the same as how a sub-routine can have many 
callers (which is rather the whole point of a sub-routine!). 

The set of Call Objects that invoke a given Action are similar to the set of 
Instances of a given Model. In the case of the set of Instances, each varies 
in terms of its state— that is, its value. The set of Calls varies in terms of 
the values on a list of parameters that comprise the interface between the 
Call and the Action. 

 

 

Many Calls— Many Actions 
Also as with Models and Instances, there can be many Actions, each with 
many Calls. 

 In a sense, the definition of the Action— its parameters and list of 
statements— is instance-specific data that differentiates one Action from 
another. But other than being related as instances of the Actions meta-
class, and other than being found on the same list of known Actions, there 
is no connection between Action Definition Objects. 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[21] Because Actions maintain a context frame, they may be reentered. Recursion is no problem in BOOL. 
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Messages 
Messages bind expressions and make requests of Objects. They fill the role occupied by operators and functions in other languages. (Note 
that both Messages and Actions resemble functions. This is because there are two ways to invoke an Action in BOOL: by sending a 
Message to an Object or by using a Call Object to invoke an Action Object directly.) 

The Basic Picture 
Objects in the Message meta-Family are a little different than Objects in the other meta-Families. 
There is no definition meta-Family, only a use sub-Family. Message Objects do not bind to a 
Definition Object. 

The text of a Message Object— that is, the message text— is the Object’s Name. Message text can be 
just about anything, and there are a number of special case message texts. 

Many Messages— Same Text 
There can be any number of Message Objects containing the 
same message text. This is similar to how any number of 
Call Objects can call the same Action. This means that there 
can be any number of Message Objects with the same Name, just as there can be any number of 
Call Objects calling an Action. 

The big difference between Calls and Messages is that Messages with the same name aren’t related 
through a binding to a defining Object. Message Objects with identical names share nothing in 
common other than those names. 

The big similarity between Calls and Messages is that both invoke Actions. Calls invoke generic 
Actions, and Messages invoke Message Actions through their target Objects. 

The mechanism of how they invoke Actions is quite different— and the Actions themselves are 
slightly different— but the end result is the same: an Action is invoked. 

Many Messages— Many Texts 
And, of course, there can be any number of Message Objects with different message 
texts. 
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Resource Models 
The System Resources meta-Family is nearly identical to the Models meta-Family. Both provide a model, or design, of an object and a 
mechanism to create and destroy instances (“objects”) of that design. Both have Instance Objects. And both provide a set of operations that 
work on the instances. 

The key differences between regular Models and Resource Models are: 

??Use the $ prefix rather then the * prefix 
??Defined and owned by the system 
??User cannot modify existing Resource Models 
??User cannot define new Resource Models 
?? Instances represent a binding to the resource 

What Resources Are 
Resource Models define a way to access and manage such things as disk files, user input devices, displays, printers, system hardware and 
the BOOL RTX itself. Anything handled by the underlying operating system is a potential resource.[22] For example, the $file Resource 
Model defines a means to use disk files, and the $mem Resource Model defines a mechanism to use system memory. 

An implementation must provide the Native Resources, even if they are “null” on a given platform. For example, an implementation must 
provide the $display Model, even on a platform with no output device. 

An implementation is free to provide other Resources it deems appropriate. An implementation has more freedom to extend the set of 
provided Resource Models than it does to extend the set of regular Models. A big part of the reason for this is that the system is the only 
entity that can define Resource Models. 

Resource Models provide the BOOL environment with a set of portable, consistent, rich system access methods. Ideally, all system-specific 
requirements of a BOOL implementation are contained in the System Resources. 

example 

$$file -- declare $file Resource 
 
@@Print-File 
>> *string  filename 
. 
. $file  input 
. = {‘Name} filename 
. . {‘Access} ‘READ 
. . {‘Type} ‘TEXT 
. 
. open:input 
. 
. =[] not:eof:input 
. . *string line = get:input line 
. . print:line 
. 
. close:input 

Incidentally, the $file Instance could be initialized this way, too: 

. $file  input 

. 

. set:input/Name   filename 

. set:input/Access ‘READ 

. set:input/Type   ‘TEXT 

 

Abstract Resources 
Resource Models can be abstract. For example, BOOL defines a set of abstract I/O Models along with a set of concrete I/O Models. These 
Models can be virtual in that the implementation doesn’t have to actually provide them if the environment behaves as if they were real 
BOOL objects.  

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[22] Resources don’t have to map to physical resources or be handled by the operating system. They can be any “resource” the system 

provides. 
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External Actions 
The External Action meta-Family is very similar to the Action Family. The relationship between the Definition Objects (Actions) and the 
Use Object (Calls) is identical. The schematics (shown earlier for Actions) depicting the meta-Family and sub-Family and their meta-
instances would be identical, except for the names. The difference between Actions and External Actions is that the latter’s “actions” are 
sub-routines outside the BOOL environment and are not necessarily written in BOOL. 

BOOL uses External Actions to link with external code libraries, vendor DLLs and other external source of executable code. External 
Actions allow BOOL programs to access, for example, the standard C library or the Windows API. 

External Actions and Resource Models share a characteristic in that their definitions are not internal to BOOL. This is true by definition for 
External Actions, and is usually the case for Resources. 

Referencing The Library 
External Actions must reference a Library. When the translator encounters an External Action definition, it binds that definition to the code 
in the library. Declaring an External Action from a Library that does not exist or that does not contain the Action generates a compile time 
exception (#UNKNOWN-LIBRARY). 

Portability of External Actions 
External Actions are not portable. They rely on the external environment, which BOOL does not define. Therefore BOOL does not require 
that an implementation support any particular External Actions (there are no Native External Actions— the term is self contradictory). 
However, it must support the facility and it must allow programs using them to run under the as if rule. 
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Minor Families 

Lists 
Lists are somewhat of an internal meta-Family. Lists are important in BOOL, but they are not defined, as are Actions and Models. They are 
similar to Messages in that they only exist as Use Objects. 

Lists have names, an optional expression and a list of items. The name can be null (not defined) or empty (defined, but blank), in which 
case the List is unnamed. There may be any number of unnamed Lists in a scope. Lists with a (non-blank) name are named and must be 
unique in their scope. 

A List may have zero or more items. The max number of items is 2^32-2 (4,294,967,294).[23] 

If a List has an expression (called a Gate Expression), and if that List is executed (sent an X: or execute: Message), it evaluates the 
expression. Only if the expression returns TRUE, does the List proceed to execute the List items (send them an X: Message). If the 
expression returns FALSE, the List does nothing further. 

Exceptions 
Exceptions are very similar to Actions in how they are used, but are similar to Models in how they are defined. 

An Exception Definition defines a named object containing data the programmer deems relevant to the error. Unlike Models, Exception 
Definitions do not include Message Actions. 

An Exception Use Object resembles, and acts like, a Call Object. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[23]  Actually, it’s 2^BOOLBITS (which is defined in bool-types.h as the width of a BOOLCELL). Currently, it’s 32. 
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Meta-Family Definitions & Instances 

Program Objects you define are “meta-instances” of one of the meta-Families. In general, there are two basic types of meta-instance: a 
Definition Object, which defines a new type of “thing”, and a Use Object, which refers-to, is-an-instance-of, invokes or somehow uses that 
new thing. Below, the question mark stands for the Family Prefix symbol used by the syntax for each Family (see next topic). The exact 
syntax of a definition, or a use, varies from Family to Family. 

Definition Objects 

??name  signature  definition -list 

A definition creates a new, named Object in the local environment. The name and signature define the “footprint” of the definition. In an 
Action, this includes the input and output parameter list and any sub-clauses. In a Model, it consists of the member list, which includes the 
Instance definition as well as the list of Message Actions. 

Generally, an Action signature is mostly exposed— the sub-clauses and parameters are not only visible, but an important part of the identity 
of the Action. The BOOL RTX uses the signature to resolve late-binding Actions. 

On the other hand, Model signatures tend to be mostly hidden. Neither the Instance definition (object member data) nor the list of Message-
handling Actions of a Model is in plain view. You can send a message to a Model asking if a given Message is supported, and you can even 
ask for a list of supported Messages. A supported Message implies a Message-handling Action. Once you have a supported Message, you 
can probe for, and query, the Action itself. Models are allowed to be coy when it comes to the Instance definition. [24] 

Use Objects 

?name   parameter-list 

An Instance Object is a new copy, an instance, of the data defined by a Model. A Call Object calls, or invokes, an Action. For an Instance, 
the parameter list includes a required name for the Instance Object. It also includes an optional initialization list. For a Call, the parameter 
list, which is optional, is the list of parameters for the Action. 

Messages are Use Objects, as the single symbol implies. They are different in that the Family symbol (a colon) is a suffix, not a prefix. 
They also differ in that there is no Message Definition Object, as such. Many Messages are defined natively to the system; others are 
defined via Message Action Definition Objects. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[24] What a Model must make public is the indexing set. This is the list of names that can be used as Messages to index sub-Instances of an 

Instance. However, the indexing set is allowed to be empty. 
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Meta-Family Syntax 
Models 

**model-name  parent-model-list 
.  model-definition-list 
.  @@message-name::  message-signature  execution-list 

*model-name  instance-name  initialization-list 

The Asterisk (*) signifies a Model Object or Instance Object. A double symbol (**) defines a new Model Object (or declares an external 
one). A single symbol (*) defines an Instance Object. 
An Instance declaration may be followed by an initialization list (which is evaluated at run-time). 

Actions 

@@action-name  action-signature  execution-list 
@action-name  parameter-list 

The At-sign (@) signifies an Action Object or Call Object. A double symbol (@@) defines a new Action Object (or declares an external 
one). A single symbol (@) defines a Call object. 
A Call may have a parameter list. Also, Call Objects are always defined, they cannot be declared.[25] 

System Resources 

$$resource-name  options-list 
$resource-name  instance-name  initialization-list 

The Dollar sign ($) signifies a System Resource Model Object or Instance Object. A double symbol ($$) names and binds a System 
Resource (insuring it’s available). A single symbol ($) creates an instance binding that Resource. 
As with an Instance Object, a Resource Instance may be followed by an initialization list. 

External Actions 

&&action-name  options-list  action-signature 
&action-name  parameter-list 

The Ampersand (&) signifies an External Action Object or Call Object. A double symbol (&&) declares a signature-only External Action 
Object[26]. A single symbol (&) defines an External Call Object bound to the External Action Object. External Actions support options that 
document the nature of the external object (e.g. %cdecl might indicate a C library function). 

Exceptions 

##exception-name  exception-signature 
#exception-name  parameter-list 

The Pound Sign (#) defines an Exception Object. A double symbol (##) defines a new Exception Model. The single symbol (#) defines an 
Exception Instance Object. 
An Exception Instance “throws” itself when executed. Parameters defined by the Exception Model may be optionally supplied via the 
Instance. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[25] Actually, all Sub-Family Objects (Instances, Calls, Resources & Ext.Calls) are always defined, never declared. Only the defining Family 

Objects have external presences that allow declarations to make sense. 
[26] There is never an execution-list. By definition, External Actions are always declared, never defined. 
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Dot-Level 

Introduction 
Most languages have a need to manage “scope”; that is, a way of encapsulating bits of code to hide them from other bits of code that might 
be confused by seeing them. It provides a local visibility and lifetime to objects used only by small sections of the program (which keeps 
things nice and uncluttered). It also creates layers of differing granularity that provide large and small views of the program. The same 
boxes that make up the flowchart exist in some syntactic and semantic way in the language. 

Scope and hierarchal structure is fundamental to any significantly interesting program. One of the early discoveries of programming was 
the importance of this hierarchical structure in a program–it’s called Structured Programming, and it has to do with putting your code in 
boxes that go inside of other boxes and so on. The boxes can be nested; one can be contained inside another. No other intersection is legal. 
Boxes may not only partially overlap; one must totally contain another. However, it is legal for a single box to contain more than one (non-
intersecting) box. 

Different languages approach this different ways. A few ignore it and have no scope; everything is global (some with forward referencing, 
some not). Most use some form of syntactic block. It might use begin…end or perhaps {…} to enclose a block. The end goal is the same. 
(And I know of a case where a C programmer used #defines to map begin to { and end to }. Go figure!) 

Block Scope in BOOL 
BOOL takes a different approach. BOOL uses a line-oriented syntax where markers at the beginning of a line indicate the “Dot Level” of 
that line— one level for each marker. Contiguous lines with the same Dot Level belong to the same scope block. Objects on lines with no 
markers have a Dot Level of zero and belong to an implicit file execution list. 

All lexical tokens have a Dot Level that is compared to the level of the previous line. If the token level is higher, a new block begins. Each 
additional Dot Level generates a new, nested block. If the token’s level is lower, this ends the current block, and blocks are exited until they 
match the token's level. 

Dot Characteristics: 
? ? A Dot represents entry in some list, usually an exec list, and sometimes a line-item list. 
? ? Dot-Level starts at 0 on each new line and increments by one for each leading Dot found. 
? ? Dots that appear after tokens increase the Dot-Level from the initial point for each occurrence. 
? ? Continuation Character continues previous Dot Level. 

??Dots and Continuation Character are mutually exclusive! 
? ? Anything on Dot Level 0 is translated immediately. 

?? Interactive: real-time operation 
?? Compiled: global data; executed first, before @Main 

? ? Tokens on same line have same Dot Level. 
?? Token's Dot Level links it to the token with a Dot Level one less 

example: 

X    --X is on Dot-Level-0 
. A   -- A is on Dot-Level-1 (and is owned by X) 
. . B  -- B & C are on Dot-Level-2 
. . C  --   in a block owned by A 
. . . D -- D & E are on Dot-Level-3 
. . . E --   in a block owned by C (owned by A) 
. . F  -- F is back on Dot-Level-2 
. . . G -- G & H are on Dot-Level-3 
. . . H --   and owned by F (owned by A) 
    -- Back to Dot-Level-0 

One interesting consequence of the line-oriented Dot Level protocol is that there is no need for trailing semi-colons! 
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Lists 

BOOL is list-aware. It uses a lexical list mechanism closely tied to the Dot Level mechanism (and both are line-oriented) and it has a native 
list data type (the *list Model). Lists can be informal, implicit or explicit. Explicit Lists define a block scope, which— if executed—
creates a context frame. You can use lexical lists can create multi-dimensional structures useful as arrays, tables, trees and other structured 
data collections.  

syntax: 

list-item-1, list-item-2, …  informal list 

. list-item-1  implicit list  

. list-item-2 

. …  

= [ name ] gate-expression explicit list  
. list-item-1 
. list-item-2 
. …  
 

Lists are always evaluated from left to right, top to bottom. 

Types of Lists 
Informal List: A series of objects or expressions separated by commas is an informal list. Comma-separated lists may not extend beyond 
one line. Instance Initializer Lists may not be informal lists. 

Implicit List: When the Dot-Level changes to a higher Dot-Level, this creates an implicit list. This is the fundamental property of Dot-
Level. A change of more than one Dot-Level generates lists with multiple dimensions. Complex data structures can be written using only 
implicit lists, however the dimensions will only be accessible via numeric coordinates. 

Explicit List: An equals-sign (=) signals the beginning of an explicit list. An explicit list differs from an implicit list in some significant 
ways: First, it self-documents the occurrence of a list. This makes code clearer (particularly when the list begins deep into a line). More 
importantly, an explicit list can be named and can have a gate expression. Gated Lists act like “if” statements. Named lists are important in 
defining certain types of Actions, and they are also the only way to access members of associative collections. 

Certain situations require an explicit list. In Action Definitions, all secondary Execution Lists must be explicit lists. 

examples: 

*point p1 =X,Y -- explicit X/Y pair 

set:p1 X,Y  -- informal X/Y pair 

=[ttt] 
. =[t] 0,0,0 -- tic-tac-toe? 
. =[m] 0,0,0 -- explicit value list (of lists) 
. =[b] 0,0,0 

= @Init-Database-Server “dbs01” -- explicit list of Actions 
. @Open-Database “financials”  
. @Open-Table “May 2003” 

=[foobar] t_or_f -- named list with gate 
. *int x = arg1 -- … with an init list for x 
. set: arg2 add: arg3 x 
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Named Lists 

A List Can Have A Name 
An explicit List may optionally have a name, which— like all labels— is enclosed in square brackets: 

=[list-name] 
. list-item-1 
. list-item-2 

Such a List is called a Named List. Named Lists are required to define secondary Action sections, and they can be used to create associative 
lists of objects. The List Operators List name can also be referred to by the: 

=[loop A] --Outer List 
. 
. =[loop B] --Inner List 
. . @[^] -- goto top of [loop B] list 
. . @[^loop A] -- goto top of [loop A] list 
. . 
. . @[_] -- goto end of [loop B] list 
. . @[_loop A] -- goto end of [loop A] list 
. 

List names, because they are bracketed, follow a slightly different protocol. List names are the only names that may contain embedded 
spaces. On translation, white space is removed from both ends, and multiple embedded spaces are collapsed into a single space. In both 
examples below, the latter form is considered very bad! 

[foo] is the same as [  foo  ] 

[foo bar] is the same as [ foo    bar ]  

Note that, with List Operators, no space is permitted after the initial [. 

The @[^] native Action jumps to the top of the current List (in a loop, it works similar to C’s “continue” statement). Its counterpart, the 
equally native @[_] Action, jumps to the bottom (very similar to C’s “break” statement). Both of these can use List names to jump to the 
top or bottom of a specific— enclosing— List. The named forms are @[^<name>] and @[_<name>]. 

A Named List Can Be An “If”! 
Named Lists may optionally have a Gate expression (a named List, after the name, may only have a Gate expression or nothing else for the 
remainder of that line— if the Gate expression does exist, it is permitted, but not advised, to place list items after it on the same line): 

=[] eq:x 0 -- same as: if (x == 0) { 
. list-item-1 -- (in C)    list-item-1 
. list-item-2 --     list-item-2 } 

The Gate expression is any value reference; it is implicitly passed a T: Message when evaluated. The expression must directly follow the 
List name on the same line. The name is required for a Gate expression, although the name may be null (empty brackets). A Gated List acts 
like an “if” statement. The list members are only engaged if the Gate expression evaluates to true. (The List context determines just how 
they are engaged.) 

List items may legally follow the name and Gate expression on the same line, but this is considered bad style. Without a compelling reason, 
try to avoid writing: 

=[foobar] eq:x 0  a-single-list-item 

By contrast, in unnamed Lists, any expression following the = sign is a list member: 

= list-item-1 
. list-item-2 
. list-item-3 
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Execution Lists 
An Execution List is a List of Objects to execute (send an X: Message to) at run time. The Objects on the List will usually be Object 
Instances, Action Calls and expressions, but there is no restriction to list membership. Any BOOL Object can be on an Execution List, 
because all Objects must support some form of the X: Message (even if it amounts to a NOP). 

Actions contain Execution Lists. For example, an @if Action would, at least, have one execution list it executes if the “if” condition is true. 
It would likely have at least one more with statements to be executed regardless. An @if@else Action (see below) would need all those 
and one more: one to execute only if the expression is false. For another example, the “loop” Actions (while, until, etc.) need to have one 
list they execute repeatedly while the “loop condition” is true. The example below has three Execution Lists. 

One somewhat distinctive feature of BOOL is that execution lists, in addition to lists in general, are native BOOL objects. A key design 
goal was always the ability to define large parts of the “native” language in terms of a small set of primitives.[27] It is hard to implement an 
“if” without using the “if” in most languages (and where you can, the result is often ugly), but BOOL can construct language flow contort 
constructions using execution lists. A consequence of this is that you literally extend the syntax of the language when you define Actions. 

This means that, although there exists a (probably virtual) Native Action implementing “if-else”, there doesn’t need to be–you could 
make your own and it would work identically to the canonical one (in fact, you can override that canonical one). It might look like this: 

@@if  %overwrite 
>> *<>    expression -- generic reference 
>> *list  true_list -- “true”  statements 
@@else  %optional 
>> *list  false_list -- “false” statements 
<< *bool  is_true -- return value 
. 
. = t:expression -- evaluated once!! 
. 
=[if] is_true -- if TRUE... 
. x:true_list -- execute True list 
. 
=[else] not:is_true -- ELSE... 
. x:false_list -- execute False list 
 

A few things about the example above: 

?? There are three lists: an implicit List followed by two named Lists. 
?? The bold part in the first section forms the Action’s signature. 
?? Without the %overwrite option, this causes a translation error: System-Action-Exists 
?? If a List uses one of the Action sub-names, it binds to that Action section 

 (see Actions for details on sections). 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[27] Specifically the goal was that, starting with no Actions (Native or RT Library), you could build a BOOL implementation using language 

primitives. This goal is not quite achieved, because there is no calling mechanism for lists. Nevertheless, BOOL has a very small core 
(the part you can’t simulate using the language). 
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Dot-Level & Lists 
Tokens at the same Dot-Level act as if they were on the same line lexically. Because Dot-Level is part of the lexical List mechanism, there 
is an interaction between parsing and lexical List creation. Specifically, a lexical list does not generate List items if the parser consumes 
those items. In the example below, the two set expressions generate a single list item on their owning List, not six— as might first appear. 

. set: a add:x y -- one list item, same as…  

. set:  -- wants a target and parameter 

. b   -- …  so lexer uses up these 

. sub:  -- …  (and they don’t form a dot list) 

. x   -- …  Note: all must be at same Dot-Level! 

. y   -- …  (they all go!) 

When Dots occur after the initial sequence— that is, after tokens— then increase the Dot-Level from the initial sequence. This is true even 
for multiple, token-separated sequences. For instance, the two examples below are equivalent: 

. *array nums ===0,1     ...=1,2     ..==10,11  ...=11,12 

.             ===100,101 ...=101,102 ..=110,110 ...=111,112 

. *array nums 

. = =   0,   1 

. . .   1,   2 

. . =  10,  11 

. . .  11,  12 

. = = 100, 101 

. . . 101, 102 

. . = 110, 111 

. . . 111, 112 
 

 

 

 

Oddball idea— hang onto for now…  

Associative Lists 
If the Object contains named properties, the initialize list may contain named sub-lists, which are mapped to the named properties: 

**named-2d-point  <*list> 
. =[x] *int  x=0 
. =[y] *int  y=0 
 
*named-2d-point  P1 
. =[x] 0 
. =[y] 0 
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List Objects —  Misc 

The = Means List! 
The = sign that forms an explicit List never means “equal to” or “assigned to” as in some languages. This is particularly important to 
realize with regard to Instance Object initialization Lists. It is attractive (and similar to other languages) to view these as assignment: 

*int x = 0 
*2d-point  p1  =10,-10 

But in fact, both examples show explicit Lists (which are bound to their Instance Objects). The first line shows a List with a single item, the 
constant Number Object, “Zero”. The second line shows a List with two items, also both constant Number Objects. There is no syntactic 
sense of “assignment”, although semantically the value of the initialization List is applied to the Instance Object when executed. 

Lists Are Active Objects 
The List Object supports a number of Messages, including: 

count: returns *number of items 
sum:  average:  
stddev: returns *number 

Index: returns item at nth position 
min:  max: returns item 
first:  last:   
(car:  cdr:) returns item  (or list) 

Sending the Q: Message to a List passes the Q: Message to all list members in turn. (This probably results in the PStack having one 
returned item for each member!) Likewise, sending the X: Message passes X: to all list members. In these cases, the List does not return a 
value itself. 

Lists Are Lexically Line-Oriented 
One aspect of the lexical mechanism is that lists are one of the few places in BOOL that are line-sensitive. Some list constructs end at the 
end of a line or require vertical separation. 

Lists Collapse 
During translation, Lists have a property of “collapsing” when a List contains a single member and that member is another List. The second 
List is removed and its members replace the contents of the first List. For instance: 

*3d-point  p2  = 0,0,0 

In the above, the initialization List contains a single item, which is itself a list: an informal comma-separated List. Because the explicit List 
has only one item, and because that item is a List, the semantic meaning of the above is a single List with three constant Number Objects as 
members. 

The process of collapse is recursive and continues as long as a List has only one item and that item is another List. Note that it is the second 
List that collapses and releases items to the first. This is important, because the translator ignores any name or gate expression for the 
second List. 
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Sub Programs 

In general, programming languages provide a way of defining and calling sub-routines. A sub-routine is called different things in different 
languages: function, procedure, routine, sub-program, method, Sub and PROC to name some of the common ones. No matter what they are 
called, sub-routines have a number of common characteristics: 

? ? They are “called” and they “return” when done processing. [28] 
? ? They can take and return parameters 
? ? They create a distinct “context” on each call 
? ? Most support recursion 

BOOL Sub-Routines 
BOOL, out of sheer perversity, adds a new entry to the list of sub-program terminology. BOOL calls a sub-routine an “Action”, and as with 
all things in BOOL, Actions are physical objects. 

A BOOL Action is a callable “sub-routine” Object with three important lists (any and all of which may be empty): 

?? List of input parameters— “arguments” 
?? List of output parameters— “return values” 
?? List of “statements” to execute  

An Action taking no parameters has an empty input list. Output lists are typically zero or one item long (most commonly one— Actions 
should return a value), but the input and statement list lengths vary considerably. Usually, the statements list has at least one or two items, 
often more.  

There are two distinct types of Actions in BOOL. 
1) Generic Actions are the sub-routines of BOOL. They live in the environment and are bound to a Library. [29] 
2) Message Actions, which are like methods in object-oriented languages, are private to, and bound to, a Model Object. 

Generic Actions 
The Java language does not support functions that are not methods, so Main() and the math functions are forced into some class. You can 
make the argument that a Java program is an object with an invocation method, named Main(), but it’s much harder to justify the math 
functions. The difficulty illustrates a place where object-oriented design may not be a good fit. A math library emphasizes function— lots of 
math operators— and ideally is type-less— all those operators should work with any (reasonable) data type. 

Because Object-Orientation emphasizes data (nouns), it’s not the best model for a verb-oriented package. The implication is that you need 
to implement all operators on each type you want to support. That can be a lot of work if types work share interfaces, but find it difficult to 
share implementation. An approach that centralizes the operation can be easier to maintain. 

BOOL offers generic Actions to support the need for verb-centric programming. 

Message Actions 
BOOL is object-oriented, so it has “classes” (Models) that have “methods” (Message Actions). These Actions are similar to generic 
Actions in many ways, but differ in significant ways: 

??Have an implicit “self” parameter, named ! 
?? Belong to a specific Model 
?? Are invoked by Message Passing 

The Joke Is…  
In true BOOL spirit, there are ways to treat these two types as each other— it’s all in the wrist! 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[28] The technical terminology is: Sub-routines are “synchronous”. They “block” when called causing the caller to wait for them to return 

before it can continue. Contrast this with co-routines, which are “asynchronous”. Typically, control returns to the caller of a co-routine 
quickly, and the caller can continue while the co-routine runs in another thread (or process or context or whatever). 

[29] User Actions default to the User Library. Native Actions live in the System Library. 
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Invoking Actions 
BOOL has two ways of invoking an Action depending on its type. You call generic Actions through a Call Object that is linked to its 
Action Object. You invoke Message Actions by sending an instance of a Message Object to an Instance Object. 

When it comes to sending Messages, there are many options. Messages sent to an Instance object usually invoke Message Actions that are 
analogous to “instance methods” in other OOP languages.  For example, in C++, you call an instance method through a class instance (that 
is, through an object). You can also invoke some Actions by sending Messages directly to a Model. Comparing to C++ again, this is similar 
to calling static class functions— no object is required.[30] In fact, you can pass Messages to any Object (and, remember, “Everything is an 
Object!”). If the Model knows the Message, it will process it for you. If not, the Model Executive will raise an exception (#UNKNOWN-
MESSAGE). 

Calling an Action 
Actions are defined using a double @@ prefix, which defines an Action Definition object. If an Action is imported (for example, from a 
vendor library) the translator requires only the Action Header, which defines the Action’s signature. 

Actions are called using a single @ prefix, which defines an Action Call Object. The Call Object links to the Definition Object. If the 
Action is imported, and known only by a signature, the Call Object is linked to the signature. At run time, the RTX must find the external 
Action and bind it on behalf of the Call Object (this happens any time up to, and including, the first time the Call is made). 

Once it is linked to an Action, the Call Object passes a reference to itself to the Action Object. The Action Object uses the argument list in 
the Call Object to obtain its input arguments. (Note that the only actual input argument to an Action Object is the reference to the Call 
Object.) Once the new context is set up, the Action Object sends an X: message to each member of any relevant execution list. 

The return value is bound along with the input parameters on the Call Object’s argument list. The return value can be anything at all, from 
nothing to any number of mixed objects of any size. (As with the input arguments, there is actually only a single return value, but this value 
can be a list.) 

Sending a Message 
Some Actions are bound to Models as Message Handlers. Usually these Actions are not directly visible beyond their definition in some 
other unit. Instead, you invoke these Actions by passing a Message to an Object that, via the services of its parent Model, dispatches the 
appropriate bound Action. 

When Actions are invoked this way they take their arguments from the PStack. Return arguments are returned via the PStack. They also 
have an implicit reference, spelled self or !, to the Instance object that received the Message. 

Messages are binary or unary, only the former take parameters. Those parameters are in the form of a list. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[30] Keep in mind that, in C++, a “class” is a virtual thing. It exists only through compile time (although it retains some sort of identity in its 

compiled methods and other persistent attributes). But in BOOL, a “class” (Model) is a physical object, even at run time. All instance 
Objects of this Model link back to the physical object. They have to–the Model is what actually processes the Messages! 
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Action syntax 
Action Calls actually have only a single parameter, but that parameter is a list of formal parameters for the Action. 

 

Legal, but not good practice: 

. @if foo, = reset:socket-1 

. @if = foo . clear:socket-1, open:socket-1 
 

First one wasn’t too bad.  Second one is equal to: 

. @if 

. = foo 

. . = clear:socket-1 

. . . open:socket-1 
 

Could also be written: 

. @if = foo 

. . = clear:socket-1 

. . . open:socket-1 
 

Or, to be really weird: 

. *list  if-foo-list 

. = clear:socket-1 

. . open:socket-1 

. 

. @if foo,if-foo-list 
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Message Passing 

Message Passing is a twist on the idea of operators. Instead of the operator sitting between two equal operands, the operator is sent to the 
first operand (which will do all the work). If there is a second operand, it is seen as an input argument for the operation. Note that a unary 
operator usually comes before its operand, so unary infix operators tend to look like prefix operators! 

This is interesting: Operators and functions have a lot in common (they both have arguments and values), and prefix syntax looks 
similar to common function call notation: 

Function calls: sin(x) add(a,b) max(a, b, c) 
Prefix Messages: sin: x add: a b max: a, b, c 

BOOL uses a Message-Passing paradigm. Send a message to an object to cause it to do something. There are no mathematical operators in 
BOOL (such as plus or divide). To do math, send math Messages to numerical Objects requesting them to add or divide themselves with 
other Objects. In many cases this results in new Objects with the resulting value. (For instance, the result of 2+2 is a new “object” with a 
value 4.) These new Objects are stashed on a Parameter Stack to be used by other Objects processing other Messages. 

BOOL borrows from Smalltalk in that objects decode messages at run time, so it is possible for an Object to receive a Message it cannot 
process. (This reportedly is the number one error in Smalltalk programs.) When an Object can’t process a Message (and this includes 
checking with ancestor Models) it raises a run time exception (#UNKNOWN-MESSAGE). As with all exceptions, if the programmer doesn’t 
catch it at some point, it aborts run time execution. 

In OOP, the concept of activating objects by sending them messages, while sounding arcane, refers to the same basic need of somehow 
invoking the proper class method and having it manipulate the object as desired. All talk of Object-Orientation aside, it really just means 
calling the right sub-routine to handle the data. What complicates matters is that a common OOP technique allows not deciding which sub-
routine to call until actually having to call one. This allows a program to bind data to sub-routines (methods) that are appropriate for the 
data at any given moment. 

OOP seeks to bind data with the functions that manipulate it. Different languages implement this binding in different ways. Some bind 
functions at compile time (early binding). This requires the compiler to know which data objects are in use at all times. Others allow a 
means of binding to a function at run time (late binding). Late binding enables a form of polymorphism. 

Object Polymorphism ("many shapes") means that some groups of objects can be treated as though they were all of a basic type. The basic 
type embodies the basic similar traits of the specific types of some group. Polymorphism requires late binding, because only the base type 
is known at compile time. The real type must be resolved at run time. 

For an example of polymorphism, an abstract Animal type might embody traits such as Number -Of-Legs, 
Size and Voice. The specific type implies functions related to those traits: for example, use the Voice to 
Sound, or return an attribute value (“get size”).  
Therefore, the Animal type serves as a base for specific types. For instance, Dog, Cat and Cow might b e 
specific types based on Animal. These would implement the abstract attributes (e.g. dogs have four legs).  
Note that the Size and N-O-L attributes have implicit legal ranges, which may differ in range or units. For 
example, the range of the weight of mice  and elephants is not only a different range, it likely is expressed 
in different units: ounces and pounds.  
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Messages 

Dispatching Object Methods 
The actions a given object knows form a set of methods that are used by its clients (or by itself). There are, at least, two distinct techniques 
to provide method selection: indexed selection and keyed selection. 

With indexed selection, the method name is bound directly to an offset into a table of Methods. Indexed selection is fast, because indexing 
a table has O(1) access time. A downside is that objects from different— but polymorphic— classes must have congruent table subsets. This 
is because indexed selection is “blind”; offsets must match up between classes (if they are to be polymorphic). It also requires that 
somewhere there be a class-specific “dictionary” that binds method names and offsets. 

With keyed selection, the method name is a key that is matched to a field in a table entry. Keyed selection is slower, because table lookup 
has O(n) access time.[31] On the plus side, there are no restrictions on table structure or entry order. And there is no need for a dictionary—
the lookup table is the dictionary. 

An important distinction is whether dispatch occurs at compile time (called “early”, or “static”, binding) or can occur at run time (called 
“late”, or “dynamic”, binding). Object polymorphism usually requires late binding, because it is typically impossible to know the actual 
object type at compile time. 

A minor distinction compares the method selection and dispatch point. If the mechanism (keyed or indexed) is public, the system can 
handle dispatch directly. The other possibility is that the object processes the method call. This treats the method name as a message, which 
the object uses to decide which method to call. The method name/message can be a numeric offset into an indexed table, or it can be a key 
into a keyed table. 

BOOL Dispatch 
BOOL is a message-sending, late-binding language. It treats the method descriptor as a Message. In BOOL, you send a Message to an 
Object to invoke an Action. The system invokes the Object Executive and passes it the Message. 

Instance Objects pass the buck to their owning Model, who dispatches an Action to handle the Message. If the Model can’t find an 
appropriate Action, it passes it to any parent Model(s). If there are no parent Models, it passes it to the system for processing as a generic 
Message. If the system cannot find an appropriate Action, it raises an Exception (#UNKNOWN-MESSAGE). 

Although the technique is slower, it provides polymorphism across all Objects as the normal state of things. And because Messages are 
registered with the System, internally they are 32-bit handles. This speeds up the search for a matching Message handler. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[31] Obviously there are table lookup functions that beat straight lookup, however the added complexity needs to be weighed against runtime 

requirements and general size of the tables. 
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Messages and Expressions 

A Message is the visible part of, and always implies an Expression Object (see below). A Message consists of the Expression Object and a 
Target Object that will receive the message. The semantic of a Message implies parameters (including that there may be none). If there are, 
they are also part of the Expression. Both Target and Parameter Objects can be other Expression Objects. 

When an Expression is evaluated, all Parameter Objects are evaluated and resolved first (from lexical left to right). Then the Expression 
Object passes the Message to the Target Object. If the Target Object is an Expression, it evaluates itself, resolves to a temporary Object, 
which then receives the passed Message. 

In BOOL, there are no mathematical operators; all such operations involve sending Messages to Objects. Here is how a simple expression 
(2 + (2 x 5)) looks in BOOL: 

 add: 2  mul: 2  5 

The 5 and both 2s are Instance Objects. The add: and mul: are Messages— that is, Expression Objects. The expression returns a value, a 
new 12 Object, on the Parameter Stack. Also, because this is a compound expression (an expression containing another expression) an 
intermediate 10 Object exists for a short time during evaluation as the result of the mul: Message. In fact, it is this temporary Object that 
receives and processes the add: Message. 

Expression Objects 
Expression Objects are a unique Class of system Object. Like data Objects, they have a common Executive, but they are more like Agents 
in that they have no Class Table; you cannot instance Expression Objects, per se. The terms "expression" and "Expression Object" are 
synonymous in BOOL. 

An Expression Object contains three members: the Message, a Target reference and a null-terminated Parameter List (the list may be 
empty). The references can refer to actual Objects or other Expression Objects. Any sub-Expressions must be evaluated before the Message 
can be passed to the Target Object (which may also be an evaluated sub-Expression). 

To understand how BOOL Expression Objects work, consider the following simple expression: 

 set: Foo  3 

Syntactically, the above reads: Set the Foo Object to the value of the 3 Object. This example contains an Expression Object (the "set:" 
Message) and two data Objects ("Foo" and "3").  The "Foo" Object is the Expression Object's Target (the Message receiver). The "set:" 
Message defines a single parameter (the value to assign to the Target) and the next token meets that need, so the "3" Object becomes the 
one member of the Expression Parameter List. 

The expression above translates to: Send the set: Message to the Foo Object, but first push the 3 Object onto the PStack. The Expression 
Object Executive sends an evaluate Message (q:) to any Parameter references under the presumption that they will put any required input 
values on the PStack. Then it sends the Expression's Message to the Target reference. 
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Indexing and Membership 

The / prefix signals an "Index" or “Membership” value. The text after the prefix is taken as a reference to a sub-object of some target 
Object. The target— if not specified— is the “self” Instance (only available in Message Actions). If a target is specified, it comes in front of 
the prefix, and there must be no space between it and the prefix.[32] The index or membership value can be any object, but must evaluate to 
something that makes sense to the target. For example, you might send a numeric value to an array to index an array item, and you might 
send a string to a dictionary object to index an entry. 

Members of aggregate objects are addressed with named Literal Objects. 

examples 

1 foo/4 4th item of foo 
2 “Hello”/5 5th item of “Hello” (“o”) 
3 Students/“Fred” “Fred” in Students 
4 Board/4,5 index the {4,5} item of Board 
5 “Hello”/3,4 items 3—4 of “Hello” (“ll”) 
6 /x reference to Object x in ‘self’ 
7 !/x explicit reference to Object x in ‘self’ 
8 a_point/x reference to Object x in a_point 
9 a_line/p1/x reference to Object x of Object p1 in a_line 

10 *2d-point/x reference to Object x of the *2d-point Model 

The first five examples show list indexing. The first two apply a numeric index to an object— which is assumed 
to have some list of ‘things’ and that those ‘things’ have an ordinal property. As shown, it’s not clear in example 
what foo is— we assume it’s an array or list of some type.  If an index doesn’t make sense to an Object, the 
Object throws the #BAD-INDEX exception 

The second example is much clearer as to what is indexed. A numeric index returns a character from the string 
(starting with 1=first character). A numeric, two-item list, as in example five, indicates a range and returns a sub-
string. (Operations with indexes of lists with more than two items or with non-numeric indexers throw the bad 
index exception.) 

The third example indexes Students with “Fred”. Presumably this means something to the Students Object. 

The fourth example shows that a list can be taken as coordinates by an object with lists in more than one 
dimension. The example shown presumably returns a board “cell” located at row 3, column 4. 

The last five examples show membership access (which is functionally identical to indexing). All examples 
return the same thing, an *int Instance, named x. The examples assume the following definitions: 

 -- 2D point Model -- 2D line Model 
 **2d-point **2d-line 
 . *int  X . *2d-point  p1 
 . *int  Y . *2d-point  p2 

 -- 2D point Instance -- 2D line Instance 
 *2d-point  a_point *3d-point  a_line 

Examples six and seven return the x sub-object belonging to “self”— example seven explicitly names it as target. 
This assumes two things: that self does, indeed, possess a sub-object, named x, and that this takes place in a 
context where there is a “self”— in other words, in a Message Action. 

The last three examples can take place anywhere. Example eight returns the x sub-object of the a_point Object, 
and example nine returns the sub-object, x, of the sub-object p1. 

Example ten shows how to access the sub-object of a Model. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[32] Look at it this way: the prefix prefixes the sub-Object reference, not the target. 
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Indexing Sugar 
The Index syntax is “sugar” for a run time provision, the binary index: Message. The pairs of lines below are identical. 

“Hello”/3 
index:”Hello” 3 

Board/3,4 
index:Board 3,4 

!/line1/p1/x 
index:index:index:! 'line1 'p1 'x 

The sugar is especially nice when accessing sub-sub-sub members! 

List Indexing 
An Index can be anything that makes sense to the indexed Object. Any single dimension collection (where the members have an ordinal or 
index property innately or by being in the collection) should treat a single numeric value as a request for the nth item of the collection. A list 
of two values, n and m, is considered a range consisting of the nth through the mth items, inclusive. 

Where a collection has more than one dimension, numeric lists specify an index into the array (not a range), unless a sub-list exceeds the 
number of dimensions of the collection. Sub-lists that exceed the dimension count specify sub-ranges (“slices”) of the array. 

 “Hello, World”/5 -- item: 5th character (“o”) 

“Hello, World”/8,12 -- range: 8-12 (“World”) 

Board/3,4  -- item at 3 by 4 

*array*int {2,2} slice -- but make an indexing object…  
= = 3,4 
. = 1,2 
Board/(slice)  -- …and get a sub-array 

The last example illustrates an important point about using Indexing Objects. You must use a Reference to the Object. This is because the 
translator allows literal names as index values. This means that /foo indexes a sub-object, named foo, not an index based on the contents 
of foo. To create an index based on foo, use a reference. 

*int list-index=4 -- create an indexing object 

set:Stu  Students/list-index -- won’t work! 

set:Stu  Students/(list-index) -- get 4th Student 

The second line above is either a run time error or— in the unlikely event Students has a member, named “list-index”— probably not what 
the programmer intended. The third line correctly uses the list-index Instance to index the Students Object. 
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Member Access 
The principle of indexing applies to accessing sub-objects of an aggregate object, however member access is a somewhat special case. The 
text of an Index is assumed to be a Literal. A number or a string is easily recognized. Plain text is assumed to be a Name Literal, and not 
the name of an Object (that a name token has a prefix signals that it is not the name of an Instance). 

The rule about index values is that numeric values index ordinal collections, string values key lookup collections and name values index 
sub-objects. The big division is between collection indexing and sub-object access. The latter is only accomplished with name values. One 
can, on the other hand, imagine some very inventive ways of indexing complex collections. 

/x a reference to sub-object x 

/p1/x a reference to sub-object x of sub-object p1 

Generally you use membership inside a Message Action to access the members of the “self” Instance. There is no guarantee the same 
access works from outside the Instance. An attempt to access a member of an Instance directly may cause an exception (or unexpected 
result). It depends on how the Model handles the index: Message with a Name Literal parameter. 

For example, below is a Message Action, which is attached to the *2d-point Model, and which handles the reset: Message: 

@@reset::  (*2d-point) 
. reset: /x 
. reset: /y 

Any Member Name 
From a syntactical point of view, any Index of any Object is legal. It’s up to the Object to decide if (a) indexing makes sense at all, and (b) 
if the index value presented makes sense. This highlights BOOL’s run time leanings. The syntax is intended to be simple and orthogonal, 
and it is up to the Objects themselves to decide (at run time, obviously) whether the effect of a given syntax makes sense in the current 
situation. For example, you can write: 

set:X  42/foo 

This is an attempt to access the foo member of the 42 Literal Object! At run time, the handling Model Object (in this case, *int) throws 
an exception at the bogus index value 
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Indirect Member Access 
You can use variables to provide Name Literal Objects (see previous page about using references) and access sub-objects through variable 
names (a trick that is difficult in some languages!). For example, given our now familiar 2D Models: 

 **2d-point **2d-line 
 . *int  X . *2d-point  p1 
 . *int  Y . *2d-point  p2 

We might write something like this: 

@@Which-Point -- An Action named Which-Point 
>> *2d-line   a_line -- taking a 2D line (named a_line) 
>> *int       index -- and an integer (named index) 
<< *2d-point  (p)  -- returns a reference (p) to one of its points 
= *<>         which -- a local generic object 
. @match =index  -- Select based on index 
. @case =1  -- if it’s 1,.. 
. . set:which ‘p1  -- get the first point 
. @case =2  -- if it’s 2,.. 
. . set:which ‘p2  -- get the second point 
. @default -- otherwise,.. 
. . #BAD-INDEX -- bogus index attempt, throw exception 
. 
. set:p (a_line/(which))  -- a_line/(which) gets p1 or p2 

Which returns a reference to the first or second point of a line. We could use the above Action like this: 

*2d-line   my_line 
*2d-point  point-1  =@Which-Point my_line,1 
*2d-point  point-2  =@Which-Point my_line,2 

This assumes the Action has an index: Message Action that allows indexing. Perhaps something along the lines of: 

@@index:: (*2d-line)  -- index: message handler 
>> *<>  index -- takes an index parameter 
<< *<>  ret_object =! -- returns something (default is “self”) 
= 
. @match -- select on index 
. . index 
. @case ‘p1 
. . set:ret_object (/p1)  -- if it’s ‘p1 return a reference to our p1 
. @case ‘p2 
. . set:ret_object (/p2)  -- if it’s ‘p2 return a reference to our p2 
. . --more--  

. @default 

. . #BAD-INDEX -- else throw an exception 
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Address Tags 

The {…} pair signals an "Address" Tag. Typical contents are numeric or string Literal Objects. Empty Tags are not allowed. An Address 
Tag is like an address on an envelope— is signifies a destination for an object. A Tag means that the next Object is “placed at” the address 
specified. The most common use of Address tags is initializer lists. 

examples 

1 {4} the 4th something 
2 {“Hello”} the address, “Hello” 
3 {“QC”, “Mary”, 940} a more complex address 
4 {3,4} a location of “3 by 4” 
5 {foo} the foo Object specifies the address  

The first four examples show Address Tags with literal values (the most common occurrence). 

The third and fourth examples show Address values that are lists (also a common occurrence). 

The fifth example takes the Address value from the foo Object. A Reference is not necessary with Addresses, as 
it is with Indexes, because Address Tags do not share the lexical Name preference of Indexes. A plain name in an 
Address is assumed to reference an Instance. 

Tag Semantics 
An Address Tag has a “placement” semantic, and acts as a prefix operator. It affects the Object after it, and implies a destination for the 
affected Object. 

For example, Tags can populate a sparse array: 

*array*int {10000,10000}  Big-Board -- BIG SQUARE!! 
= {3244,2990} 12 -- place a 12 at 3244 by 2990 
. {7301,2990} 14 -- place a 14 at 7301 by 2990 

Initialization lists with Properties use Tags to remove the need to order the Properties: 

$file  input 
= {‘Name}   “test.in” 
. {‘Access} ‘READ 
. {‘Mode}   ‘TEXT 

Tags provide an alternate way of indexing (in the second line, the Address binds to the –22 Object): 

set: Big-Board/6100,2250 -22 -- done with an Index 
set: Big-Board {6100,2250} -22 -- done with an Address 

The Index technique asks Big-Board for the item at the index provided and then sets that item to –22. The Address technique binds the 
indexing value to the –22 value— giving it a “placement” semantic— and passes the binding as a parameter in a set: Message to the 
collection Object, “BB”, and lets the collection figure out what to do. This is more in the OOP spirit of telling an object what you want it to 
do, but requires that the BB have a more sophisticated set: handler. 

Pending 
What a Tagged value looks like when inspected is not defined! 
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Model-Of 

The <…> pair signals a "Model-of" value. An empty set evaluates to the generic base object (the *object Model). The translator seeks to 
resolve any contents to a known Model.[33] By definition, the Model-of a Model is that Model.[34] The contents can only evaluate to a single 
object. By comparison, another object-oriented language might have a “class-of” or “type-name” operator. 

examples 

1  <> the *object Model 
2  <object> object's Model 
3  <*int> *int Model (same as *int)  
4  < <*int> > *int Model (spaces required!) 
5  < <object> > object's Model (only inner <> does anything)  
6  < @Foo > #BAD-MODELOF— Actions don’t have Models 

The first example above illustrates the first rule: the empty <> pair returns BOOL’s base *object Model (from 
which all Objects derive). In most cases, “<>” is synonymous with “*object”. The most common use of the 
empty pair is defining generic Objects (see next page). 

The second example evaluates to the Model of object, whatever object is. If object doesn’t have a Model, the 
system throws #BAD-MODELOF exception 

The third and fourth examples illustrate the second rule: the Model-of a Model is that Model. Both examples are 
identical to *int. 

Example five also demonstrates the effect of the second rule. The inner operators return the Model-of object (or 
throw an exception), and the outer operators just return that Model. 

The last example shows one way to throw a #BAD-MODELOF exception. Trying to get the Model-of an Action 
fails, because Actions don’t have a Model. 

Model-of operators evaluate their contents by what the name or object refers to. That is why example three above 
evaluates to the *int Model, not the *int Instance Object usually obtained by writing “*int”. And that is 
why— not that it matters, an exception occurs regardless—  example six evaluates the @foo Action Object, not 
the @foo Call Object. 

Using Model-of 
Model-of value is used mainly in two places: dynamically binding Instances to Models; and binding inheriting Models to parent Models. 
The former provides a mechanism for “generic” Objects that can change their type; the latter provides the mechanism of “implementation 
inheritance”. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[33] If it cannot resolve them to a known Model, it throws #BAD-MODEL-OF. 
[34] Therefore, nested Model-of operators have no effect— the inner pair return a Model (or throw an exception)— all outer pairs return that 

Model. Also, because of the >> and << parameter operators, contiguous angle-brackets are a problem. 
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Instance-to-Model Binding 
Use Model-of in an Instance to make it generic or to determine its Model dynamically. 

syntax 

 *<> name -- generic (*object) Instance 
 *<obj> name -- Instance with same Model as obj (at run time) 

Generic Instances 
The first syntax creates a generic Instance— an Instance Object that is bound to BOOL’s base Model (*object). All Objects in BOOL 
inherit from *object, so a generic Instance can be any BOOL Object. 

Generic Instance Objects are somewhat like the Variant data type in Visual BASIC©®™ ?: you can assign a value of any type to it, and it 
becomes a copy of that Object— including that Object’s type. When a generic Instance has an assigned value, it looks almost identical to an 
Instance of the assigned Model. That is, if you assign an *int Instance to a generic Instance, the Instance appears nearly indistinguishable 
from a regular *int Instance. [35] 

The type of a generic Instance is never fixed— an assignment always changes it. 

examples 

 *<> a -- a is a generic Instance referring to NULL 
 *<>  b = 4.2 -- b is a *float with the value 4.2 
 set: a b -- now a is also a *float with value 4.2 
 set: a 42 -- now a is an *int with value 42 
 set: b <*int> -- make b a copy of the *int Model Object 
 set: b (*int) -- make b a reference to the *int Model Object 
 set: b (@foobar) -- make b a reference to the @foobar Action Object 

Model Cloning 
The second syntax creates an Instance with the same Model as obj. The binding occurs at run time, and obj can be an expression, which 
allows you to create Instance objects “of a type to be determined”. A more common use of Model cloning is in Action input parameter lists 
where it can enforce that multiple inputs have the same type. 

Unlike generic Instances, here the Model is fixed when the Instance is evaluated (that is, when the thread of execution passes over it) and 
cannot be changed by assignment. However, the binding occurs each time the Instance is evaluated, and the type may change each time. 

example 

 @@min 
 >> *<>   a -- a is an *object Instance 
 >> *<a>  b -- b is a Model-of-a Instance 
 << *<a>  ret =a -- ret also same Model as a (and initialized to a) 
 =[min] lt:b a -- gated, named List 
 . set:ret b -- changes return value if b < a 

Above, the input parameter, ‘a’, is generic, it changes its “type” (Model) to reflect the passed value. For example, if the caller passes an 
*int Object, ‘a’ becomes an *int Instance. The ‘b’ input parameter, and the ‘ret’ local Instances, are type-bound to ‘a’. This defines the 
Instance type of ‘b’ and ‘ret’. Therefore, the passed value for ‘b’ must match the type of ‘a’ [36], the Action automatically returns an Object 
of the same type it was passed. If it isn’t, the system  

Notice that, because BOOL normally passes “by value”, the @min Action above isn’t very efficient. It compares copies of the inputs[37] and 
returns yet another copy. In the next topic, References, we’ll see how to re-write this so it’s a bit more efficient. 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[35] There are some Messages a generic Instance responds to differently than do the Instances it mocks. For example, it returns its true 

Model name (“*object”) to an M: Message. The Model-of operator and the Model: Message both return the apparent Model (of any 
Object). 

[36] If it doesn’t, the system throws a #BAD-PARAMETER exception. 
[37] Actually, so long as an Action only reads input parameters, they are always references. If the Action will write to the parameter, a copy is 

automatically made (however, a copy of a reference is still a reference!). 
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Model-to-Model Binding (Inheritance) 
Use Model-of in a Model definition to inherit the implementation of another Model. List more than one to inherit from multiple Models 
(BOOL supports, but does not recommend much use of, multiple inheritance). 

syntax 

 **new-model <*parent-model> { <*parent-model> {…}} 

The syntax defines a new Model, named new-model, that inherits from another Model, named parent-model. More than one parent 
Model may be listed (or none). 

All Models implicitly inherit the *object Model whether they inherit other Models or not. Explicitly inheriting the *object Model has 
no effect. 

example 

 **2d-point <*object> -- 2D-point Model Definition Object 
 . *int  x 
 . *int  y 

 **3d-point <*2d-point> -- 3D-point Model Definition Object 
 . *int  z -- inherits from 2D-point 

Notice that *2d-point inherits from *object. Doing this isn’t necessary (because all Models inherit *object), but including the syntax 
documents that a Model does not— and cannot— inherit from another Model. The system is allowed to optimize non-inheriting Models that 
explicitly inherit *object. 

Inheritance, other than from the *object Model, is run time bound. If Model D inherits Model B, and Model B’s definition changes at run 
time— which it can, some Models are mutable, Model D inherits those changes (as do all existing and future Instances of the Model). [38] 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[38] This, by the way, is why there is even an option to optimize non-inheriting Models: without the dynamic inheritance link, it’s at least 

possible. 
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References 

The (…) pair signals a syntactic reference to the enclosed Object[39] (which may only be a single Object, but that Object can be a list). 
Empty single parentheses are a reference to the NULL constant Object. Most Messages are passed THROUGH a reference. Exceptions are 
Reference Messages and some System Messages. 

examples 

1 (foo) a reference to the foo Object 
2 (*int) a reference to the *int Model  
3 *int  (rx) an Instance that references *int Objects  
4 *<> (rx) an Instance that references any Object  

Reference Instances 
If an Instance Object definition name is in parentheses, the Instance is a Reference Instance. A Reference without an initializer refers to the 
NULL Object. References are guaranteed to always refer to a valid BOOL object. If a Reference has a defined Model, it can only refer to 
Objects of that Model (or that at least sufficiently resemble that Model). A generic Reference may refer to any Object. 

syntax 

*model (name) init-list -- Model Reference Instance  
*<> (name)  init-list -- Generic Reference Instance  

examples 

. *int    ia =42 -- ia is an *int Instance set to value 42 

. *int    ib =ia -- ib is an *int Instance set to ia’s value (42) 

. *int   (ra) =(ia) -- ra is an *int Reference set to refer to ia 

. *int   (rb) = ib -- ERROR: can’t set NULL Object to ib's value! 

. *int   (rc) = ra -- rc is Reference set to ra's value. 

. 

. set:rb  99 -- ERROR: rb still refers to Constant NULL 

. set:rb (ib) -- now rb refers to ib 

. set:rb  99 -- set ib to 99 

. set:rc  rb -- now rc also refers to ib 

. set:rc  86 -- set ib to 86 

. 

. set:rc  (5) -- now rc refers to Constant 5 

. set:rc  42 -- error: can’t set 5 to 42! 

. set:rc  ia -- error: can’t set 5 to 42! 

. set:rc   5 -- error: can’t even set 5 to 5! 

. 

References are Aliases 
The thing about references is that they let you change the object to which they refer: 

. *int  i = 42 -- i is an integer with value 42 

. *int (r) = (i) -- r is a reference refering to i 

. 

. set: r 21 -- i set to 21 through r 

. print: i,r -- prints: "21, 21" 
 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[39] Does not generate program structure? 
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References as Action Parameters 
BOOL is designed such that, “under the hood”, for efficiency it passes references to Object parameters. Actions taking parameters can read 
those parameters through the references, but write operations on a “value reference” cause a copy to be created on that reference at the time 
of the write. Once a copy is made, the reference marked is writable. The copy is destroyed with the Action ends. [40] 

Several things can change this picture. First, an Action can define an input parameter as a Reference Instance. This allows write operations 
through the passed references (all other things being equal). The mode of an Instance— value or reference— is determined by the Instance’s 
name in its definition. Once the mode is defined, it does not change.[41] An Action’s signature describes its parameters, including their 
modes. This means callers can know if parameters are reference or not. 

On the other side of the equation, an Action Call Object, which normally passes parameters by value, can send copies of its parameters to 
an Action taking references. This insures the Action gets a copy no matter what it does: 

. @Foobar d:42, dup:xrs -- pass duplicates of 42 and xrs 

The flip side of passing duplicates is passing references: 

. @Foobar (42) (xrs) -- pass 42 and xrs by reference 

When a parameter is reference, what happens next depends on whether the System is set for Permissive or Restrictive parameter passing. 
The Permissive setting allows passing a reference to disable the read-only protection. Then no copy is made of the parameter, and the 
Action can modify the passed Object. The Restrictive setting requires that the Action also define the parameter as a reference. The latter 
setting, in fact, requires both a passed reference and Reference Instance. 

There are four possible passing situations, plus the setting of Permissive/Restrictive: 

Call 
passes 

Action 
defines Permissive Parameter Passing Restrictive Parameter Passing 

val val 
Object is copied inside Action (if written to). Object is copied inside Action when the Action 

creates a new Context. 

val ref 
Action gets a Reference to Object. Object is copied inside Action (if written to) 

ref ref 
Action gets a Reference to Object. Action gets a Reference to Object. 

ref val 
Action gets a Reference to Object. Object is copied (through its reference) inside 

Action with creation of new Context  

Essentially, Permissive passing biases things towards pass-by-reference, although it still requires syntax on someone’s part to enable. On 
the other hand, Restrictive passing allows references only when both caller and called use the appropriate mode. 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[40] Put another way, by default BOOL (effectively) passes by value, but a sub-routine may define arguments as passed-by-reference. This 

can take place “after the fact”, because BOOL actually passes references. 
[41] The change from a read-only parameter reference to a local writable object is not a mode change. The parameter stays a reference, but 

now refers to the cloned copy. (The cloning occurs once— the first time the Action writes to the reference.) 
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Generic & Reference Instances 
The combination of generic and reference Instances creates four ways to define an Instance. All four are show below. 

syntax 

 *int i -- i is an *int Instance Object  
 *int (ri) -- ri is an *int Reference Instance Object  
 *<> g -- g is a generic Instance Object  
 *<> (rg) -- rg is a generic Reference Object  

The first two examples define specific Instances and the last two define generic Instances. Each of these defines, first, a value Instance and, 
then, a Reference Instance. The first Reference, ri, can only refer to *int Instances. The second Reference, rg, can refer to any BOOL 
Object. 

Initializing or setting a Reference Instance to any non-reference or— for Model-bound References— to a reference to an Object that does 
not sufficiently resemble the bound Model, throws a #BAD-REFERENCE exception. 

examples 

. *int  a  = 42 -- a is an *int Instance 

. *<>   b  = 21 -- b is an *object Instance (set to an *int) 

. *<a>  c  =  a -- c is a Model-of-a Instance 

. *<>   d  = (a) -- d is an *object Instance (set to an *int Reference) 

. 

. *int  (ra)  =(a) -- ra is an *int Reference Instance (referring to a) 

. *<>   (rb)  =(b) -- rb is an *object Reference Instance 

. *<c>  (rc)  =(c) -- rc is a Model-of-c Reference Instance 

. 

. *int  i1a  =  a -- i1a set to value of a 

. *int  i1b  = rb -- i1b set to value of b (through rb) 

. *int  i1c  =  5 -- i1c set to5 

. *int  i1d  = (5) -- i1d set to 5 

. 

. *int  (r1a) = a -- ok, r1a refers to a 

. *int  (r1b) = rb -- ok, r1b refers to b 

. *int  (r1c) =  5 -- ERROR (??): tries to set NULL to 5! 

. *int  (r1d) = (5) -- OK; r1d refers to 5 

. 

. set:r1c r1d  -- now r1c refers to 5 just like r1d 

. set:r1d (c)  -- now r1c refers to c 

A Better @min Action 
The previous topic showed an Action that took parameters by value. Here’s the same Action, but now it takes references to the input 
parameters. 

@@min 
>> *<>   (a) -- a is an *object Reference 
>> *<a>  (b) -- b is a Model-of-a Reference 
<< *<a>  (ret) =(a) -- ret also same Model as a (and refers to a) 
=[min] lt:b a -- gated, named List 
. set:ret (b) -- changes return value if b < a 

Now no copies are made by the Action, and it returns (a reference to) one of the two input Objects. 

We continue to use the Model-of syntax to force the input parameters to be of the same type as well as define the return parameter to be of 
the same type of the inputs. 
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Sub-Sections 
Parentheses enclosing an implicit or explicit list define a sub-section and return a reference to it. Objects inside the definition are not 
evaluated in the usual fashion when the owner of the expression containing them is evaluated. The result of evaluation is a reference to the 
sub-section. That reference must be retrieved and sent a Message (typically the X: or Q: Message) to evaluate the contents. 

A sub-section is a list of statements enclosed by a reference— that is, by parentheses. 

Below the generic Object ErrorExit is initialized with a sub-section. This makes it act like a function object (one that takes and returns 
no arguments— there is no argument passing syntax, but you could implement it yourself). Send an exec: Message to the object to have it 
execute the statements. An interesting element here is that ErrorExit can be reassigned to a different sub-section! 

*<> ErrorExit 
= ( 
. . statement 
. . statement 
. . statement 
. ) 
 
@@Test 
. exec:ErrorExit 

Below is a List Object, FuncTable, with three sub-section items. Each sub-section has statements that can be executed (by sending the 
sub-section an exec: Message). The @Test Action shows how to access a List item and store a reference, as well as how to execute the 
sub-section. 

*list  FuncTable 
= (   -- list item #1 
. = statement 
. . statement 
. ) 
. (   -- list item #2 
. = statement 
. ) 
. (   -- list item #3 
. = statement  
. . statement 
. ) 
 
@@Test 
. *list (f2) = 2:FuncTable -- f2 refers to list item #2 (which is also a *list) 
. 
. exec:f2 -- execute item 

 

 

REFERENCE-TO 
Reference Messages: x:(foo) {does nothing} 
 q:(foo) {push foo on PStack (passed thru, s/a q:foo)} 
 w:(foo) {push foo reference on PStack} 

Reference Execution: exec:(foo)    ==>  x:foo 
therefore          exec:((foo))  ==>  x:(foo) {does nothing} 

*<> code =(( @@foobar arg1 arg2 )) -- protects inner code from exec: 
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Closures 
Sub-sections act as closures. When a sub-section is evaluated, the Objects inside are examined for reference to values outside the sub-
section. For each distinct value found, a persistent binding is created. These bindings provide values for the external references later when 
the sub-section processes Messages it receives through the reference. 

A closure captures and retains the environment at the time it is created. In BOOL, a closure is created when a sub-section is evaluated. All 
Object references inside the closure 

. set:A 4 

. set:B 3 

. *int  x = add: A B -- x initialized to 7 
 
. set:A 40 
. set:B 2 
. *<>  (f1)  = ( add: A B )  -- bind A & B to 40 & 2 
. 
. set:A 100 
. set:B 200 
. *<>  (f2)  = ( add: A B )  -- bind A & B to 100 & 200 
. 
. set:x f1 -- x set to 42! 
. set:x f2 -- x set to 300! 
. 

The example shows how sub-sections act as closures. When the f1 and f2 instances are created, their sub-sections are created with the 
environment at that point in the execution thread. Each sub-section therefore has its own binding for A and B, and that binding occurs when 
the sub-section is created. 
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Parameter Stack 

BOOL uses a Parameter Stack (PStack) Object to pass and return values. 
When an Action executes, it pops input parameters it requires from the 
PStack. When it exits, it pushes values it wants to return to the caller. What, 
if and how much an Action pops and pushes depends on the Action and the 
Message it receives. 

The BOOL PStack Object is an intelligent entity more complicated than just 
a “stack” data type. For one thing, the PStack cannot suffer under-run (due to 
over-popping) and it can detect extraneous Objects on the stack (due to 
under-popping or unanticipated pushes). 

The PStack manages a stack of Frames, and each Frame has two parameter 
“pipelines”. One pipeline carries input parameters, and the other carries 
return parameters. The pipelines form mini-FIFO buffers; the first parameter 
pushed to a frame by a caller is the first popped by the called Action. 

The situation works the same (in reverse) for the return parameters: the first 
return parameter defined is the first pushed, is the first retrieved by the caller. 

By managing pipelines in Frames, the PStack also provides a mechanism that 
can easily detect frame errors— they become FIFO errors. Trying to remove 
an item from the PStack when one isn’t available (under-running) causes an 
“empty pipe” error. 

Failing to remove an item from the stack results in data left in the pipe. This 
may or may not be an error, depending on the situation. For example, if an 
Action returns a value, but the caller is ignoring it, the return parameter can 
remain on the PStack. 

The PStack removes the entire Frame after a call, so— unless BOOL is trapping on “failure to use a return value”— any values returned by 
an Action are silently discarded. (This implies that the Frame takedown method deletes new returned Objects.) 

A most important aspect of Frames is that errors in one Frame cannot affect the pipelines of other Frames. 

Pushing and Popping  
The base BOOL Model (*object) supports the push: and pop: system Messages. Because all Objects inherit from *object, all 
Objects can be explicitly pushed to or popped from the PStack. 

The push: Message is unary, so only a target Object is required: 

 push: foo -- push foo 
 push: (foo) -- push a reference to foo 
 push: @foobar -- push whatever the @foobar Action returns 
 push: (@foobar) -- push a reference to the @foobar Action 
 push: *int X -- push a reference to (new Instance) foo 
 push: (*int) -- push a reference to the *int Model 

The pop: Message is also unary. In this case the target receives a value from the PStack. 

 pop: foo -- pop into foo 
 pop: *int foo -- pop into (new Instance) foo 
 pop: (foo) -- error reference can’t receive a pop 
 pop: *int (foo) -- pop into (new Reference) foo 
 pop: VOID -- pop into VOID (legal, VOID is writable) 

If the value is inappropriate for the Object, the Object Executive throws an exception, #BAD-PARAMETER. The PStack can be queried about 
the characteristics of the top item. This allows inspection prior to a pop, which allows an application to avoid the exception. 
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Actions & the PStack 
Actions implicitly pop input arguments from the PStack and push return values as a result of the << and >> syntax. The Action below 
implicitly pops three Objects, which it receives as parameters, and returns one Object by implicitly pushing it. 

@@sum3 
>> *int  a -- pop (receive) into ‘a’ 
>> *int  b -- pop (receive) into ‘b’ 
>> *int  c -- pop (receive) into ‘c’ 
<< *int  sum -- push (return) sum 

Implicit pops occur when the enclosing list starts. Most Actions define their parameters in the main clause, so most implicit pops occur 
when the Action starts. Implicit pushes occur when the Action returns (regardless of where they are defined). 

When the Call Object invokes the Action, it implicitly pushes the objects on its parameter list (in reverse order). The fragment below calls 
the @sum3 Action with three parameters and sets foo with the result: 

. set:foo @sum3 21 42 56 

Manual PStack Interaction 
The behavior of Actions can be coded manually using push: and pop: Messages: 

=[sum3] 
. frame:$PStack ‘ENTER -- become a client of the top PStack Frame 
. 
. *int  a, b, c 
. *int  sum = 0 
. 
. =[] not: frame:$PStack ‘TESTP,(*int) 
. . #BAD-PARAMETER 
. pop:a -- pop (receive) into ‘a’ 
. =[] not: frame:$PStack ‘TESTP,(*int) 
. . #BAD-PARAMETER 
. pop:b -- pop (receive) into ‘b’ 
. =[] not: frame:$PStack ‘TESTP,(*int) 
. . #BAD-PARAMETER 
. pop:c -- pop (receive) into ‘c’ 
. 
. set:sum add: a,b,c 
. 
. push:sum 
. frame:$PStack ‘EXIT -- release the Frame 
 

--- 

--- 
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Virtual Environment 

BOOL, somewhat like Java, runs in a virtual environment separate from the platform supporting it. This makes BOOL programs portable 
to any platform with a BOOL Run Time Engine (RTE). The specification for BOOL includes an implementation definition.  This 
implementation definition describes the basic nature of all objects and the specific nature of the command and system objects. 

BOOL programs live and run in an environment that consists of a flat, contiguous address space of 32-bit unsigned integer objects. This 
space starts with the address zero and progresses— conceptually— to infinity. A BOOL program is a multi-part, structured package in this 
space. The manager of the space is the System, and it is the only entity in the environment with God-Like Powers (GLPs). All other entities 
interact with the System or with each other by leave of the System. 

The environment provides for participation by multiple machines and multiple RT Engines operating simultaneously. An environment 
always has a single host RT Engine that arbitrates Resources for any other RT Engines. 

A BOOL package consists of several parts: a Name Space, an Address Space and a Data Space. Name Space (N/S) catalogs all public 
entities in the package. (It also catalogs all private entities, but that list is private and not visible externally.) Address Space (A/S) contains 
the “object code” of the package–all Actions are located here. The other major section, Data Space (D/S) contains the data portion of 
Objects that have data. The Object themselves exist in A/S and link to the data in D/S. 

A BOOL package also exposes a Properties collection that allows the System to manage the package. The Properties include the name, 
description, version, authorization and protocol information required to interact with the package functionality. It also contains the 
necessary authorizations that allow it access to the resources it needs from the System. 

Inside a package, addressing is based on the 32-bit unsigned cell size, so each of the three Spaces has only, at most, 4,294,967,296 cells. 
This is cut in half by an addressing mode that reserves one bit to signal an external address, so the Spaces are actually limited to 
2,147,483,648 cells (each of these cells is 32 bits so a Space would require four times that many (8,589,934,592) in bytes (yes, that’s eight 
gig). In practicality, a couple more bits are currently removed for reasons not yet determined (i.e. they are “reserved for future system 
use”), so the actual Space size is only 536,870,912 cells each (2,147,483,648 bytes).  

Therefore, a package can, in theory, be as large as 536,870,912 A/S cells and 536,870,912 D/S cells plus an unlikely 536,870,912 N/S 
entries (hopefully a lot unlikely, because Name Space entries are considerably longer than 32 bits!). Further, there can be multiple Data 
Spaces in a package if Objects have huge data requirements. In this case entire Data Spaces are created for–and belong solely to–a single 
Object. 

However much of the package address space is internal to the package. The System only maps the public portion of Name Space, the 
Package Properties collection and the Package Interface collection into the V/E (Virtual Environment). This mapping does not affect the 
package; it only determines where the package can be found. Packages do not care where they are mapped (with a few System-related 
exceptions similar to well-known ports in Unix). 

Threaded 
BOOL borrows from Forth in that it compiles to a tree-like threaded language. It is possible to visit every node of the tree (this ignores the 
semantics of the links–some, like the True/False branches of an @If@Else Object are logically exclusive!). 

 

 



 

   
 All rights reserved 

Instances 
The Nouns of BOOL 

 

NOTE: Move concrete stuff to Lang Spec— this section about syntax, semantics and defining.  
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Instance Basics 

BOOL Instance Objects are the “nouns” of BOOL. They are the data of an application, but— as with all object-oriented languages— this 
data comes with function! BOOL Instance Objects are instances of a BOOL Model Object. The Model describes the Instance’s structure, 
provides default values, and allocates and destroys Instances. The Model also contains the collection of Message Actions that handle 
Messages on behalf of the Instance. 

Model Binding 
An Instance Object is bound to a Model Object, which gives it a type. In most Instances, the binding is not mutable; the type is fixed. [1] 

Global Native Instances 
BOOL defines a number of global Instance Objects that represent common values useful to programs. These exist because, per BOOL’s 
mantra, everything is an Object, there is no such this as a compile time constant, nor can the translator trivially insert literal values. Even 
something as simple as the lowly— yet frequently used— “zero” and “null” values need to be concrete run time Objects. 

To avoid duplication, BOOL provides a number of common literal values (such as “zero”, “one”, “null” and the empty string) as global 
Instances available to all. [2] 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[1] However, an Instance of the *object Model is variant and binds to the Model of what is assigned to the Instance. Once assigned, it is 

bound to the assigned Model until another assignment changes the binding. 
[2] In fact, a translator must use the global Instances and may not provide local copies. A reference to “zero” always refers to the same 

Object. 
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Instance Object Definition 

Create an Instance Object: 

*3d-point  a_point  optional-initializer-list 

This creates a 3d-point Object, named “a_point” 

The actual Instance data allocation is provided at run time 
in a Context Object in Data Space. New allocations are created 
whenever the thread of execution enters an Action. When the 
Instance is executed (that is, the thread of execution reaches it), 
it uses the initialization list (if provided) to set initial values for 
the new allocation. 

Initialization 
The initialization list is optional, but, if present, must be 
appropriate for the Object. The Model throws an Exception if 
the initialization list doesn’t match the Object’s data model. The 
exception is when list data initializes a list Object. If the 
initialization list is too short, the remaining Object items are 
initialized to Model defaults. If the initialization list is too long, 
the extra values are ignored. 
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Special Instances 
A regular Instance Object binds statically to a Model: 

*int  ia 
*int  ib = 42 
*int %64 %unsigned  ic 

The Instances above all bind statically to the *int Model. The translator will know the binding and therefore also knows that the values of 
ia, ib and ic will always be *int values. 

However, an Instance definition doesn’t need to name a Model specifically. It can use an existing Object as a "template", obtain a reference 
to its Model and create a new Instance of the same type. Because this occurs at run time, you can create objects of any type dynamically. 

Using Model-of 
If the Instance Definition uses the Model-of operator, then the Model of the Instance is the Model returned by the operator. 

Therefore, Instances can base their type on other Objects: 

*<bar>  foo 

Above, foo will be an Instance of the same Model as bar. The binding of foo to bar’s Model occurs each time the Instance is executed, 
so if the Model of bar changes, so will foo’s. 

An Instance can also be generic (that is, an Instance of the *object Model):  

*<>   foo 

Above, foo is a generic Instance— it will be the type of whatever is assigned to it (and anything can be assigned to it). 

If the two techniques are combined, you can create a situation where two Instances will be of variant type, but you guarantee they are of the 
same type: 

*<>     foo 
*<foo>  bar 

The second instance, bar takes on foo’s type, which in this case is generic. Therefore, foo will assume a type at run time (possible a 
different type each execution pass), and bar will take on whatever type foo assumed. The syntax is common when both foo and bar are 
Action input parameters and the Action requires that the two parameters have the same type (for example, “max” or “min” Actions). 

When the Instance name is a reference, the Instance is a Reference Instance— that is, it refers to some other object and has no value data 
itself. Reference Instances pass most Messages on to their Objects. 

*int    (ra) = (a) 
*<>     (rb) = (b) 
*<c>    (rc) = (c) 
 
*<*int> (rM) = (m: a) 

Above, ‘ra’ is an *int Object that is initialized to refer to the *int Object, ‘a’. The next is a generic Object initialized to refer to ‘b’. The 
initialization makes ‘rb’ have the same Model as ‘b’. The third line defines a reference with a Model reference to ‘c’. And the initialization 
list sets the value to refer to ‘c’. The last line defines a reference to an *int Model and initializes it to refer to ‘a’s Model. 
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Reference Instances 

The Instances defined in an Action are Reference Objects that bind to actual Objects at run time. The System saves an Action’s context 
before linking the passed arguments of a Call. This makes Actions re-enterable. 
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Initialization 

The initial value (or values) of an Object Instance can be set from an initialize list bound to the Instance. If an initialize list is provided, its 
values override any defaults provided by the Model. If no list is provided, the initial values of a new Object are determined by the default 
values supplied by the Model. If the Model does not provide a default value, each data member takes the default value defined by its 
Model. If an Object has no initializer, the new Object appears as if it just received the zero: Message. Therefore, new Objects always 
have, at least, a “zero” value. 

The reset: Message reapplies the value, or values, in the list to the Object (or it reapplies the Model defaults in the absence of an 
initialize list). Compare this to the zero: Message, which sets the Object to a null, blank, empty or zero state. 

syntax: 

*model  Object [  initialze-list ] 

Initializing Object Instances 

*int n = 0 -- set n to 0 
*int m = add:n 10 -- set m to 10 

*list dogs -- five item list 
= “Aggi”, “Lola”, “Frisker”, “Christie”, “Sam” 

*array*number TicTacToe -- zero a 3x3 grid 
. 0, 0 ,0 
. 0, 0 ,0 
. 0, 0 ,0 

 

Initialize lists must be implicit or explicit lists. They may not be single Objects or an informal list. 

*int  n1  42 -- error, not a list 
*int  n2  =42 -- okay 
*point  p1  0,0 -- error, can’t use informal list 
*point  p2  =0,0 -- okay (list collapses anyway) 
*point  p3 -- s/a above 
= 0, 0 --  
*point  p3 -- okay, implicit list 
. 0 --   (no collapse, no inner list) 
. 0 

The structure of the initialize list must be congruent with the structure of the Object. An Object with a scalar value takes a list with a single 
scalar value. Objects with structure require a list that either matches the structure exactly or matches it logically or topographically. For 
example, the last initial values of a single dimension may be elided for any given dimension. 

If a list of Objects is instanced, the first level of the initializer list is a list of individual initializer lists for each object: 

*int  n1,n2,n3  = 21,42,84 

*3d-point  P1,P2,P3 
=   10, 10, 10 
.   50, 50, 50 
.  100,100,100 

If an explicit list follows an Instance Object, the Object must have an initializer list. 

*int  n1 = 0 -- init list required! 
= -- to conceal this list 
. --exlicit list statements-- 
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Re-Initializing 

The reset: Message causes the Instance to reapply the values from the initialize list. This process is the same as at Instance execution. 
First, the Instance acts as if it had received a zero: Message. Then it passes the reset: Message to its Model, and the Model applies 
any default values it has. Finally, the Object applies the initialize list (if one exists) to itself. 

In effect, the reset: Message defaults to the zero: Message if there is no initialize list on the Object and no default values provided by 
the Model. 

Example: 

*number n = 5 -- set n to 5 
*string s = “hello” -- set s to “hello” 

. set:n 42 -- set n to 42 

. set:s “good-bye” -- set s to “good-bye” 

. 

. zero:n -- set n to 0 

. zero:m -- set s to “” 

. 

. reset:n -- set n to 5 

. reset:m -- set s to “hello” 
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Instance Conversion and Compatibility 

Implicit Instance Conversion 
 Models are aware of each other’s type.  Some Models are friends to each other (similar to the friend concept in C++); one Model knows 
how to process the data of its friend Models. 

For example, all numeric Models (including *bool) are friends, so *integer knows itself how to handle *bool, *float and *number. 
This doesn’t mean Models necessarily can work conversion in both directions. For example, *float might know how to convert a value 
from integer format to float format, but *integer may not be able to convert from float to integer. But because they are friends, 
*integer can ask *float to do the conversion and present the converted value. The friendship relationship requires that one of the pair 
knows how to do all the necessary conversion work or that each can convert from the other. 

examples: 

. *integer X -- An integer variable named ‘X’ 

. *string str "123" -- A string variable named ‘str’ 

. 

. set: X str -- String value “123” is converted to 123 

. set: X 123 -- These two "set:" messages have 

. set: X "123" --   identical effects on ‘X’ 

. 

. set: str X -- Integer value 123 is converted to “123” 

. set: str 123 -- These two "set:" messages have 

. set: str "123" --   identical effects on ‘str’ 

Explicit Object Conversion 
When a Model name is a Message (that is, has a colon appended) it acts as a conversion request from one Model to another. 

The Message instructs a Model to pop an Object from the PStack and— if it knows how— make a copy of that Object converted to its own 
type, which it returns on the PStack. In other words, it converts the top item on the PStack to its own type— if it can. If it can’t, it throws an 
exception (#CAST-FAIL). 

This mechanism is responsible “under the hood” for the implicit conversions discussed above. The assignment handler, upon detecting a 
type mismatch that it cannot handle, sends a cast Message to the parameter Object. The owning Model handles the Message by replacing 
the original reference with a new Object of the requested type. If it cannot, it throws #CAST-FAIL, and the assignment fails. 

syntax: 

*model-name:  object-name 
*< object1-name >:  object2-name 

examples: 

*float    F = 12.42 
*integer  X 

set: X *integer: F 
set: F *<F>: X 
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Native Instances 

BOOL requires certain Instances exist globally. Any reference to a Native Global Instance must refer to the same Instance Object. 

NULL / ? 
NULL is a Named Literal (an instance of the *object Model). It used to represent a “null” value. 

The question mark symbol (?) is an alias for NULL. 

VOID 
VOID is a Named Literal. It is used to indicate an Action that specifically— and somewhat pointedly— does not return value. 

EMPTY 
EMPTY is a Named Literal used as a return value of a container with no items. 

TRUE / FALSE 
These are the *bool Instances that represent the possible values of all *bool Instances. [3]  When cast to numeric values, TRUE becomes 1 
and FALSE becomes 0 (both *int). 

Numeric Constants 
BOOL requires 0, +1, -1 & 2. Others are defined as encountered. All numeric and string constants are defined in the global context. 

Named Constants 
BOOL requires pi, e, c and others. 

See the Language Definition or Appendix N for a complete list. 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[3] In other words, they are self-referentially defined, which is a pity but such is life. 



 

   
 All rights reserved 

MODELS 
The Noun Makers 
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Models 

??The Model Identifier Flag is the Star, or Splat: * 
?? Double flag begins user-defined Model definition: ** 
?? Single flag represents an instance of a Model: * 

??Model Names may contain any characters except spaces or other special characte rs. 
?? Model name space is private from all other name spaces.  

??The Native Models are the language “plain data” objects.  

??The User-Defined Models inherit from and contain Native Models and other User -
Defined Models. Complex data models are built from simple one s. 

??Generally invoked by reference through an Instance.  
?? Instances have a many-to-one relationship with a Model.  
?? Models also handle “cast” Messages. 
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Model Basics 

In the Objected-Oriented Programming (OOP) view, an Object is an instance of a Class. A class has two parts: a description of a structure 
of one or more data elements, and a set of functions, or methods, that can operate on the data of the described structure. An object is a 
single occurrence, or instance, of the described data structure. Working with an object involves using the class methods. A well-designed 
class provides a method for all reasonable uses of the object. 

In BOOL, all data Objects belong to a Model, which is manifested as a Model Object. The Model Object has a model of the data object it 
describes as well as a list of Actions that handle the Messages known to the Model.  

Models have a sub-Family: instances of the data model, that is, Objects! An Object declaration is a reference to the parent Model. There 
can be as many Model references as the program requires, but there can only be one Model. Object declarations usually occur at the start of 
an exec list, typically the exec list of an Action. When a Reference Object is executed this way, it creates a new Object, which it attaches to 
the executing list (this controls the scope of the Object). This is covered in the discussion on Objects. 

BOOL has a set of native Models. These cannot be redefined (it is possible to add and delete methods). The programmer defines new 
Models from the native Models and other user-defined Models. A Model Definition consists of the Object structure definition and the set of 
Message Actions, which are the Message-handling methods. 

Model Objects have only two behaviors. The first is the instancing behavior, which occurs when the Object is a line item (i.e. a member of 
a list); the second is the class conversion action (described below), which only occurs in expressions. Certain System Messages may, or 
may not, return valid information. 

Syntax 

**model-name  model-definition-list 

The Model-definition-list names the Objects that comprise the new Object for the new Model. The new Model inherits the capabilities of all 
member Objects. That is, the member Objects all retain their original capabilities. Once a new Model exists, the programmer can add new 
capabilities. 

Example 

**2d-point 
. *int  x = 0 -- a member named “x” 
. *int  y = 0 -- a member named “y” 

The example Model Definition above creates a new Model, named *2d-point. The single star is a required part of the name. The second 
star is used only for Model definition (or declaration). The Model is comprised of two *int Objects, named “x” and “y”. 

Below are three ways to define an Instance of the *2d-point model: 

*2d-point  p1 -- a point named “p1” 
*2d-point  p2 = 5,-5 -- a point named “p2” 
*2d-point  p3 = p2 -- a point named “p3” 

The first Instance will have the Model default values initially. The second has an initializer, a list of two constants, and will initially be set 
to these values. The last Instance also has an initializer, which has a reference to the second Instance. This will set the third instance to the 
same initial setting as the second. 
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Extending Models 

Extend Model behavior by adding new Message Actions to existing Models. This gives all members of that Model new capabilities based 
on the new Message. Alter Models behavior by installing Message Actions for Messages the Model already handles. This changes the way 
a Model behaves with regard to the Message. 

Extending and overriding only work in the current context; they are not global. User programs may extend or alter only as high as the 
Package. The ability to modify a Model also depends on the security levels of both the Model and the code. It also depends on options set 
by the Model definition (e.g. Models can unilaterally deny modification with the %final option). 

New Models can inherit from existing Models by referencing them in the definition. The new data members are appended to the top list of 
the existing Model. For example, below is a Model definition that extends the native *string Model by adding the idea of a line number: 

**text-line <*string> 
. *int  line-number 

This Model will create Instance objects that are a two-item List that start with *string and add an *int: 

2 
*string  ! 
*int  line-number 

 

 

Message Actions 

A Model can contain any number of Message Actions. Message Actions implement the function for a Message. A Model can process a 
Message only if it has an Action for it. The Model has a list of its own Actions to search, and, if required, it searches the lists of all parent 
Models. A Message Action can be provided within the Model definition, or it can be provided outside. Message Actions may be defined at 
any time for any Model (subject to a number of restrictions). 

Syntax 

**model-name  
. model-definition 
.  @@message-name:: 
. . action-definition 

@@message-name:: (*model-name) 
. action-definition 

Providing a Message Action means the Model supports the Action’s Message. There is no need to register a Message Action beyond 
adding it to the list of Message-handling Actions owned by the Model. There is no table of Messages. To dispatch a Message, the Model 
searches the Actions list to find a handler (implementations are allowed to cache or hash this search)  

Aggregate objects apply received Messages to all sub-components. Those that don't know the Message ignore it or pass it to sub-
components if possible. Therefore, some messages can be applied to all parts of an Object. 
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Native Models 

Native Base Models 

An implementation must support the Native Base Models to be confirming. They are called Native, because it is expected that native code 
is required to implement them. (These, the native Actions, the System and the RTE comprise the code base required to implement BOOL 
on a given platform.) 

*object A virtual Object. Usually instanced: *<> 

 All BOOL Instances derive from object. You can’t define a local Instance of one, but you 
can define one as an Action parameter. As a parameter, it acts as a reference (as all 
parameters do) to the passed Object. Because it is the base meta-type for all Instances, 
it is handy for parameters of unknown Model. 

*bool TRUE | FALSE values. 

 The true base Object of BOOL. Smallest DD footprint. Uses the TRUE flag. 

*int Integer values. Signed by default; may be unsigned. The current BOOL cell is defined as 
32 bits. An *int can be up to four cells long. The Model provides Virtual Models for 
*int1 (one cell) through *int4 (four cells).  By default, an *int instance uses a 
default: *int1. 

*real Floating Point values. Provides Virtual Models for *float and *double. These map to 
the IEEE 32-bit and 64-bit definitions respectively. By default, a *real instance uses a 
default: *double. 

*char Basic character type (Unicode).  

*string For text. A *string is a vector of *char objects. 

*list One-Dimension, variant types. Lists may contain anything including other lists. A list has 
a count, an order, a first item, an Nth item and a last item. If the count is zero, the list is 
empty, and the first, Nth and last items are null. Otherwise the items are valid, although 
they may be identical. 

*array Multi-Dimension, single type. Each Object of an array is of the same type. Arrays and 
vectors are constructed from contiguous sections of Data Space, so indexing is fast for 
these types. 

Native Derived Models 

Native Derived Models must be supported by a confirming implementation. It is possible and permitted to implement these Models in 
BOOL, but most implementations should probably choose to include these with the Native Models. Here are some of the Native Derived 
Models: 

*number General Numeric values. Uses *int and *real depending on requirements, but 
defaults to *int when possible. 

 Various Messages and user settings affect the representation. For example, the floor: 
and ceiling: Messages force an *int representation. 

*pair Base Model for paired numeric values. Uses *int and *real depending on context and 
settings. Implements *pair1 (32-bit) and *pair2 (64-bit) 

*coord Implements X,Y cartesian and rho/theta polar functions (derived from *pair). 

*complex An implementation of Complex Numbers (also derived from *pair). 
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User-Defined Models 
A Model is a physical representation of, what many object-oriented languages call, a class. It binds together definitions of contained objects 
along with the shared group of Actions that are the functionality of the object. In BOOL, Models are physical objects that exist at run time. 

Two “stars” (or asterisks) signals a Model declaration. A declaration only informs the compiler that such a Model is used in the code that 
follows. 

**3D-Point 

This declares a Model named “3D-Point” 

A declaration must be resolved by a definition before an Object can be instanced. If the compiler can find a definition it knows after seeing 
the declaration, it can instance objects. If it cannot, it will raise a compile exception (#NO-DEFINITION) if it encounters an instance 
object. 

A declaration followed by a list is a Model definition. Such a list might contain only Object instances, in which case it would define 
something similar to what C-like languages call a “struct” (or Pascal calls a “record”): a dumb aggregate of disparate data. (But, all BOOL 
Objects automatically inherit from the base Object, so any Object defined comes with some built-in Actions.) However, the definition list 
may also contain Actions or declarations of Actions to be defined later (or possibly bound immediately from a library). 

A Model that defines only data might look like this: 

**3D-Point 
. *int X 
. *int Y 
. *int Z 

This defines the data of a Model named “3D -Point” 

This allows the compiler to instance new 3D-Point Objects, which can be used as containers or records. They will also respond to System 
Messages (in one fashion or other), but will know no messages themselves. 

Models can be extended at any time by adding new definitions. A new definition with the same name as an existing definition overrides the 
first. 

Models must define a NULL, which it binds to the System NULL, and a DEFAULT object used to initialize new Object instances. 

Example1: 
 **line -- NEW CLASS "LINE" 
 . **P1 --   NEW CLASS "P1" 
 . . *int  X 
 . . *int  Y 
 . **P2 --   NEW CLASS "P2" 
 . . *int  X 
 . . *int  Y 
 
Example2: 
 **coord   *int  X , *int  Y -- (informal) 
 
Example3: 
 **coord -- (formal) 
 .  *int  X 
 .  *int  Y 
 
 **line 
 .  *coord  P1 
 .  *coord  P2 
 
 **pentagon 
 .  *line  L1 
 .  *line  L2 
 .  *line  L3 
 .  *line  L4 
 .  *line  L5 

Aggregate objects send certain received Messages to the member Objects. Some Messages are defined in terms of the aggregate object (for 
instance, an index: Message), but others apply to the contained (for instance, the X: Message is specified as invoking the members of a 
list or array). A container Object also sends Messages it doesn’t handle itself to each member Object. 
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System Resource Models 
BOOL has a family of special Models, called System Resource Models; that define and provide access to system resources, such as disk 
files, user input devices, displays, system memory and the BOOL RTX. Users may not define or modify new Resource Models. They can 
declare the Models and define Instance Objects of them. 

Using Resources 
Declaring a System Resource Model binds the resource to the local environment. This has the effect of insuring the resource is available 
and supported by the system. If it not supported, the system should throw a #NO-SUPPORT error. If the resource is not available (but is 
supported), the system throws #NOT-AVAILABLE warning (which only causes an entry in $SysLog unless the user is trapping warnings). 

Defining a Resource Instance generates a usage of the resource and binds the physical resource to the Instance. If the resource is still not 
available, at this point, the system throws #NOT-AVAILABLE error. Note that the Instance is just a binding to the resource. There is no 
implication that the resource is obtained, allocated or open. It does imply the resource is available, and it may imply reserving the resource 
for use by the Resource Instance Object. 

Instance Objects attached to “stdin” and “stdout” 

$$stdin -- bind $stdin & $stdout Resource Mod els 
$$stdout 

$stdin  Input -- Instance of $stdin binds to actual resource  
$stdout  Output -- Instance of $stdout (ditto)  

=[rot13] not:eof:Input -- ROT13 “filter” 
.  *string  line 
. 
. getline:Input line 
. put:Output @Rotate_13 =(line) 
. @[^] 

 

 

 



 

   
 All rights reserved  

ACTIONS 
The BOOL Verbs 
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Actions 

??The Action Identifier Flag is the At-sign: @ 
?? Double flag begins user-defined Action definition: @@ 
?? Single flag represents a Call to an Action: @ 

??Action Names may contain any characters except spaces or other special characters. 
?? Action name space is private from all other name spaces. 

??The Native Actions are the language structure and flow control objects. 

??The User-Defined Actions can be. 
?? Generic Actions (sub-routines) 
?? Message Actions bound to a Model or Object: 

??Generally invoked by calling. 
?? Call Objects have a many-to-one relationship with an Action Object. 
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Actions 

If Models are the “be”, Actions are the “do”. An Action does something; Actions are the “verbs” of BOOL. In other languages they go by 
the names Procedure, Routine, Sub-Routine, Sub-Program (or just plain Sub) or Function. Here they are simply called Actions. They can 
stand alone as generic Action Objects or they can be bound to Models, making them Model-Actions. (The latter are called Methods in 
many object-oriented languages.) 

Message Actions are either unary or binary. They are binary if they define any input arguments. Because Message Actions receive all input 
arguments in a single list (which comes directly from the Message object), they never receive more than one argument syntactically. 
Contrast this with generic Actions, which define input arguments as tokens in the execution thread. 

 

In most programming languages, a program is decomposed into functional units small enough to handle easily. A hallmark of a well-
designed program is that each functional unit contains one, and only one, complete process or thought. Another hallmark is that each 
functional unit is separate from the others; what one unit does doesn't affect how others do their job. The first is called high cohesion, the 
second, low coupling. The point is, that the ability to decompose a program into functional units with high cohesion and low coupling is a 
Good Thing. 

Programming languages also need to support program structure on a smaller-grained level. For instance, it is nearly impossible to design an 
algorithm without using some form of the "if-then-else" structure. Other helpful, but not necessarily required, structures are: "for-next 
loops", "while and until loops" and "case statements". In general, these program flow control structures are called language statements. One 
quality of a language is the usefulness or precision of its set of statements. 

In BOOL, a family of objects, called Actions, fills the roles of functional units and of language statements. Action Objects have an exec 
list, a list of commands to perform when invoked. They also have a signature, a description of values the Action requires when invoked. 
Actions resemble Classes in that each one is an individual. Each Action, like each Class, is designed for a specific purpose. 

BOOL requires that family names begin with an identifier flag. For Actions, the flag is the At-Sign. The translator will search only the 
Action name space for names associated with this prefix. An Action name can have one or two leading flags, but it can only occur once 
with two. Action names with single flags can occur as often as required.  

Syntactically, a name with one Action prefix is an Action Call. This invokes, or calls, the named Action Object. The call takes required 
parameters from the token stream and passes them to the Action. The Action saves any current objects, binds to the passed objects and 
performs its exec list. It does not return a value; in this regard, it resembles a sub-routine or procedure. 

Semantically, an Action Reference is actually a separate Action Object. It is the implied native Action, the Call Action. This Action owns 
the tokens that make up the passed parameters, binds to the referenced Action, passes the required parameters, and then passes control to 
the called Action. Somewhat the way a Class Object creates many instances of a data Object, Action Objects have many instances of Call 
Actions. (Since the Call Action is an implied, and therefore hidden, Action, it cannot be called. So, the Call Action has no Call Actions of 
its own.) 

But, Actions differ from data Objects in two important ways: First, Actions are Called or invoked, whereas Objects are activated by 
sending them messages. Second, Actions can have parameter lists, whereas Objects gets their arguments from the Parameter Stack. 

BOOL has two kinds of Actions: native and user-defined. The first group, the native Actions, fills the role of the language statements. 
Because they are native, the Translator supplies binary linkages to the Call Actions. The second group, user-defined Actions, is the 
functional units of BOOL. These are compiled to Run Time Images that are executed, when called, by the RTX. 

A name with two Class prefixes is a Class Definition and can occur only once in a program. BOOL has a set of native Classes. These 
cannot be redefined, but it is possible to add and delete methods. The programmer defines new Classes from the native Classes and other 
user-defined Classes. A Class Definition consists of the Object structure definition and the set of Class Actions, which are the Class 
methods. 

Action names exist in their own name space, so, although it is usually a bad idea, it is legal to have other objects with the same name. 
When the Translator encounters a name token without flags, and the token is not otherwise type-forced, the Translator first searches Object 
name space. If it cannot find a match, it searches Action name space and then Class name space. It will not search Message, Port or Device 
name space. 
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Defining Actions 

Two “at-signs” (or asterisks) signals an Action Definition. A 

@@3D-Clear 
>> *3D-Point p1 
<< *3D-Point self 

This declares an Action named “3D-Clear” that takes a 3D-point. 
It also returns a 3D-Point--itself. 

This— as with Models— only declares the Action to the compiler. The declaration of input and output parameters allows the compiler to 
check the arguments when the Action is invoked. This can prevent run time type mismatch errors. (One religious issue among programmers 
is how important— or not— is type checking in a language. Some feel it’s vital in preventing certain kinds of errors. Others feel it’s not 
relevant to good system design.)  

Referencing The Library 

@@foobar  (cjslib) -- @foobar is in cjslib Library 
>> *int A 
>> *int B 
<< *int RV 

Actions always reference— and thereby belong to— a Library. If the definition has no explicit Library reference, the Action belongs to the 
“User” Library. When the translator encounters an Action definition, it searches the Library for an existing definition. If it finds one, the 
new definition overrides the old (but does not destroy it). This generates a Warning in the $SysLog file. If the current Action is deleted at 
some point, the overridden definition becomes visible again. 

If the current definition is only a declaration, and no entry exists in the Library, the Action is not defined and cannot be invoked. If there is 
an entry in the library— and the current definition matches its signature— the current definition simply references the existing Action. 

If the current definition provides an Action body, the Action is defined and may be invoked. 

Using Actions 
A single “at-sign” (asterisk) signals an Action call. 

*3d-point  p1 -- define a 3D point Instance 
@3D-Clear p1 -- call the 3D-Clear Action 

This invokes the Action “3D-Clear”. 
It passes a single argument: a 3D -Point” 

BOOL creates Call objects to invoke Actions at run-time. 
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Action Signature 

An Action has a formal name, called a signature, which identifies it uniquely. The signature encodes the interface to the Action: its sections 
and its parameters.  The signature consists of one or more clauses (each clause representing a virtual section). A clause consists of a name 
and an optional parameter list. 

@if 
@if *<> *list 
@if *<> *list @else *list 
@if *<> *list @else %opt *list 
@if *<> *list @elseif %opt %mul *<> *list @else %opt *list 

1. One clause, named @if, it takes no parameters 
2. One clause, @if, that takes parameters: a generic object and a list 
3. Two clauses, @if and @else, both take parameters 
4. two clauses, @if and @else, secondary @else clause is optional 
5. three clauses, @if, @elseif and @else, secondary clauses optional, @elseif can repeat 

A call is matched to an Action by matching its call signature. The last Action signature above (which is the signature for the native Action 
in question) would match these calls: 

@if expr, list 
@if expr, listT  @else listF 
@if expr1,list1  @elseif expr2,list2  @else listF 
@if expr1,list1  @elseif expr2,list2  @elseif expr3,list3  @else listF 
@if expr1,list1  @elseif expr2,list2  @elseif expr3,list3  @elseif expr4,list4  @else listF 

 

Named Execution Lists can be referred to in the Action name. If the Action name contains a section name, there is a binding between that 
clause of the name and the matching Execution List. There is no required mapping between Execution Lists and Action clause names. In 
most cases, the mapping has little effect on the operation of the Action. 

It becomes important if a name clause is marked %repeatable (only secondary clauses may be marked with the %rep, %opt or %mix 
options). Then the Execution List is repeated for each clause passed by the Action caller, and its parameters are rebound to the Objects 
passed by the repeated section of the call. 
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Action Parameters 

Action input parameters can have specified object types or be generic objects. They can also be References. This results in several 
possibilities for Action parameters. 

syntax 

 @@Foobar 
 >>  *int   ai -- passed *int value 
 >>  *int  (bi) -- passed *int reference 

 >>  *<>    cx -- passed generic value 
 >>  *<cx> (dx) -- passed Model-of-cx reference 
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Static & Dynamic Binding 

Actions are statically linked when the compiler knows about the invoked Action. Otherwise the Run Time Engine searches for an Action in 
the environment with a matching signature. If it can’t find one, it raises an Exception (#UNKNOWN-ACTION). Contrast this with Messages, 
which dynamically invoke a Model’s Actions at run-time based on the Message (and which raise an #UNKNOWN-MESSAGE exception if 
they can’t match the Message to an Action). 
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Action & Lists 

An Action Definition is a BOOL second-level syntax for creating Named List groups and manually pushing and popping the parameters. In 
theory, a BOOL program is expressible without using Actions.  Below is a simple Action: 

@Foobar 
>> *int a = 0 
>> *int b = 1 
<< *int rc 
= 
. set:rc add:a b 

Here is (very nearly) the same thing as an Explicit List: 

=[Foo] 
. *int  a = 0 
. *int  b = 1 
. *int  rc 
. *<>  (caller) 
. 
. push:ContextStack ([Foo]) 
. pop: caller 
. pop: a 
. pop: b 
. 
. set: rc add:a b 
. 
. push: rc 
. pop:ContextStack ([Foo]) 
. @[(caller)] 

However this assumes a (mythical) ContextStack Object supporting push: and pop: Messages and which is able to save and restore the 
“context” of the Foo List Object. In reality, the Action Executive and RTE work together to provide context frames. 

The List version also requires a specific calling mechanism: 

. *int  A,B,C =42,21,0 

. 

. push:B -- push values backwards 

. push:A 

. push:([123])  -- need location to return to  

. @[Foo] -- call [Foo] 

. pop:C -- catch return value 

. =[L123] -- empty list for return point  

. 

Compare this to the equivalent call to @Foo: 

. *int  A,B,C =42,21,0 

. 

. set:C  @Foo A,B -- call @Foo 

. 
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Generic Actions 

Syntax: 

@@action-name 
@@section-name 
>> input-parameter 
<< output-parameter 
=[ section-name ] gate-expression 
. statements 

Actions Are Sub-Programs 
An Action is a BOOL sub-program. It basically consists of three lists: a list of input parameters, a list of output parameters and list of 
statements to execute. All three lists may be empty (which creates a null Action). Typically, the output list is empty or contains one item 
(that is, Actions typically return nothing or a single Object). 

A Generic Action is not bound to any Model or Object; it exists as a global object of its enclosing environment. Thus, Generic Actions 
defined within a file are global to the entire file. If they are defined within a context, such as a List or another Action, they are visible only 
within the scope of that environment. 

An Action consists of Execution Lists, called sections. There is always at least one section, one List of statements to execute, although this 
List may be empty. Section Lists may be named and, if named, gated. Sections that are gated require the gate expression evaluate TRUE in 
order to execute their statements list. 

Actions can be overloaded by type. Actions may have identical name signatures if the parameters are typed and the types differ. 

Generic Actions 

@@Motor_Off 
.  –- no arguments 
. send:$Motor “OFF” –- a “vender” Motor Resource 
 
@@Add 
>> *<>   a –- get an argument (of unknown type) 
>> *<a>  b –- get another (type must match first) 
<< *<a>  sum = 0 –- create an output object (of type ‘a’) 
. 
. set: sum add: a b –- generate the sum 
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Native Actions 

BOOL connects the text and the binary image in the way that implements language statements. The lexical syntactic constructs that make 
up the program text have direct analogs in the virtual environment. In particular, BOOL uses Actions to implement basic program flow 
control statements, such as “if” and “loop while”. 

Native Core Actions 

 @_ return 
 @[…] goto [label] 
 @[^] goto list start 
 @[_] goto list end 

Core Actions are low-level constructs, which— unlike most BOOL constructs— cannot be replicated in BOOL. 

Native Derived Actions 

 @do … 
 
 @if … [ @elseif … ][ @else ] 

 @switch … [ @case … ][ @else ] 
 
 @for … 
 
 @while …  

 @loop … @while 
 
 @until … 

 @loop … @until  

 @exit 

Derived Actions— while usually implemented at a low level— can be replicated in BOOL. 
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User-Defined Actions 

Syntax: 

@@action-name  [ signature ]  [ parameters-list ]  [ exec-list ] 

 

Example: 

@@Find-User 
>> *string UserName -- input objects 
>> *file   PasswdFile -- 
>> *file   Output -- 
= *number  UserId -- local objects 
. *number  UserGroup -- 
. *int     Index -- 
. 
. -- action defini tion -- 
. 
. @return 

The above example illustrates the three parts of an Action definition: the new name, Find-User; a five-line list of parameters, three input 
values and two return values; and a list of commands and/or expressions to execute.  

Once defined, the Action can be linked to a Call Object (an internal Object similar to the Expression Object). The Call Object's Executive 
links run-time parameters with the formal parameter list and invokes the Action. The Action Object's Executive saves current values (on 
the SAVSTAK) and links in the passed ones. Upon exit, the A/O's Executive restores the saved values. 
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Message Actions 

Syntax: 

@@action-name:: (*model-name) 
>> input-parameter 
<< output-parameter 
= 
. statements 

Message Handlers for a Model 
Message Actions are the Message handlers for a Model (or for a particular Object). They differ from Generic Actions in that they have a 
“self” Object (referred to as “self” or “!”). They also differ in that they may not contain secondary sections (which eliminates repeating and 
optional sections entirely). They can be overloaded for parameter type like Generic Actions. 
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Message Actions 

A Message Action binds to a Model (or Object) by specifying a reference to the Model after the Action name: 

@@addto:: (*number) -- message addto: in *number Model 
>> *number  that -- takes a single *number parameter 
<< ! -- returns itself 
. set:! add:! that 

The Action name has two colons at the end, so it also defines a Message name (Message names may be defined multiple times). The “self” 
Object (which it is customary to return in Message Actions) will always be of *number type. The expected parameter must either be of the 
same *number type, of must be convertible. 

Actions can reference Models without defining a Message, in which case they must be referenced directly: 

@@Foobar (*number) -- Action Foobar in *number Model 
<< *number  obj  -- returns a new *number 
. set:obj  42  -- which is preset to 42 
 
@@test 
. *number  n 
. set:n  @Foobar*number -- call @Foobar belonging to model of n 
. print:n  -- prints “42” 

If the Action definition references a specific Object rather than a Model, it binds only to that Object and handles only Messages directed to 
the specified Object: 

*number  MathConstants = 0 
 
@@pi:: (MathConstants) -- message pi: in MathConstants Object 
<< 3.1415926535 -- returns value 
 
@@e:: (MathConstants) -- message e: in MathConstants Object 
<< 2.718281828 -- returns value 
 
=[test] 
. *number  n 
. set:n  pi: MathConstants 
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Default Message Handler 

Message Actions can also be set as a default Message Action (which catches the specified Message whenever it is not handled by its Target 
or any of the Target’s owners). A default Message Action has no Model reference: 

@@addto:: -- message addto: (any unhandled) 
>> *<>  that -- takes a single parameter 
<< ! -- returns itself 
= 
. *number  a = 0 
. = set:a *number:!  -- try to convert to a number 
. =[#BAD-CAST]  -- catch a failure and do nothing 
. 
. *number  b = 0 
. = set:b *number:that -- try to convert to a number 
. =[#BAD-CAST]  -- catch a failure and do nothing 
. 
. *number  c = add:a b -- ADD’m 
. = set:!  *<!>:c -- explicit conversion back to self 
. =[#BAD-CAST]  -- catch a failure and do nothing 
. 
. @_ 

Any Model processing the addto: Message on behalf of an Instance will use the default Action defined above if they have no Message 
Action of their own. 

As is apparent in the example above, special care must be taken when defining default Message Actions. It should be obvious that not all 
Instances will be numeric, so for them the addto: makes no sense. These will fail the cast attempts and throw #BAD-CAST. The Action 
has Catch Lists, but the Lists are empty— nothing happens. Therefore, the error is ignored, and the *number Instance just keeps it default 
value (zero). 

. 
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Writing Actions 

Several different ways of writing a simple “max” Action. 

Type Specific— Works With Copied Data 

@@max-int 
>> *int  a  
>> *int  b  
<< *int  c  
= 
. set:c a  
. @if 
. = gt:b a  
. . = set:c b  
 

In reality, the copying isn’t so bad, because we never change the input parameters. We do copy one of them to the return Object, though. 

Type Specific— Works With ReferenceData 

@@max-int-ref 
>> *int  (a) 
>> *int  (b) 
<< *int  (c) 
= 
set:c (a) 
. @if 
. = gt:b a 
. . = set:c (b) 

Identical to the first example, but uses Reference Instances for input and output. 

Any Type— Works With Copied Data 

@@max 
>> *<>   a 
>> *<a>  b 
<< *<a>  c =a 
= 
. @if =gt:b a, =set:c b 

Now we’re using the Initializer list for ‘c’ to replace the first set: Message from the previous examples. 

Any Type — Works With ReferenceData 

@@max-ref 
>> *<>    (a) 
>> *<a>   (b) 
<< *<a>   (c) =(a) 
= 
. @if =gt:b a,  =set:c (b) 

Identical to previous example, but uses Reference Instances for input and output. 

Alternate Version (No @if Statement)— Any Type— Reference Data 

@@max 
>>  *<>   (a) 
>>  *<a>  (b) 
<<  *<a>  (c) = (a) 
=[max] gt:b a 
.   set:c (b) 

An Explicit List replaces the @if Action Call used in previous examples. The list name is optional, but if supplied must match one of the 
signature clause names (in this case, it would have to be “max”). The test expression is the same as before, but here controls the Action list 
directly rather than the @if Object. 
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External Actions 

Declaration Object 

&&action-name  (library-name) 
>> input-parameter 
<< output-parameter 

Call Object 

&action-name  parameter-list 

External Actions are very similar to Actions, but are sub-routines outside of BOOL (and are probably written in some other language). For 
example, the routines in the C Library and (on Windows platforms) the Windows API are available in BOOL as External Actions.[1] 

External Actions are not portable. They rely on the external environment, which BOOL does not define. Therefore BOOL does not require 
that an implementation support any External Actions. However, it must support the facility and it must allow programs using them to run 
under the as if rule. 

Referencing The Library 
External Actions always reference a Library. When the translator encounters an External Action definition, it binds that definition to the 
code in the library. Declaring an External Action from a Library that does not exist or that does not contain the Action generates a compile 
time exception (#UNKNOWN-LIBRARY). 

Example 
The code below defines an External Action Object, named &sleep. The Action takes one parameter, a 32-bit, unsigned integer, and returns 
VOID.[2]  Notice that External Actions never have executive lists, because the code is external. Only the signature is defined. 

&&sleep %cdecl (clib) -- &sleep is in “clib” Library 
>> *int %32 %unsigned  millisecs 
<< VOID 

To invoke the action, use an External Call Object: 

. 

.   &sleep 500 -- sleep 500 millisecs  

. 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[1] Obviously, this implies the requirement to provide data in a form expected by the external library, and due to BOOL’s virtual environment, 

this is not always trivial. However, part of the facility of External Actions is providing marshalling of data between BOOL and the outside 
world. 

[2] Actions always return an Object when they receive a Q: Message. If no return parameter is declared, they return the TRUE Object. The 
%sleep function explicitly declares that it returns the VOID Object. 
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Exceptions 

Definition Object 

##exception-name  <#parent-exception> 
. instance-definition-list 

Call Object 

#exception-name  parameter-list 

The Exception meta-family differs from other BOOL meta-families in that it has Model-like definitions— which can inherit from parent 
exceptions, but has Call-like use semantics. 

Example 
The code below defines an Exception Object, named #LIST-EMPTY. It is customary to use upper case letters with hyphens separating the 
words. Note that it looks similar to a Model definition. [3] 

##LIST-EMPTY 
. *string  ListName 
. *int     Index  %unsigned = 0 
 

The code below shows how to throw and catch the exception. The throw is similar to an Action Call, but takes only a single list as in input 
argument. The input list supplies run time values for the data members of the exception. Values are supplied in the same order as the 
member definition. Values may be left off from the end of the list, in which case the definition defaults apply. 

To catch an Exception, define a List Object named after the Exception. 

@@index::  (*MyList) 
>> *int  Index 
<< *<>   Item 
= 
. @if 
. = eq: count:! 0 
. . = #LIST-EMPTY =name:!, Index 
. 
. 
=[#LIST-EMPTY] -- exception handler 
. set:Item NULL 
. @_ 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[3] One question to be determined: Does BOOL allow Message Actions for Exception “Models”? There are no Exception Instances to take 

Messages, so Exceptions wouldn’t have many Actions associated with them. However, it might be nice to be able to define an Action to 
take place when thrown (or caught?). 
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BOOL Expressions 

BOOL Messages do the job of operators and functions other languages. For example, in place of the arithmetic operator, plus (“+”), 
BOOL has an add: Message. It has square: and open: Messages in place of functions like square() and fopen(). You send a 
Message to an Object. If the Object knows the Message, it performs an action depending on the Message it received. If it doesn’t know the 
Message, it raises the exception, #UNKNOWN-MESSAGE. 

Syntactically, a Message is a name followed by a colon. It is “passed” to the target Object, the next syntactical unit: 

message-name:  target-object  [ argument-list ] 

The colon always causes the lexical unit before it to be interpreted by the translator as a BOOL message. Certain lexical units have specific 
meanings when interpreted as messages: 

@@message:: Define a Message (Action) 
<number>: Index Message (numeric) 
“string”: Index Message (associative) 
(object): Referenced Message 
*Model: Model Message 

By definition, all except the first are unary Messages (they have only a target Object). 

Message Parameters 
Messages can be unary or binary. Unary Messages bind to only to the next syntactical unit (the target Object). Binary Messages bind to the 
next two syntactical units (the target and the argument lists). (In reality, under the hood, there is only one type of Message: a Message with 
a Name, Target and a Parameter List. A unary Message is actually a Message with an empty Parameter List.) 

It is important to understand that both the target Object and the Objects on the Parameter List can be temporary Objects that are the result 
of sub-expressions that have been evaluated! Presumably, the final value of an expression is assigned someplace useful. 

Expressions 
Messages are used in expressions; they return objects. The basic expression (Message Passing) syntax is: 

message-name:  primary-object  argument-objects 

Like Forth, but unlike most other languages, BOOL contains no mathematical operators such as ‘plus’ (+) or ‘times’ (usually *). Instead, it 
uses Messages, which are passed to the Object possible along with an argument (which may be a list). To add two number Objects in 
BOOL, send an add: Message to one and pass along the other as a parameter: 

add: 2 3 

The value of the expression above is a *number Object with the value ‘5’. This is a transient Object whose lifetime is only as long as the 
list of statements of which it is a member. The usual next step is to capture the transient value and store it in a more permanent place (such 
as a variable). We can do this with another Message, the set: Message, which requests that the target Object use the argument(s) to set 
itself to a new value. 

*integer  result 

set: result add: 2 3 

In the above example, first we send the add: Message to the 2 Object along with the 3 Object as an argument. The 2 Object adds the value 
of the 3 Object to its own value and creates a new Object with the value ‘5’ which it pushes the new Object onto the Parameter Stack. This 
is the end of it for the add: Message and the 2 and 3 Objects. 
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Special Messages 

System Messages 

BOOL defines a set of messages, called System Messages, that every object is expected to treat meaningfully–or at least gracefully. Many 
of these Messages have texts that are one- or two-characters long and/or which consist of punctuation symbols. (The user may not define 
Messages shorter than two characters or which contain most punctuation symbols.) System Messages are not case-sensitive. In many cases, 
the Run Time Engine handles the Object’s response to a System Message (which makes tends to make these messages fast). 

In some rare cases (such as the index: message, for example), there is no meaningful way for the object to interpret the message. When 
that happens, the object is still expected to react gracefully. A good example is the index: method. Whether it is meaningful to “index” 
an object depends on the object. An array or list can be indexed, but a single floating-point number probably cannot. An Object must have a 
graceful, unsurprising, documented response to all System Messages. An Object should have a graceful and unsurprising response to any 
Message it receives. 

System Messages have a verbose version and some have a punctuation symbol version. Generally speaking, the verbose version of the 
message is a good idea. The shorter version is mainly for system code and authors in a hurry. System Messages tend to be unary, but there 
are some binary ones. 

Some System Messages 
 
 t: ?: test: return TRUE/FALSE 
 e: #: error: return error object 
 r:  reset:  restore object to default values 
 z:  zero: clear or reset 
 i: [: index:  return an indexed sub-object (binary) 
 q:  query:  execute and push value 
 x: !: execute: execute but don’t push a value 
 w: (: where:  push a reference to self [1] 
 m: *: model: get Object’s Model name 
 n: $: name:  get Object’s name 
 

 

System Message Handling 
Because the System manages Message Passing, sometimes it can handle a Message without invoking the Object or its Model. For example, 
the w: Message (where:) is a request for the address of the Object. The System can process this Message on its own. When the System 
can’t handle the Message, it passes it to the object, which invokes its Model. The Model Object has its own Dispatcher that compares the 
Message to the list of Actions bound to the Object’s Model. If it finds a match, it passes control to the Model Action that handles that 
message. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[1]  Reference objects return the linked object on a Q: Message, so the W: Message allows getting a reference to the Reference Object itself. 
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Special Messages 

Common Messages 

In addition to System Messages, BOOL defines another group, called as Common Messages. The exact semantics of these messages are 
somewhat determined by the object type, but each has an intended meaning. Authors who use these Messages in their Models should take 
care to maintain the appropriate semantic values. 

 mode input-args description 

Test & Relational Messages 

 T?:  true: U  boolean value of object 
 F?:  false: U  boolean value of object, NOT 

 =:  eq: B object test for equality 
 <>:  ne: B object test for non-equality 

 <:  lt: B object test for less-than 
 >:  gt: B object test for greater-than 
 <=: =<: elt: B object test for equal-less-than 
 >=: =>: egt: B object test for equal-greater-than 

Math & Logical Messages 
 +:  add: B object add (or concatenate) 
 -:  sub: B object subtract (or truncate) 
 *:  mul: B object multiply 
 /:  div: B object divide 
   diff: B object returns difference 

   min: U object-list returns smallest object 
   max: U object-list returns largest object 

 ++:  incr: U  increase one "notch" (post-increment) 
 --:  decr: U  decrease on "notch" (post-decrement) 
 >>:  next: U  increase one "notch" (pre-increment) 
 <<:  last: U  decrease on "notch" (pre-decrement) 
   toggle: U  flip flop from one state to the other 

 |:  or: B object logical OR operator 
 &:  and: B object logical AND operator 
 X|:  xor: B object logical XOR operator 
   inv: U  logical INVERT operator 

File Messages 
   open:  B open-params open a file-type object 
   close:  U  close a file-type object 
   get:  U  get data from a file-type object 
   put:  B output-data send data to a file-type object 
   seek:  B file-pointer  set the file pointer  
   tell:  U  get the file pointer  
   rewind:  U  reset the file pointer to BOF  
 

These are just some of the messages known to the system. 
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Special Messages 

Number Messages 

A Message with a numeric literal name is a special-case, called a Number Message. Like program literal Objects, Number Messages are 
defined virtually and only instanced as required. The semantic of the Number Message depends particularly on whether the target Object is 
a scalar value or a list value. And within that division, different Models may handle the Message differently. 

Set Numeric Value 
Send a Number Message to a numeric scalar value to set its value. In particular, the “zero” message (zero: and 0:) specifies setting the 
Object’s value to its null or zero state (as opposed to its default value set by its initializer). 

examples 

0: Foo sets Foo to 0 
4.2: Bar sets Bar to 4.2 

Index A List 
Send a Number Message to a list Object to get the nth item (Number Messages are indexes). All list-like Objects should handle Number 
Messages as index requests. Number List Messages index multi-dimensional lists. 

BOOL always indexes from 1. A List with 10 items indexes from 1 to 10. 

examples 

4: Array returns the 4th item of Array 

2,2,2:cube returns middle of 3x3x3 cube 

Create a Range Object  
Send a Number Message to a Number Constant Object to get a Range Constant Object based on the Number and the Number Message’s 
value. The Range value is always lo:hi regardless of the Message or Constant Number value. 

examples 

0:10 returns a Range set to 0… 10 

5:4 returns a Range set to 4… 5 

*coord  p1 = 0:0 

*range  r1 = 1:10 
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Special Messages 

String Messages 

A Message with a string literal name is a special-case, similar to a Number Message. For String— or string-like— Objects, the semantic is to 
assign the value of the Message to the Object. For list-like Objects, the semantic is to treat the Message value as a key or index. This is 
intended to facilitate associative lists and keyed collections. 

examples 

“foo”: Word-List requests “foo” record from Word-List 

Model Messages 

A Message with the name of a Model is a request for the target Object to return a version of itself in the form of the named Model. 

If the Model is not a parent of the Object, the request is to “cast” to an Object to another type. If the Model is a parent, the Object returns a 
reference to that parent type. 

examples 

set:x *int:4.2 asks 4.2 for an *int version (i.e. 4) 

*3d-point  P 
*2d-point (ref-2d) 
set:ref-2d w:*2d-point:P asks P for its 2d sub-type 
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The Language Specification 
The Language Definition is the normative portion of this specification. In the case of conflict between this section and any other section of 
this document, this section should be considered correct. However this section should not be considered comprehensive. It is not currently a 
complete description of BOOL. 

Syntax Overview 

-- comment 

[ = ] list-item , list-item , list-item 

[ = [ [list-name] [ gate-expression ] ] ] 
.   list-item 
.   @[^ [ list-name ] ] 
.   @[_ [ list-name ] ] 
.   list-item 

message:  object  [ argument-list ] 

**model-name  model-definition-list 
  *model-name  [(] instance-name [)]  [ initialization-list ] 
  * <>  [(] instance-name [)]  [ initialization-list ] 

@@action-signature  [ parameter-list ]  action-definition-list 
>>  input-parameter-declaration 
<<  output-parameter-declaration 
@_ 

@action- signature  [ parameter-list ] 

$$resource-name   [ defaults-and-settings-list ] 
  $resource-name   instance-name  [ options-list ] 

&&external-signature  [ parameter-list ]  [ aspect-definition-list ] 
   &external-signature  [ parameter-list ] 

##exception-name  [ definition-list ]  
   #exception-name  [ parameter-list ] 
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Lists 

Syntax – informal List: 

[ = ] list-item , list-item , list-item 

Syntax – implicit List: 

.   list-item 

.   @[^ [ list-name ] ] 

.   @[_ [ list-name ] ] 

.   list-item 

Syntax – explicit List: 

[ = [ [list-name] [ gate-expression ]]] 
.   list-item 
.   @[^ [ list-name ] ] 
.   @[_ [ list-name ] ] 
.   list-item 

list-item := any Object 
list-name := name of List – null List is [] 
gate-expression := any expression – evaluated for TRUE/FALSE 
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Instances 

Syntax: 

*model-ref  instance-name  [ options-list ]  [ initialization-list ] 

model-ref := an existing Model 
 := reference to an existing Object 
 := empty reference 
instance-name := name of new object 
initialization-list := list of Objects mapped one-to-one to the Objects in the instance. 
options-list := NULL | option options-list 
option := %name[ value]% 

Examples: 

*integer X 
*integer X =0 
*integer X %size 32% %unsigned% =0 
*integer Y =X 

*1d-point p0 =9.9 

*2d-point p1 3.4,2.7 

*3d-cube  CUBE 
= = 0 0 0 = 1 1 1 = 2 2 2 
. = 1 1 1 = 2 2 2 = 3 3 3 
. = 2 2 2 = 3 3 3 = 4 4 4 

*complex  n1  0.42986, 1.0843 
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Models 

Syntax: 

**model-name  [ < parent  options > ]  model-definition-list 

model-name := name of new Model 
parent  := name of known Model from which to inherit 
model-definition-list := list of Objects defining and supporting an data model 

Example: 

**3d-Point 
. *int  X  0 -- an X,Y,Z point 
. *int  Y  0 
. *int  Z  0 
. 
. @@clear:: << *3D-Point ! -- clear: Message 
. . set:/x 
. . set:/y 
. . set:/z 
. 
. @@move:: -- move: Message 
. >> *3d-Point p 
. << ! 
. . set:/x  p/x 
. . set:/y  p/y 
. . set:/z  p/z 
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Models – Native Models 

BOOL specifies a fair number of Native Models an implantation must provide. These Models divide into five basic groups: 

Basic Types 
The Basic Types are core types that comprise many of the other types. The Basic Types provide fundamental data types, such as numbers 
and strings. 

*object Base Object 
*bool TRUE/FALSE 
*int Integers 
*real Floating Point 
*char Individual Characters 
*string Vectors of Characters 

Compound Types 
The Compound Types are also basic data types (such as time or money), but are comprised of Basic Types. 

*time Time & Date to the millisecond 
*money Dollars & Cents 
*pair Any two items 
*coord X & Y or rho & theta 
*complex Complex Numbers (r & i) 

Collection Types 
The Aggregate Types are sets or collections or lists or arrays of data. They may store homogeneous data or heterogeneous data, and the 
individual items may sometimes have complex relationships with the container. The *table Model, for example, is a collection of records 
in which the collection knows the structure of the records. But most types of collections treat their items as opaque objects. 

*array A multi-dimensional collection of Objects 
*set A collection of “things” 
*list An ordered collection of “things” 
*table An ordered collection of Records 

Data Block Types 
The Data Block Types— there are only two: *data and *buffer— are special use types. The former provides a mechanism for exchanging 
data with the outside environment wholesale. The latter provides an internal “raw” data storage facility where a program can safely 
manipulate data as an array of binary data. 

*data Raw unstructured data from/to outside BOOL 
*buffer Raw structured data inside BOOL 

Optional Types 
The BOOL Specification recommends a few types, called the Optional Types. An implementation is forgiven for not providing these types. 

*page A ordered set of *string Objects 
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Models – Native Models – Basic Types 

*object 

A virtual Instance Object that is the base of all Instances. You can’t define a local Instance of one (because it’s virtual and has no structure 
model). You can define one as an Action parameter, where it acts as a reference (as all parameters do) to the passed Object. Because it is 
the base Instance for all Models, it is handy for parameters of unknown Model. 

Model 

**object 

Aliases: 
*<> 

Messages 

 Q: X: 
 reset: zero: 
 err: 
 name: model: len: 
 where: 

Constants & Globals 

NULL VOID EMPTY 
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Models – Native Models – Basic Types 

*bool 

The most basic BOOL Instance, it only has a True/False value. All options shown for *bool apply to all other Instance types 

Uses smallest footprint in Data Space. 

Model 

**bool 

Options: 
%const value may not be modified one initialized 
%public  %private instance is public /private 
%alias instance is alias for another instance 

Messages 

 T: 
 true: false: 
 T?: F?: 
 not: 
 and: or: xor: 
 nand: nor: 

Constants & Globals 

TRUE FALSE 
YES NO 
ON OFF 
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Models – Native Models – Basic Types 

*int 

An integer consists of up to four data cells that can be interpreted as a single signed (twos-compliment) or unsigned value. Integer Objects 
are similar to Real Objects. Both accept each other as parameters, and both can convert to the appropriate type for new values. 

Integer constants are all *int Instances of the appropriate size. The translator creates constant number Objects as they are encountered, 
unless they already exist. All constant number Objects are attached to, and shared at, the highest local context. 

Model 

**int 

Options: 
%signed %unsigned use signed/unsigned 
%32  %short use 32-bit 
%64  %long use 64-bit 
%80 use 80-bit 
%128 use 128-bit 

Aliases: 
*int1  *short 32-bit 
*int2  *long 64-bit 
*int3 96-bit 
*int4 128-bit 

Messages 

add: addto: sub: subfrom: 
mul: mulby: div: divby: mod: 
sqr: cube: pow: log: 
sin:  cos: tan: deg: rad: 
not: and: or: xor: nand: nor: 
shl: rol: shr: ror: 

Constants & Globals 

0 +1 -1 
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Models – Native Models – Basic Types 

*real 

Floating Point Number. Default for *real is *double. Real number Objects use the 32-bit and 64-bit IEEE formats. An implementation 
may optionally support the 80-bit or 128-bit formats. 

Real constants are all *real Instances of the appropriate size. As with integer constants, the translator only creates constant number 
Objects as required by the source text. 

Model 

**real 

Options: 
%32  %float  use IEEE 32-bit 
%64  %double use IEEE 64-bit 
%80 use IEEE 80-bit (optional) 

Aliases: 
*real1  *float IEEE 32-bit 
*real2  *double IEEE 64-bit 
*real3 IEEE 80-bit (optional) 

Messages 

add: addto: sub: subfrom: 
mul: mulby: div: divby: mod: 
sqr: cube: pow: log: 
abs: floor: ceiling: round: 
sin: cos: tan: deg: rad: 

Constants & Globals 

PI E foo 
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Models – Native Models – Basic Types 

*number 

General Numeric values. Uses *int and *real depending on requirements, but defaults to *int when possible. 

Model 

**number 

Options: 
%32  %short use 32-bit numbers 
%64  %long use 64-bit numbers 
%real  %int use real/integer numbers 

Messages 

 add: addto: sub: subfrom: 
 mul: mulby: div: divby: mod: 
 sqr: cube: pow: 
 sin: cos: tan: 
 and: or: xor: 
 shl: rol: shr: ror: 

 

Various Messages and user settings affect the representation. For example, the floor: and ceiling: Messages force an **int 
representation. 
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Models – Native Models – Basic Types 

*char 

The *char Model knows about platform character set and provides the common character constants. 

Whenever possible, BOOL implementations should use the Unicode character definitions.  

Model 

**char 

Messages 

newline: 

Constants & Globals 

SPACE TAB VTAB 
CR NEWLINE NEWL 
LF ENDLINE ENDL 
ESC CRLF 
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Models – Native Models – Basic Types 

*string 

A *string is a vector of *char objects. 

Model 

**string 

Options: 
%n size of string when instanced 
%fixed size never changes 
%upper %lower forced case 

Messages 

 uppercase: lowercase: 
 trim: ltrim: rtrim: 
 left: mid: right: 

Constants & Globals 

VERSION 
PACKAGE MODULE ACTION 
NEWLINE NEWL 
ENDLINE ENDL 
CRLF 
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Models – Native Models – Compound Types 

*time  

BOOL’s Date and Time data type. Linked to system clock and calendar. Knows how to calculate intervals. 

Model 

**date 
. *int1  year = 2000 
. *int1  month = 1 
. *int1  day = 1 
. *int1  hour = 0 
. *int1  min = 0 
. *int1  sec = 0 
. *int1  tenth  = 0 
. *int1  hundreth = 0 
. *int1  millisec = 0 

Messages 

 add: addto: 
 sub: subfrom: 
 mul: mulby: 

Constants & Globals 

DAY-ONE NOW  
THIS-DAY THIS-MONTH THIS-YEAR 
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Models – Native Models – Compound Types 

*money 

For representing cash. 

Model 

**money 
. *int %64 %signed  dollars = 0 
. *int %32 %unsigned  cents = 0 

Messages 

 add: addto: 
 sub: subfrom: 
 mul: mulby: 
 div: divby: 

*money-locale 

Represents cash in a locale-specific way. 

Model 

**money-locale  <*money %inline> 
. *<dollars> %alias   units 
. *<cents>   %alias   fractions  
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Models – Native Models – Compound Types 

*pair 

Base Model for paired values. 

Model 

**pair 
. *<>   o1 = NULL  
. *<>   o2 = NULL  

Messages 

 get: set: 
 rename:  
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Models – Native Models – Compound Types 

*coord 

Implements X/Y Cartesian and rho/theta polar functions (derived from *pair). 

Model 

**coord  <*pair %inline> 
. *<n1> %alias   x 
. *<n2> %alias   y  

Options: 
%32 %64 32-bit or 64-bit coordinates 

Aliases: 
**coord1 (32-bit) 
**coord2 (64-bit) 
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Models – Native Models – Compound Types 

*complex 

A *pair-derived implementation of Complex Numbers. 

Model 

**complex  <*pair %inline> 
. *<n1> %alias  r 
. *<n2> %alias  i 

Aliases: 
**complex1  (32-bit) 
**complex2  (64-bit) 
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Models – Native Models – Collection Types 

*array 

An Array is a native type for managing arrays. Arrays are: 
??Homogenous each member consists of the same type 
??Multi-dimensional can have (almost) any number 
??Regular the data “shape” is always “rectangular” 

Send an index: Message (with indexing value(s) as the parameter) to Access Array members. Messages consisting of a numeric constant, 
a string constant, or a list of numeric or sting constants (not both on list) are taken as unary index messages identical to the index: binary 
Message. 

A *vector is a one dimension *array. It may be optimized or aliased. 

Arrays and vectors are constructed from contiguous sections of Data Space, so indexing is fast for these types. 

specification: 

 *array *model  array-dims-list   array-name  %options 
 = array-coord-spec  array-init-data 
 . array-coord-spec  array-init-data 

array-name :=  variable-name 
array-dims-list :=  NULL | { array-dim-specs } 
array-coord-spec :=  NULL | { array-index } 
array-init-data :=  object-list 
options := %keyed %matrix 
array-dim-specs :=  d1-spec  [, d2-spec [, … ]]  
array-index :=  d1-index  [, d2-index [, … ]] 
dn-spec :=  index-number | index-constant 
index-number :=  0… ARRAY_MAX 
index-constant :=  val{ 0… ARRAY_MAX } 
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Models – Native Models – *array 

examples: 

 *array*string[item] MessageList -- index: MessageList 2 => "set:" 
 =  "is:" -- index: MessageList 5 => NULL 
 =  "set:" --  
 =  "t:" --  
 =  "q:" -- 

 *array*string MessageList -- Same as above, but actually addressed 
 =  "is:", "set:", "t:", "q:" --  by column rather than row.  

 *array*bool {row,col} Image -- Could be a black & white bitmap 
 = 0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0 
 . 0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0 
 -- 16 rows worth! -- 
 . 0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0  
 . 0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0 

 *array*Ball{x,y,z} TicTacToe %key -- index:TicTacToe 4,3,3 => RED_BALL 
 =[1,2,1] . BLUE_BALL -- index:TicTacToe 2,2,1 => <NULL> 
 =[1,3,1] . BLUE_BALL -- 
 =[1,4,1] . BLUE_BALL -- level:TicTacToe 3 => *array*Ball [row,col]  
 =[4,2,3] . RED_BALL -- row:TicTacToe 2   => *array*Ball [level,col]  
 =[4,3,3] . RED_BALL -- 
 =[4,4,4] . RED_BALL -- 

 *array*WeatherVector {town,day,sector,elev} Weather %keyed 
 =[NY,SUN,SECT_A,ELEV0] . 86*, 28mph, NNW, 50% 
 =[NY,SUN,SECT_A,ELEV2] . 85*, 29mph, NNW, 49% 
 =[NY,SUN,SECT_A,ELEV3] . 80*, 31mph, NNW, 48% 
 =[NY,SUN,SECT_B,ELEV0] . 88*, 26mph, NNW, 50% 

 *array*string {20}  Arr, Brr 
 *array*int {8,8}  Board 

 .  set: (1):Arr “Poohbear” 
 .  set: (2):Arr “Piglet” 
 . 
 .  set: (8,9):Arr  “Kanga”,”Roo” 
 .  set: (10-20):Arr  “?” -- sets 10-20 to “?” 
 . 
 .  set: Brr Arr -- Brr becomes a copy of Arr 
 .  reverse: Brr -- reverse in place 
 . -- (array ops avoid temp vars) 
 . 
 .  set: (1,1-8):Board  -1 -- sets row to minus 1 
 .  set: (2,1-8):Board  11,+1 -- sets row to 11-18 
 .  set: (3,1-8):Board  8,-1 -- sets row to 8-1 
 

-- 

-- 

-- 
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Models – Native Models – *array 

Sub-Arrays 
Create a sub-array with a partial index (that is, one that doesn’t reference all dimensions). 

given: 

 *array*WeatherVector {town,day,sector,elev}  Weather 
 =  DATA 
 
 index: Weather PHOENIX,TUE    =>  *array*<> !<sector,elev> 
 index: Weather ?,SUN,?,ELEV0  =>  *array*<> !<town,sector> 
 index: Weather ?,FRI          =>  *array*<> !<town,sector,elev> 
 

A partial index causes the target array to build a new sub-array of the same type as the target array and which consists of a sub-set of the 
target array’s cells. The new array contains references the same objects as the original. (Even a full index returns a reference to the Object 
in the array.) 

The level:, row: and col: Messages apply to 2- and 3-dimensional arrays only; they each have index: equivalents: 
 3D 2D  3D 2D 

Col: index: Array 0,0,N index: Array 0,N  Array<,,N> Array<,N> 
Row: index: Array 0,N index: Array N  Array<,N> Array<N> 
Level: index: Array N n/a  Array<N> n/a 
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Models – Native Models – Collection Types 

*set 

A Set is a one-dimension variant type. Lists may contain anything including other lists. A list has a count, an order, a first item, an Nth item 
and a last item. If the count is zero, the list is empty, and the first, Nth and last items are null. Otherwise the items are valid, although they 
may be identical. 

A *list is always implemented in Address Space and always consists of references to other Objects. 

Model 

**set 

Aliases: 
*stack LIFO (push/pop) list 
*ring FIFO buffer (with overwrite of old data) 
*pipe FIFO buffer (with overflow of new data) 

Messages 

 insert: remove: 
 prepend: append: 
 index: first: last: 
 clear: 
 sort: reverse: 
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Models – Native Models – Collection Types 

*list 

A List is a one-dimension variant type. Lists may contain anything including other lists. A list has a Name, a Gate Expression, a Count and 
a set of zero, or more, items. If the count is zero, there are no items. A list may contain up to 2^32-2 items. 

A *list is always implemented in Address Space and always consists of references to other Objects. 

Model 

**list 

Messages 

 index: first: last: 
 count: sum: 
 prepend : insert: append: 
 clear: remove: 
 reverse: sort: 

Operations on Lists 
Lists support the sum: Message as a convenience. The handler defined as if: 

@@sum::  (*list) 
<< *number  sum =0 
= *int  count =count:! 
. *int  ix 
. @for 
. = = ix,1,count 
. . = *<>  val = /(ix) 
. . . @if  =numeric:val 
. . . . =addto: sum val 

Lists sort by comparing items using the lt: Message. 
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Models – Native Models – Collection Types 

*table 

A table is a keyed aggregate consisting of keys and records. All key objects are the same type, but records are multi-type, one-dimensional 
lists.  All records in a table must contain the same number, types and order of objects. 

You index: a table with a key object to match to the keys in the table. The table returns either an object or a reference to a list depending on 
the number of objects in the record. A table with only a single object record returns that object; multi-field tables return a list. 

If the index value includes a field name, the table returns the object from the named field for the keyed record. 

specification: 

 *table  table-name  [ table-field-list ] 
 =table-record-key  table-record-data 

table-name := variable-name 
table-field-list := NULL | variable-name-list 
table-record-key := object-reference | constant-reference 
table-record-data := object-list 

examples: 

 *table  ErrorMessages 
 = =[E_OPENF]  . "FERR: Can't open %s" 
 . =[E_CLOSEF] . "FERR: Can't close %s" 
 . =[E_READF]  . "FERR: Can't read from %s" 
 . =[E_WRITEF] . "FERR: Can't write to %s" 
 
 index:ErrorMessages E_WRITEF  == "FERR: Can't write to %s" 
 index:ErrorMessages E_MALLOC  == <NULL> 
 
 *table  WindowsTable 
 *float *float *float *float *color *color *color 
 ULCC, ULCR, LRCC, LRCR, Color1, Color2, Color3 

 =["Main"] 10, 10, 100, 100, BLUE, CYAN, YELO 
 =["Edit"] 50, 50, 150, 150, GREEN, WHITE, YELO 
 =["Msg"] 40, 5, 199, 35, CYAN, BLACK, WHITE 
 =["Err"] 100, 150, 199, 199, RED, WHITE, YELO 
 
 index:WindowsTable "Err" => *list ? =100,150,199,199,RED,WHITE,YELO 
 index:WindowsTable "Err",Color1 => RED 
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Models – Native Models – Data Block Types 

*buff 

Data Buffer. Holds data in platform’s simplest binary format (usually 8-bit bytes). Adjusts size internally in response to need (no buffer 
overrun potential— if buffer can’t allocate required space, it throws an exception). A buffer is a flat chunk of contiguous, unstructured data. 

Usually used to collect incoming data, but also useful to gather chunks of output data. 

Model 

**buff 

examples: 

 *file  Input  
 *buff  Workspace 
 
 bind:Input $stdin -- attach to input 
 clear:WorkSpace -- clear 
 get:Input WorkSpace -- read input into buffer 
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Models – Native Models – Data Block Types 

*data  

Data Buffer. Holds data in contiguous cells in Data Space. No special structure to the data. Similar to *buff: data is randomly addressable, 
buffer resizes as required. 

Note that resizing implies the data changes location in Data Space! Therefore guaranteed access to the data uses Messages either to request 
a section of data or to lock and unlock the data allocation. When using Messages for access, structured data can be read and written to the 
block. The structure is persistent during the life of the Object. 

Model 

**data 
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Models – Native Models – Optional Types 

*page 

An ordered set of strings. 

Model 

**page 
. *int  count 
. *array*string  lines 

Messages 

 insert: remove: 
 prepend: append: 
 index: first: last: 
 clear: 
 sort: reverse: 
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Actions 

Actions – Definition 

Syntax: 

@@action-name  [ <namespace> ]  [ parameter-list ]  action-exec-list 

action-name := name of new Action 
parameter-list := list of input and output objects 
action-exec-list := list of objects to execute  
name-space := a lexical sub-space of Action names 

Examples: 

@@3D-Distance  (user) 
>>  *3D-Point  p1 
>>  *3D-Point  p2 
<<  *3D-Point  distance 
. 
. set: distance:X  sub:p1:X  p2:X 
. set: distance:Y  sub:p1:Y  p2:Y 
. set: distance:Z  sub:p1:Z  p2:Z 
 

Actions – Calling 

Syntax: 

@action-name  [ parameter-list ] 

action-name := name of new Action 
parameter-list := list of input and output objects 

Examples: 

*3D-Point  Point-A = 0,0,0 
*3D-Point  Point-B = 5,7,8 
 
*3D-Point  Distance = @3D-Distance Point-A,Point-B 
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Actions – Native Actions 

Language Primatives 

PROGRAM EXIT 

 @exit exit-code 

The @exit Action implements the System EXIT RTX command: 

do:$System/RTX =‘EXIT,exit-code 

The Action also provides a mechanism to return an integer “exit” code to the system. The exit-code 
may be any type of Object, but it must be capable of supplying an integer value when asked (via the 
*int: Message). 

LIST CONTROL 

 @next 

 @done 

The @next and @done Actions implement the List primitives: 

@[^] -- goto top of current list 

@[_] -- goto bottom of current list 

These List control Actions apply to all Iterative Actions (the loop Actions). 

ACTION RETURN 

 @return return-object 

The @return Action implements the Action Exit language primitive: 

=[~A_return] TRUE %inline -- a “return” object (list) 
. push:return-object -- set return value 
. @_ -- return from Action 
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Actions – Native Actions 

Flow Control Actions 

DO-LIST 

 @do 
 = statements 
 . @next 
 . @done 

The @do list is handy in that it allows use of @next and @done. In particular, using @next allows a 
simple loop. 

IF-THEN-ELSE 

 @if 
 = expression 
 . = true-statements 

 @elseif 
 = expression-N -- repeatable optional 
 . = true-statements-N 

 @else  -- optional 
 = false-statements 

The @if…@else Action is much like if…else constructs in other languages. The @elseif section 
is optional and may be repeated. The @else section is also optional, but if it occurs, it must be last. 

Expressions are evaluated until an expression evaluates TRUE. Then the statements for that section 
are executed and all remaining statements and expressions are skipped. If no expression is TRUE, 
the statements in the @else section, if present, are executed. 
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Actions – Native Actions 

Flow Control Actions 

SELECTION STATEMENT 

 @match 
 = expression 

 @case 
 = expression-N -- optional repeatable 
 . = case-statements-N 

 @default -- optional 
 = else-statements 

 @test 

 @case 
 = expression-N -- optional repeatable 
 . = case-statements-N 

 @default -- optional 
 = else-statements 

The @match Action looks for an @case section with a matching expression. The @test Action 
looks for a @case section with a TRUE expression. Only the first (in lexical order) section found 
has its statements performed. All other statements are skipped. Expressions are evaluated in order 
until a match occurs; remaining expressions are skipped. 

The @case sections are optional and may be repeated. The @default section is also optional. A 
@match call with no other sections is legal but useless. A lonely @test call is also legal, but even 
more useless. The @match call, at least, evaluates the expression. 

Sections must appear in a call in the order defined in the Action, so @default must be last. 
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Actions – Native Actions 

Iterative Actions 

WHILE LOOP 

 @while 
 = expression 
 . = loop-statements 
 . . @next -- optional 
 . . @done -- optional 

 @loop 
 = loop-statements 
 . @next -- optional 
 . @done -- optional 
 @while 
 = expression 

UNTIL LOOP 

 @until 
 = expression 
 . = loop-statements 
 . . @next -- optional 
 . . @done -- optional 

 @loop 
 . loop-statements 
 . @next -- optional 
 . @done -- optional 
 @until 
 = expression 
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Actions – Native Actions 

Iterative Actions 

FOR-NEXT LOOP 

 @for 
 = = name, expression1, expression1 
 . = loop-statements 
 . . @next -- optional 
 . . @done -- optional 

C-STYLE FOR LOOP 

 @cfor 
 = = bump-expr, test-expr, init-expr 
 . = loop-statements 
 . . @next -- optional 
 . . @done -- optional 
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Messages 

Syntax: 

message:  target-object  [ argument-list ] 
@@message::  ( model-reference ) 

A Message-Handler: 

-- Add (or overwrite) *3D-Point’s move: Message Action -- 
-- This version of move: takes another 3D-point  
--  
@@move:: (*3D-Point) 
>>  *3D-Point  new_coord 
<<  *3D-Point  ! 
. 
. set:!  new_coord 
 
-- Add (or overwrite) *3D-Point’s move: Message Action -- 
-- This version of move: takes a list of coordinates, 
--     builds a 3D-point from them and invokes the above handler 
--  
@@move:: (*3D-Point) 
>>  *list  new_coord 
<<  *3D-Point  ! 
.   *3D-Point  new_point 
.   =  1:new_coord 
.   .  2:new_coord 
.   .  3:new_coord 
. 
.   move:! new_point 
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System Messages 

All Objects must respond appropriately to System Messages. 

a:    

not defined 

b:    

not defined 

c:  create: unary 

Return a new object of the same type as Target. Uses the initialization values of the Model. 

d:  dup: unary 

Return a new object identical to Target. Dup includes all data; it is a “deep copy”. 

e: #: err: unary 

Returns an Error Object. If no error has occurred, returns a default Error Object (errno=0, errmsg=””). The sender 
of the message is assumed to have a clue about handling the returned Object. 

f:    

not defined 

g:  get: binary 

Get Object data. Target is the data source, and the parameter list holds destination(s). Target provides data to each 
destination Object. Return value should be the Target to allow get: cascading. 

h:    

not defined 

i: [: index: unary 

Return a reference to an indexed object contained in self. Note that this implies self is a container class for which 
indexing makes sense. The general response to this for an object where indexing makes no sense (for instance, an 
integer) is to just return self. 

j:    

not defined 

k:  kill: unary 

Destroy Target. This is the opposite of the create: or dup: Messages. 

l:  len: unary 

Returns length of the Target in a new *int Object. For Instance Objects, returns length of the Data Space 
allocation. 
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System Messages 

m: *: model: unary 

Return the Model handle (Name Space key) in a new *int Object. 

n:  name: unary 

Returns Object name (Name Space key) in a new *int Object. 

o: >: pop: unary 

Pop an Object reference from the PStack into the Target. Target must be able to receive the reference. 

p:  print:  

Return a default *string representation of the Object. The returned text depends on the Target. For example, 
Instance Objects return string representations of their data, while Model and Action Objects return a representation 
of their definition lists. (You can generate a BOOL code listing by traveling a code structure and sending a 
print: Message to each node.) 

q:  query:  

Return a reference to the Evaluated Object. For single Objects, this is just a reference to self. Message Objects and 
Call Objects must evaluate their members before returning their own value. 

r:  reset: unary 

Re-apply an Instance’s initial values. First, “zero” the values (as in a zero: Message); then, apply any initial 
values provided by the Model definition, then, if it exists, apply the initialize List provided by the Instance 
definition 

(This Message applies to Objects with dynamic state— primarily Instance Objects.) 

s:  set: binary 

Set Object data. The opposite of the get: Message. 

t: ?: test: unary 

Return a new Boolean object that reflects the object’s True/False status. Numeric object types return TRUE if non-
zero and FALSE if zero. An implementation of a native IEEE floating-point type is allowed to define a range of 
small values that return FALSE. 

u: <: push: unary 

Push (a reference to) the Target onto the PStack. 

v:  value: unary 
Evaluate the object and push the result on the Data Stack 

w: (: where: unary 

Push a reference to the Target. Does not evaluate the Object. 
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System Messages 

x:  execute: unary 

Evaluate the object and perform any side effect actions, but don’t push anything on the stack. When a list 
executes, it sends the execute: Message to all Objects on the list (except for the last one— it provides the value 
for the list Object, so the list sends that object a value: Message). 

y:  system: binary 

Receive System meta-information. The Parameter List contains a command followed by any arbitrary data used by 
that command. 

z: 0: zero: unary 

Clear an object. Exactly what this does depends on the object, but the intent is to set an object to its “all bits zero” 
state. (This differs from an Instance’s default value, which may be “non zero”.)  For all numeric types, this sets all 
values to 0 (zero). For lists, arrays and strings, it empties the list, array or string. 
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Common Messages 

There are a number of common Messages most objects should support. In particular, all numeric and string objects should support all these. 
So should Objects with a key field that is numeric or a string. 

eq: ne:   =:  binary 

Test self against argument and return a Boolean Object with the result. All Objects should support this Message 
and be capable of sensibly comparing themselves for equality. 

test: ?:  T?:  F?: binary 

Test self against the argument and return a Number Object with the value 0 if the argument matches self, a 
negative “distance” value (user-defined) if self is less-than the argument and a positive value if self is greater-than 
argument. The value should reflect how different the two Objects are. For instance, for numbers, the numerical 
difference would be the exact semantic. 

lt: elt: gt: egt:  binary 

Test self against argument and return a Boolean Object with the result. All Objects should try to support these 
Messages sensibly. If they are aggregate types, they should select a “key member” to compare. 

This semantic also applies to newer (older), faster (slower), hotter (colder), and other continuum qualities. 

not: ~: unary 

Test the Target Object for TRUE. Return complement. Returns a *bool Object. 

Works bit-wise on integer types? 

Note that BOOL does not have the logical operator short-circuiting feature of other languages due to its Message-
Passing design. The System fully evaluates the argument list before sending the Message. {{Does this need to be 
so?}} 

and: or: xor: nand: nor: binary 

Logical operations. The new Object has the same type as self (or is a *boolean). 

Note that BOOL does not have the logical operator short-circuiting feature of other languages due to its Message-
Passing design. The System fully evaluates the argument list before sending the Message. {{Does this need to be 
so?}} 

fix: format: len: binary 

Adjust the precision of a number. 

Set the output format. 

Get the length of an Object. 

set: binary 

This is BOOL’s assignment operator. It asks the Object to set its value to the argument. To set: an Object always 
implies copy of the value and always implies deep copy for aggregate Objects. {{Bad idea? We have dup:, should 
set: be something else?}} 

get: binary 

Returns a new object generated by the object. 

(A File object might use this to input lines or appropriately sized chunks of data.) 
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Numeric Messages 

Many Common Messages apply only to Objects with a numeric semantic. But since numeric-type Objects are very frequent, including their 
basic Messages in the common set makes sense. All numeric (and in many cases, string) objects should support these. Objects with a key 
field that is numeric or a string should also consider supporting them. 

add: sub: mul: div: mod: exp: binary 

Add (subtract/multiple/divide/modulus/exponent) the Target Object to (from/by) the Parameter Object to create a 
new Object and return the new Object. 

The new object has the same type as the Target object. Only Models with numerical values are required support 
these Messages. Others should be careful to maintain an appropriate semantic. 

abs: neg: inv: sign: unary 

Absolute (negative/inverse/sign) value of the Target Object in a new Object, which is returned. 

Only Models with numerical values are required support these Messages. 

sqrt: log: alog: unary  

Math functions. 

Only Models with numerical values are required support these Messages. Implicit floating point return. 

sin: cos: tan: unary  

Trigonometry functions. 

Only Models with numerical values are required support these Messages. Implicit floating point return. 

addto: subto: binary 

Add (subtract) the Target Object to (or from) the Parameter Object, apply the result to self, and return self. 

multo: divto: binary 

Multiply (divide) the Target Object by the Parameter Object, apply the result to self, and return self. 

shl: shr: rol: ror: binary 

Shift and Rotate operations. Applies to integer Objects. 

max: min: binary 

Find the largest (smallest) Object in a collective and return it. 

The min and max functions assume the semantic of the greater-than and less-than operations. 

incr: decr: toggle: unary 

Increase (decrease/toggle) the Target Object. 

diff: floor: ceiling: fix: binary 

Returns a new object generated by the object. The diff: is the absolute difference between two Objects. The 
floor: Message returns an integer value rounded down (towards 0), and the ceiling: Message returns an 
integer value rounded up (away from zero). Note that diff: is more generic; many types of Objects could have a 
“difference”. The floor: and ceiling: Messages apply more to strictly numeric types. 
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List Messages 

Lists are another common object semantic, so there are Common Messages for lists. 

first: previous: next: ^: last: binary 

Applies to lists and arrays. Returns the first (or last or previous or next) item in the list. 

The previous: and next: Messages depend on the most recent first: and last: Messages received (or on 
any other Messages that affect the Object’s state, such as a clear: or reset: Message). Implementation of these 
two implies a “current item” state maintained by the Object. Implementation of the first two does not. 

slice: match: binary 

Return a slice of a list, array, vector or matrix. 

Locate an item in a list (or any data structure) by matching it with given Object. 

swap: binary 

Exchange two items. Takes a list of indexes. 
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Input/Output Messages 

Like Unix, BOOL sees much of the world as a “file”. So here are the Common File Messages: 

open: 
Open a file-type object 

eof: error: 
Test for End Of File (File Error). 

seek: 
Set the file pointer 

tell: 
Get the file pointer 

rewind: 
Reset the file pointer to Beginning Of File. 

close: 
Close a file-type object 

write: put: 
Send data to a file-type object. Takes an Object or list of Objects to send. Type of data sent depends on 
type(s) of Object(s) passed in. For the most part, the Objects on the list are asked for a Serialized Content 
Output and the returned data stream is sent to the output device bound to the File Object. 

read: get: 
Get data from a file-type object. Takes an Object to populate or a list of Objects. Type(s) of data retrieved 
depends on type(s) of Object(s) passed in. Returns number of characters written. Input is harder than Output, 
because the function must include the ability to look at the Object(s) and then pull data appropriately from the 
input device bound to the File Object. 

Note: 
File-type operations conventionally return either status information or file data.  Also these operations change the state of the file object, 
since the file pointer (conventionally) is updated. This makes file operations "affective" operations that generate new values. However, in 
BOOL, file expressions always return the file object.  This is done to allow cascading of file operations and easy error checking: 

 
. iserr: write:write:OutputFile  CR LF 
 |^     |^    |^____________________^|...... |write:  OutputFile  CR| 
 |^     |^__________________________^|...... |write: (OutputFile) LF| 
 |^_________________________________^|...... |iserr: (OutputFile)   | 
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System Resources 
A Resource is a special type of Model–usually Native–that defines and manages BOOL a sub-system. Resource Models create Resource 
Objects (which are also Models). Resource Objects create Resource Instances. The Model defines a type of resource and various ways of 
interacting with it. A Resource Object is a defined resource and a specified way of interacting with it— in other words, an instance of the 
general thing described by the Model. A Resource Instance is a specific occurrence of accessing the defined resource. 

To use the resource, import the template by declaring it, then instance a System Object (which must retain a leading $) to work with the 
resource. 

The User programs may not define new Resource Models nor modify existing ones; they define Resource Objects derived from a Resource 
Model. They also create Resource Instances from the derived Objects. 

Syntax: 

$$resource-name  [ ( parent-model ) ]  resource-definition-list 
  $resource-name  [ resource-definition-list ] 

resource-name := name of new Model 
parent-model := name of known Model to inherit from 
resource-definition  := list of Objects defining a resource 

Examples: 

--“As If” System Definition of $file and $stdio…  
$$file  (*Object) 
. *string    filename 
. *filetype  filetype =BINARY 
. *filemode  filemode =READ 
. (etc.) 
 
$$stdin  ($file) 
.  =(filetype) TEXT 
 
$$stdout  ($file) 
.  =(filetype) TEXT 
.  =(filemode) WRITE 

--User code instancing $stdin (and using $printer)…  

.  *string  inline 

.  $stdin   in 

.  @while 

.  .  not:eof:in 

.  .  =  read:in inline 

.  .  .  print:$printer inline 

--instancing $file…  
.  $file  in 
.  .  =(filename) “foobar.dat” 
.  .  =(filetype) TEXT 
.  open:in READ 

--alternately can bind to $stdin…  
.  $file  in 
.  bind:in $stdin 
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System Resources 

Resource  Models 

All Resource Models are native and may be implemented according to the “as if” rule: they must behave as if the virtual Model exists as a 
real BOOL object. There must be a physical Resource Model Object. Resource Models are always READONLY to user code and may be 
READONLY to all code (thus allowing a static definition). 

Required 
Certain Resources are required. Environments where a given Resource is irrelevant must provide a virtual resource. As with all virtual sub-
systems, input data may be discarded, and output data should be most benign and least surprising. 

$system  the System itself 

$file Basic file interface 
$display Display Screen (p/o $system) 
$keyboard User Keyboard (p/o $system) 
$printer Printer Interface (p/o $system) 
$memf RAM address space frame (p/o $system) 
$iof I/O address space frame (p/o $system) 

Optional 
Some Resources are optional (however, $pointer is strongly recommended): 

$pointer User Pointing Device (p/o $system) 
$serial Serial Port Interface 
$modem Phone Modem 
$plotter X,Y(,Z) plotter 
$scanner Image/Text Scanner 
$network Network Interface 
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System Resources 

Resource Objects 

Resource Objects are instances of Resource Models, but the instances are more like derived Models than instance objects. They have a data 
representation, they bind Messages to Actions that operate on that data and they inherit attributes from the parent. And just like Models, 
they create Instances. 

One way to view this double chain of instancing is that the Resources Model describes a general type of resource and a general way of 
interacting with it. A Resources Object is a derived Model that describes a specific resource and has specific methods for dealing with it. A 
Resource Instance is an occurrence of using that specific resource. C++ programmers might think of the Resource Model as a template that 
creates an object that makes objects of a new type. 

BOOL defines a number of special Resource Objects. For instance, the standard file streams are instances of the $file resource. One of 
them is the $stdin Resource Object, which describes a specific Resource based on the $file Resource. You make instances of the $file 
object to create Objects with the generality needed to open new file streams. You make instances of a Resource Object, like $stdin, to 
make Objects that use that resource. 

example 

. $stdin  in 

. *string  line 

. 

. get:in line 
 
.  $file  config-file 
.  =  =(filename) “.rc” 
.  .  =(filetype) TEXT 
.  .  =(filemode) READ 
. 
.  open:config-file 
. 
.  @while 
. . not:eof:config-file 
.  .  = get:config-file line 
.  .  . @Process-Config-Line line 
. 
.  close:config-file 

 

Standard I/O Stream Objects 

 $$stdin ($file) = file-definition-list 
 $$stdout ($file) = file-definition-list 
 $$stderr ($file) = file-definition-list -- may by aliased to $stdout 
 $$stdprn ($file) = file-definition-list -- aliased to $prn 

Printer Objects 

 $$printers ($printer) = printer-definition-list -- list of printers 
 $$prn ($printer) = printer-definition-list -- current printer 

Other Resource Objects 

 $$screen ($display) = display-definition-list 
 $$mouse ($pointer) = pointer-definition-list -- optional 
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System Resources 

$system 

The $system is a singleton instance of the BOOL $System meta-Model. A BOOL program always has one $system Object regardless 
of how many threads or child processes it spawns. All other system resources either come from, or are bound to, the $system Object. 
(Some resources are actually just aliases of the $system Object.) 

The System manages all threads and processes and holds environment, state and process information about each running thread. It also 
mediates all Resource and External Object access. All other Resources are aliases of a System sub-System or a mediated System. (A slight 
exception to this is the $file Resource, which is a mediated peer resource of the System. This helps decouple BOOL from the underlying 
platform’s file system. The $file Resource is a fundamental Resource used heavily by the System 
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System Resources 

$file 

The $File object is an interface to BOOL’s concept of “files”. Primarily, it is the interface to disk I/O (of all kinds: hard drives, floppy 
disks, CD-ROM, DVD, etc.). It is also the interface to the “stdin” and “stdout” (as well as “stderr” and “stdprint”) runtime streams. 

Two basic modes of operation exist: stream and random. Stream mode may be byte (octet), character (Unicode), line, record or block; 
random mode may be byte, character or block. Either mode may be text or binary. 

specification: 

 $file  object-name  [ = file-settings-list ] 

Examples: 

@@Load_File 
>> *string  file_name 
>> *<>      data_reader 
<< *bool    status =TRUE 
= 
. $file Input 
. =(Name) file_name 
. =(Access) “RO” 
. =(Mode) “TEXT” 
. 
. open:Input 
. @if 
. . err:Input 
. . . set:status FALSE 
. . . @exit 
. 
. get:Input data_reader 
. close:Input 
 

 

Usually, $file objects return themselves for all messages.  This allows I/O expressions like this: 

     iserr:get:get: $in charOne charTwo 
              \----------------/ 
          \---------$in----------------/ 
    \---------------$in----------------/ 
 
     iserr:put:put: $out CR LF 
              \------------/ 
          \---------$out------/ 
    \---------------$out------/ 
 
     iserr:put:put:put:put: $err BELL "ERR: Blah, blah, blah!" CR LF 

 

The value of each expression is TRUE or FALSE, depending on the final state of the I/O object each time.  These expressions would 
normally be part of an @if statement or loop that tracks the state of the object. The messages, which 'get' and 'put' data to and from @file 
objects, look to the argument object's type to determine the exact nature of the operation. 

For instance, this is a string output operation [like C's puts() function]: 

     put: $in "Hello, World!" 

And this is a character operation [like C's putc() function]. 

     put: $in 13 
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System Resources 

$display and $keyboard 

The default output and input resources. BOOL assumes an environment with a mapped 2D output display. It also assumes the primary 
input device is a keyboard, although a pointer resource is optional. 

Example 

$display  disp 

print: disp<2,2> “Hello!” -- say “Hi” 

print: $display<2,2> “Hello!” -- same thing 
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System Resources 

$printer 

BOOL assumes there is something somewhere that can print. An environment with no printer must support the minimum printer interface 
(basic TTY), but it may discard all print data. 
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System Resources 

$memf and $iof 

The $memf (Memory frame) model is an interface into the system's address space. The exact nature of the address space, as well as the 
details of how it is accessed, are highly system dependent. An implementation is even permitted to provide a virtual address space with no 
necessary connection to its actual process space.  

The $iof (I/O frame) model is an interface into the system's I/O space. Not all systems have I/O address space distinct from memory space 
(not all systems have I/O!), and those that do may require appropriate authorization for access. As always, an implementation is just 
required to do the best it can in providing these Models. 

specification: 

 $memf variable-name  memory-spec-list 
 $iof variable-name  io-frame-spec-list 

io-spec-list := io-spec | io-spec, io_spec_list 
io-spec := ADDR=value 
 := LEN=value 
 := BYTE | WORD | DWORD 
 := WR | RD | R/W 
memory-spec-list := memory-spec | memory-spec, memory-spec-list 
memory-spec := ADDR=value 
 := LEN=value 
 := BYTE | WORD | DWORD 
 := WR | RD | R/W 

Examples: 

 $memf  VideoRam  ADDR=0xB8000,LEN=2000,WORD,R/W 
 clear:VideoRam 
 index:VideoRam  add: mul:Row NBR_COLS Col   -- expression returns video word 
 
 $iof CommPort  ADDR=0x3f8, LEN=7, BYTE, R/W 
 get:CommPort  C 
 

Device Header 

def iof { 
     OBJECT_HEADER; 
     pAddress; 
     iLength; 
     xMode; 
} 
 
def memf { 
     OBJECT_HEADER; 
     pAddress; 
     iLength; 
     xMode; 
     pCurrentIndex; 
} 
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External Actions 
External Actions are functions or procedures outside the BOOL system (for example, the functions in the C Library or the Windows API). 
They are similar to generic Actions in that they are not bound to a Model and they take a list of arguments and return a list of results. 
Unlike Actions, they do not have a body of statements (the “statements” are outside!). 

Syntax: 

&&external-name  [ parameter-list ] 
  &external-name  [ parameter-list ] 

external-name := name of library or API call 
parameter-list := list of Objects needed for the call 

Examples: 

--import it…  
&&sleep  (StdCLib)  %cdecl 
>> *int     msecs    %32 %unsigned 
<< NULL 
 
--call it…  
. &sleep 500 
. 
--import it…  
&&fprintf  (StdCLib)  %cdecl 
>> *file    output         %cptr 
>> *string  format_string  %cstring 
>> *list    arguments      %ctypes 
<< *int     result         %32 %signed 
 
--call it…  
. *string  fmt =“%4d: %s” 
. *list  args =line_nbr,line_text 
. 
. &fprintf $stdout, fmt, args 
. 
--or-- 
. &fprintf 
. . $stdout 
. . “%4d: %s” 
. . . line_nbr 
. . . line_text 
 

The External Action Definition names the Action and describes how data passes back and forth. The definition must have a reference to a 
Library Object (an instance of the Library meta-Model). That Library Object must exist at translation time, because it creates a call stub for 
the call and passes back a reference. The External Action Definition stores this reference and uses it to calls the stub when the external 
action is invoked. 

The External Action Object (via the meta-Model) is responsible for checking the type and format of passed arguments. If arguments cannot 
be coerced into exactly the right formats, it must throw a #BAD-FORMAT Exception. 

The Instance, the External Call Object, links back to, and invokes, the Action. It is semantically identical to the Action Call Object (the 
only difference is the name space). The operation of a call to an external Action is identical to the operation of a call to a generic Action. 
The only difference— if any— is that External Actions are generally much pickier about data format. 

The Library Object has two modes: translation and run-time. At translation, the Library accepts a Message naming a function call into the 
managed library (there must be one Library Object for every library managed by the system). The Library must create the necessary code 
to enable a call to the named function. BOOL Options specify the data format of the arguments. 

The Library is allowed to pre-define any or all calls into the library it manages and return a reference to a pre-defined stub. When the run-
time image is finalized and saved, it is allowed to discard stubs with no references. If a Library pre-defines, it should discard, however the 
preferred behavior is to generate call stubs as required by the application. Hence, Library Objects should start off very lightweight. 
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Exceptions 
An Exception Object is a special BOOL Object designed for error management. Exception Objects have similarities to both Models and 
Actions. An Exception Definition Object is very similar to a Model Object— it defines state data and (implicitly) provides some operations 
for managing that state. The Exception Use Objects are similar to Call Objects. Because of their use behavior, they are classified as being 
in the Actions group. 

When the thread of execution hits them, they throw an instance of their defined model. When this happens, the system unwinds the call 
stack until it finds a handler or unwinds all the way back to program start. 

Syntax: 

##exception-name  [ definition-list ] 
  #exception-name  [ parameter-list ] 

exception-name := name of exception – must be globally unique 
parameter-list := list of Objects  

Examples: 

##SYNTAX-ERROR 
. =(errno) SYNTAX_ERROR 
. =(errmsg) “Syntax Error” 
. @@set-errno 
. >> *int  err-code 
. << errno:! 
. . set:errno:! add:errno:! err-code 
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Exceptions–Native Exceptions 

Definition 

##exception-name 
. *string errmsg text of error message 
. *int errno numeric error code 
. *<> errdata  optional error data 
. *int line-number  source code line 
. *string module-name  source code filename 
. *string action-name  action name (if any) 

 

Native Exceptions 

#SYSERR [1] General System Error 

#PROGRAM-ERROR General Program Error 

#NOT-AVAILABLE  Service Not Available 

#NO-SUPPORT  Service Not Supported 

#NO-DEFINITION  No Definition Object found 

#LIST-EMPTY  No items in list 

#ALLOCATION-ERROR Out of Space Error 

#BAD-REFERENCE Assigning a non-reference to a Reference 

#BAD-MODELOF  Model-of operation on something with no Model 

#BAD-PARAMETER Bad Parameter (to an Action) 

#BAD-FORMAT  External Action #BAD-PARAMETER 

#BAD-INDEX  Index value out of range or inappropriate 

#UNKNOWN-MESSAGE Message Not Suppported 

#UNKNOWN-ACTION  Can’t find a generic Action at run time 

#UNKNOWN-LIBRARY  Can’t find the referenced Library 

#USER-ERROR General User Error 

#USER-BREAK User Break (debugging) 

#CAST-FAIL  Can’t convert to requested Model 

# error 

# error 

# error 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[1] All other Native Exceptions are derived from #SYSERR. 
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Introduction 
BOOL programs live and run in a virtual environment, called BOOL Space, which consists of a flat, contiguous address space of 32-bit 
unsigned integer objects, called Cells. This space starts with the address zero and progresses— conceptually— to infinity. A BOOL space 
always has one, and only one, Run Time Executive (RTX) that Hosts the space. The Host RTX is responsible for arbitrating and allocating 
resources to BOOL programs and any other Executives. 

Packages 
A BOOL Package (that is, a program) is a multi-part, 
structured entity mapped into BOOL Space (by the Host 
RTX). The Package consists of one or more Modules. A 
Module consists of a Name Space (with a Name Space 
Index), an Address Space and one or more Data Spaces. 
The Load Package consists of the Name Space and Index, 
the Address Space and at least one Data Space (which 
contains the Module’s constant and literal data). The Run 
Time Package includes Data Spaces allocated 
dynamically. 

Packages and Modules are BOOL Objects and respond to 
Messages. The Name Space Index is also an intelligent 
BOOL Object. All can be queried for such things as 
contents, access rights and resource requirements. 

Packages can have any multiple (non-Host) Run Time 
Executives that operate them asynchronously (from each 
other and from the BOOL environment). That is, BOOL 
designed to be multi-threaded at the Package (i.e. 
program) level.[1] 

The Host mediates communication between Packages, 
however Packages may establish direct communication with each other via the Host. 

Spaces 
Address Space might be thought of as synonymous to “code” or “text” space in some languages. BOOL Address Space contains the 
program Objects of a Module. This includes the Model and Action Definition Objects as well as the Instance, Call and Message Objects 
that comprise program structure. 

Data Space contains the value bits for Instance Objects in Context objects. Each invocation of an Action generates a new Context, so 
Context objects are created and destroyed at run time. There is a global Context containing the Module’s constant and literal data, and this 
Context is never created (it is loaded) nor destroyed. 

A Module has a Name Space for all its Models, Actions and Instance Objects. Call Objects and most List Objects do not have entries in 
Name Space, per se, because their “Name” is some other Object’s Name. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[1] However, currently BOOL does not specify any implementation or syntax for threads. 
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The BOOL Object 

Every data object, language command and expression in BOOL is an Object. Objects are made of one, or more, Cells in Address Space. 
Certain Objects— Instance Objects— also have allocations in Data Space. A few special Objects are not found in Address Space (for 
example, Address Space itself is a BOOL Object). 

All Objects inherit from the BOOL Base Object. The Base Object is abstract and virtual. No instances of the Base Object are possible. The 
Base Object consists of two cells: 

0 Signature / TAG 
1 Flags 

The first cell plays two roles: the Signature, which is the same in all Objects, validates the Object as a BOOL Object; the TAG identifies 
the meta-Family to which the Object belongs and which can process Messages to this Object. 

The second cell provides a set of 32 flags used by the system to configure the Object’s behavior. For example, there is a Read-Only flag 
as well as a Temporary flag. 

Real Objects Have Names 
All real Objects are at least Named Objects. In addition to the first two cells, they have a Name cell: 

0 Signature / TAG 
1 Flags 
2 Name 

The Name is an index to a Name Space Record (NSR) that contains the text of the Object’s name as well as other meta-information about 
the Object. For example, the NSR has a link back to the Object, so one can locate Objects by name through the Name Space Index (the NSI 
is the intelligent interface to the Name Space). 

The NSR also determines whether the Object is exported— visible from outside the module. Exported Objects always retain their name 
string. The Name Space Index may discard the string text of local Object names. If so, the index itself becomes the identifier and is 
guaranteed unique within the module. 

Names must be unique within a scope. A List forms a scope, so names on a given List may be identical to Objects outside, and they will 
refer to different Objects. Names belong to partitions of Name Space, so a Model, an Instance, an Action and a Message may all share a 
name (sans the prefix) without conflict. List names belong to the Action partition. 
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The BOOL Object 

Object Signature 

The first cell of every BOOL Object is a Signature, which identifies the Object as a valid BOOL Object: [2] 

0 Signature / TAG 

All objects have the same 32-bit Signature. In hexadecimal, it is: 0xBB200n##. The Signature has a fixed part— which is identical in 
all Objects— that takes the upper 20 bits of the cell. The Signature also has two variable parts, ## and n, which use the lower eight and 
next lowest four, respectively. 

The n part of the Signature divides Objects into User, System and Implementation groups (others may be added in the future): 

n means 
0 User Executives 
1 System Executives (most program 

objects) 2 Implementation Executives 

Most Objects— all the ones described in this specification— are System Objects. The User and Implementation groups provide a 
mechanism by which users and implementations can introduce Native Objects into the BOOL environment. The BOOL RTX throws an 
exception if you send a Message to a non-System Object, unless it knows the group. The $System resource provides a means to register a 
User group. An Implementation group would be native to the implementation. 

Signature TAG 
The ## part of the Signature is the TAG, which identifies the BOOL meta-Family that owns the Object and which handles Messages sent 
to the Object. The TAG takes up the lower 8 bits and is interpreted as a number from 0 to 255. The value identifies which Executive 
function to call when processing the Object. 

Message 0x01 Exception Model 0x28 
List 0x02 Exception Instance 0x29 
Action 0x04 System Model 0x48 
Call 0x05 System Instance 0x49 
Model 0x08 External Action 0x64 
Instance 0x09 External Call 0x65 

Example Signature 
The cell below contains the valid BOOL Signature of a System Action Object. 

BB.20.01.04 
 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[2] Of course, this isn’t foolproof, but it does decrease entropy and helps to increase the sanity of the system. 
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The BOOL Object 

Object Flags 

The second cell of all BOOL Objects is the Flags cell: 

1 Flags 
The Flags cell contains flags defined by the system, which apply to all Objects (for instance, the READONLY flag), and flags a Model may 
use to parameterize an instance. The system-defined flags use the upper half of the Flags cell. The lower half are reserved for the Model. 
Flag values may not be read directly by other Objects (except special in “friend” cases). Other Objects must send Messages to read or 
change flag values. The System Flags are: 

Only the system may directly access or change the system flags. All other access is via calls to the System Object. Agents of a Model 
(usually Message Actions, but also some other “friend” cases) may access and modify the model flags. Other Objects must send Messages 
to read or change flag values. 

Objects with READONLY set may not have their values altered in any way. All constants are read-only Objects. Expressions can create 
intermediate TEMP Objects. These are destroyed when their owning List exits. An Object with VIRGIN set need not have Data Space 
allocated. Attempts to read the value return the NULL Object. 

The SYSTEM flag signals a system Object— different permissions apply. The MUTEX flag must be implemented such that modifying its 
value is an atomic operation with regard to threads and co-processes. This includes a means to gain control of the MUTEX flag atomically. 

The Model may use the ERROR, ACTIVE and READY flags if it wishes. The system does not usually modify these flags (the exceptions 
being initialization and resetting). The defaults are TRUE except ERROR. The semantic of ERROR is obvious and is intended as a means 
for an Object to signal a problem. ACTIVE might apply to an Object with an obvious ‘inactive’ state (a mechanical device powered down, 
perhaps). READY might signal full or blocked states for a buffer or communications Object. 

Model-defined flags specify Model sub-types and Model-specific state. For example, the *int Model uses these flags to specify the integer 
size (1-4) and whether the integer is signed or unsigned. The *real Model uses the same size flags plus flags specifying NAN, positive 8  
and negative 8 . 

Flag Name Flag Bit Description
READONLY 0x80000000 Object may not be modified
ERROR 0x40000000 Persistent flag; once set must be reset
TEMP 0x20000000 Created during expression evaluation
VIRGIN 0x10000000 Never assigned to
SYSTEM 0x08000000 Owned by the system, can't be modified
MUTEX 0x04000000 System mutex flag for thread access
LOCKMODEL 0x02000000 Can't reference another Model (i.e. not *object or *<>)
USERDEFINED 0x01000000 Not a native Object
Reserved 0x00F00000 Reserved for later system definition
ACTIVE 0x00080000 General flag -use if makes sense, else set TRUE
Reserved 0x00040000
Reserved 0x00020000
READY 0x00010000 General flag -use if makes sense, else set TRUE
model-defined 0x0000FFFF Reserved for use by the Model
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The BOOL Object 

Object Name 

The third cell of a BOOL Object is the Object’s name. 

2 Name 
 

 This is a good place to discuss Name Space and the Name Space Index! 
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The BOOL Object 

Collection Objects 

Collection Objects append a Link cell to the Named Object. This allows Objects based on them to be linked into Collections. 

Signature / TAG 
Flags 
Name 
Link 

The Link field points to the next Object of similar type, thus forming a Collection of Objects. Several of the meta-Families maintain chains 
of all meta-instances of their Family. Generally, there are Collections for Definition Objects, such as Actions and Models. Messages, Calls 
and Instances are not linked. 

The meta-Family Collections are: 

Meta-class System Access Alias 
Model Models: $System $Models 
Action Actions: $System $Actions 
Resource Resources: $System $Resources 
Ext. Action Externals: $System $Externals 
Library Libraries: $System $Libraries 

The Messages shown above, when sent to the $System Object, return reference to a Collection. The aliases are references to the same 
Collections. [3] 

While the Link field is not directly accessible programmatically (no Object field is directly accessible), the system provides a means to 
enumerate and query the Collections. 

Message Action Chains 
Model Objects use the Link field to chain the Actions that handle their Messages. These Actions— Message Actions— are not part of the 
chain of generic Actions ($Actions). They are enumerated through their owning Model. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[3] In point of fact, the aliases are the Objects. They are system-supported (and monitored) links to sub-Objects inside the $System Object. 
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Objects Map 

Below is a map of the basic BOOL Objects. 

 

Base 0 Header Signature BB-20-0X-__  X= 0 User Object
Object 1 Flags ExecTag __-__-0X-NN >0 System Object
(virtual)

Named 0 List 0 N
Object 1 1 item1
(virtual) 2 Name 2 item2

. :
N itemN

Language Instance 0 Message 0 List 0

Objects Object 1 Object 1 Object 1

(*object) 2 Name (*Message) 2 (*list) 2

3 Model 3 TargetObject 3 GateExpression
4 DD-index 4 4

5 5 5
6 : :

:

Collection 0

Object 1

(virtual) 2

3 LinkToNext
4

Definition Model 0 Action 0

Objects Object 1 Object 1

2 2

3 3
4 4

ActionsChain

Parents
List

Definition
List

Basic
Object

Collection
Object

Parameter
List

Return
List

Exec
List

Collection
Object

Body

Named
Object

Named
Object

Parameter-List Object-List

Named
Object

Basic
Object

Init-List
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Environment 

When it runs, a BOOL Package has an Environment Object for each thread running. An Environment Object provides an “arena” in which 
a thread runs and embodies the physical state of that thread running in the Package. There is always a primary thread (in a single-thread 
system, only the one), and this thread always has the Primary Environment. Secondary threads clone this Primary when they start. 

The Environment Object 
The Environment Object maintains a list of references to 
the Module Spaces and acts as a contact point between 
Modules. It is also a contact point between the Package 
and the external BOOL environment. 

PStack 
The Environment Object contains the PStack, which is 
used for passing references between Objects. The PStack 
is an intelligent Object in its own right and cannot be 
over- or under-run. 

Context Chain 
The Environment maintains a chain of Context Records. 
These link to Context Objects in Data Space. The 
Context Objects are the allocation for an Instance’s 
value bits during a given execution pass. 

The Context chain grows and shrinks as a program calls 
deeper and returns. This means that Data Space allocates 
and de-allocates Contexts during the life of the program. 

-- 

A second example shows the picture while the Module is running. It also demonstrates how other threads fit into the picture. 

The diagram shows only the first and last records of the Context chain. (The Context Object Records are labeled as Frames in the diagram.) 
The broken line between them stands for the missing in-between records. 
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Context Frames 

To be recursive, re-entrant or multi-threaded, a language must allow multiple copies of an object’s value to exist at run time. For example, 
if a function calls itself five times— making for six passes through the function at the “deepest” point— then the implementation needs to 
provide for six simultaneous copies of the function’s local values. 

Most languages do this through the hardware stack. Values passed to a function (which are then local to that function and part of the set of 
local values that must be preserved) are placed on the stack, and the function is called. Inside the function, stack space for local values is 
allocated on top of the return address and— below that— passed values. If the function calls it self, it repeats the process, which uses a 
different section of the stack. 

BOOL uses a stack for passing objects between functions, but it does not use a hardware stack to provide function return or data storage! In 
fact, it does not use a hardware stack (in the usual sense) at all. 

The Environment Object allocates a Context Object in Data 
Space for each “frame”— that is, for each invocation of each 
function— and Instance Objects within that frame space have 
an index to a slot within the Context Object’s data allocation. 

The diagram to the right shows an Instance Object, in this 
case, an instance of the *foobar Model (also shown). 

The Instance has a DD-index of #1[4], which means that its 
value bits are always in the first slot of the current Context 
Object. 

When an Instance needs to access its value bits, it does so by 
referencing the current Context. 

Context Header 
The Context Object is more than just a data allocation. It has 
some value fields of its own that describe it or that define its 
behavior. 

A More Detailed Example 
In the example below, the @foo Action takes two parameters, A and B, and has two local values, ret and C. All four require Instance 
Objects to represent the value. The Instance Objects refer to assigned slots in the virtual Context Definition for the @foo Action. 

When @foo is called, it instances its Context Definition (via a request to the Data Space Object). The instance, the Context Object provides 
the “bits” for the values during the current invocation. 

Context Extensions 
This diagram also shows that a Context Object can add more 
data allocation if required. Additional blocks can be chained 
as required. All are destroyed when the frame exits. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[4] In reality, the DD-index is an offset into the data allocation of the Context Object, not a slot number. The diagrams here use that 

convention as a simplification. 
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Instance Objects 
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Instance Objects 
Instance Objects are the “data” of BOOL. Each is an instance of some Model’s object data definition, and each has a reference back to that 
Model. There may be any number of instances for a given Model. Instance Objects inhabit Address Space along with other BOOL Objects, 
but they also occupy Data Space. (They are the only meta-class that does.) 

Instance Objects are members— instances— of the Model Instance meta-family. In BOOL, all Objects of any type are instances of some 
meta-family, but Instance Objects are also instances of their owning Model Object! 

All Instance Objects inherit from Named Objects (the first three fields). Instance Objects add three new fields: 

Signature / INST 
Flags 
Name 
Model 
DD-index 
Init-List 

The Model Reference is the handle to the Object’s Model. High bit set to indicate a global name and unset to indicate a local name. The 
Object passes most Messages it receives to the Model to process. It does process some Messages on its own. 

The DD-index indexes a Data Space allocation in the defining context. The Instance probably owns at least one chunk of Data Space. 
Global instances own only one— the chunk allocated in their defining context (which is the Global Context). Instances in Actions receive 
new allocations in the Action’s context frame each execution. This happens when called recursively, or by other threads or by other 
processes. The Instance generates new allocations even when the local flow of control is redirected to pass it more than once, so be aware 
of Instance Objects defined inside loops! 

The Init-List is a possibly empty list with objects for Object initialization. Objects on the Init-List are evaluated and used to initialize new 
Data Space allocations or to reset the allocation (usually due to a reset: Message). 

Object Links 
Instance Objects link to many things. 

First, they are meta-instances of a meta-Family, and link to 
the meta-Family Object Executive (OX). 

Second, they are instances of a defining Model, and link to 
the Model Object. 

Third, Instances have a name— in the Instance Object, the 
name is an index to a record in Name Space. 

Fourth, a most important element is the link to Data Space. 
An Instance Object has in index into a Context Object in 
the Data Space. Each pass of a thread of execution through 
an Action has its own Context. 

Fifth, and not shown here, there can be links in the Init List 
to one or more initialization Objects (zero or one are the 
most common cases). 

Object Context 
The Context contains the value bits for an Instance. In the case of some complex Instances, the “value” of an Instance in the Context Object 
is a Data Definition (DD) that defines actual value bits located elsewhere in the Data Space. 

For example, an array type might work this way. The Context data defines the array— how many dimensions, what their size is and where 
the array data is located— but the array data is elsewhere in the Data Space. Because each pass through an Action has its own Context, each 
pass will also have its own allocation of actual array data (exactly as one would expect). 
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Invoking An Instance 

Instance Objects are the targets of the greatest variety of Messages. Most other BOOL Objects deal with only a small set of operations, but 
because Instances are the “data” of BOOL, it only makes sense they will have the largest sets of operations.[5] 

In reality, while Instances are the target, they pass most Messages (along with a reference to themselves) on to their Model, which 
dispatches the Message and the Instance to a handling Action. 

A more detailed description includes reference to the Object Executives. If we have an Instance Object, “A”, and “A” is an instance of the 
*int Model (that is, “A” is an integer object), and we wish to send “A” a reset: Message (which would cause “A” to restore its default 
value, and which was selected because it has no input parameters to complicate things), the description of events might go like this: 

1. Call the BOOL RTX with Object A and the reset: Message. 
2. The RTX invokes the Instance Object Executive (OX) and passes it A and the reset: Message. 
3. The Instance OX pushes a reference to Object A on the PStack. 
4. The OX calls the RTX with Object *int (which it got from the Instance) and the reset: Message. 
5. The RTX invokes the Model Object Executive and passes it *int and the reset: Message. 
6. The Model OX determines if it handles the reset: Message. It may pass it to a parent Model, in which case #4 & #5 repeat. 
7. If Model does find a @@reset:: Action, it sets up a call to that Action. [6] 
8. Through the call setup, the BOOL RTX invokes the Action Object Executive for the Action. 
9. The Action OX pops the reference to Object A from the PStack (from #3) to populate the “self” object. 
10. The Action OX executes the Reset Action on Object A. [7] 

All to execute an operation on an object! The complexity is due to the dynamic dispatch and polymorphic nature of BOOL. 

When the Action finishes, it pushes a return value on the PStack (in this case, a reference to Object A), and the call unwinds back to the 
caller. The final step of Message passing is that the caller must consider what was returned on the PStack (something almost always is). If 
the returned value is of no interest to the caller, it must still be removed from the PStack. Callers have the option of popping into a dummy 
object or sending a Message to the PStack to have it clear the frame. 

 

 

Design 
The design of a Model (“class”) tends to imply a set of Messages. For example, a Model of a file object suggests messages for open, 
close, get and put, whereas a numeric Model suggests mathematical Messages, such as add, div and eq. BOOL defines a large set 
of Messages with the intent that new Models will choose an appropriate subset. Doing this helps keep BOOL regular. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[5] For example, numerical types typically have a large number of mathematical operations defined on them. 
[6] This is a complex set of steps described in the Invoking Models topic of the Model Objects section next. 
[7] This is described in the Invoking Actions topic of the Action Objects section later. 
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An Example 
An *int Instance Object. 

Not shown is the link to the Instance Executive. 

The Instance Object links to the Model Object. 

The name of the Instance is “ix”. In other words, this 
is a numeric “variable”, named “ix”. 

The DD-index references a slot in the Context where 
the integer value bits are located. 

-- 

-- 
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Model Objects 
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Model Objects 
All Model Objects inherit the Collection Interface: 

Signature / MOD 
Flags 
Name 
Link 
ActionsChain 

Parents List 

Definition List 

- 

Object Messages 

X: Message 
Executing a Model has no effect (although, implementations are allowed to use the X: Message to initialize the internal machinery of a 
Object). When a Model appears in a regular List (the global scope, where most Models are defined, is such a List) nothing happens when 
the flow of execution passes. This is the case for most Definition Objects. 

The return value of an X: Message is always nothing. 

Q: Message 
Querying a Model just returns a reference to the Model Object. 

Most Other Messages 
The Model handles Messages for the Instance, so it interprets nearly all Messages as forwarded from an Instance. 
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Model Basics 

Models consist of: 

??a Name 
??A link to the next Model Object 
??A list of Parent Models 
??A chain of Message Actions  
??A list of Definition Instances  

Both lists, and the chain, may be empty, however 
most Model Objects do have a chain of Actions 
as well as a list of Instance Objects that define an 
instance of the Model. 

Message Actions can be added (and removed) dynamically— that is, Models are mutable with regard to what Messages they handle. This is 
subject to user access rights, and some Models are not mutable. Also, changes to a Model are only visible in the Package making the 
change. They do not affect other Packages running in the system. 

The Parent and Instance Definition Lists are not mutable (nor are the Instance Objects on the Definition List). The Model’s physical 
definition is fixed at translation time. 

Inheritance 
As with most object-oriented languages, BOOL 
features inheritance. In fact, BOOL has several 
flavors of inheritance. 

Implementation Inheritance creates an “is-a”, or 
parent/child link between Models. 

Delegation inherits by having members that link 
to the desired functionality. 

The diagram on the right shows the translator 
output for three Model definitions. Two of them 
“inherit” from the third. 

The *3d-point Model inherits from (“is-a”) the 
*2d-point Model, and the *2d-line Model 
delegates to two *2d-point members. 
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Invoking a Model 

A Model Object receives Instance Messages (Create: and Dup:) requesting new Instances. Both Messages push a reference to the 
calling Instance as first parameter. The Dup: Message also pushes a source Object reference. Both Message Actions affect the passed 
Instance; they create a new binding to the current context. The value of any existing binding in that context is discarded. 

A Model receives Conversion Messages requesting a foreign representation of an Instance Object. A Conversion Message consists of a 
Model name, so *real: is a Conversion Message requesting a *real Object. 
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Making A Point 

Here are some examples of the translator output of some very simple Model definitions. 

*2d-point 
The *2d-point Model implements an X,Y coordinate. 

In this case, we define two *int Instances, named X and Y. They 
are the state data of a *2d-point Instance. The definition includes 
an Init List link to the system Zero constant. This sets the initial and 
default value of an Instance. [8] 

The example shown is too basic for use— it only defines a single 
Message Action: the clear: Action. But this suffices to illustrate 
how Message Actions fit into the picture. 

The clear: Action is shown is fair detail. It takes no parameters, 
but returns one: a reference to “self”— the Instance itself. The Exec 
List has a single statement consisting of a Message Object that sends its message to an informal List Object. Not shown, the List Object 
links to references to the Instance members, X and Y. 

*3d-point 
The *3d-point Model extends the first example by implementing 
an X,Y,Z coordinate. This Model inherits from *2d-point. Again, 
only one Message Action is defined for purposes of illustration. 

If the diagram showed the links that link Instances to Models, you 
could see the double-link between *3d-point and its base Model, 
*2d-point. There is the Parent Link, which is shown, and there is 
also a link from the *2d-point Instance Object in the definition 
list. 

The Parent Link allows a Model to pass messages it doesn’t handle 
“upstream” to a base Model that might handle them. The Instance 
Object provides a means to access the Instance data allocation. 

*2d-line 
The *2d-line Model implements the idea of a line with end points 
that use an X,Y coordinate. 

The examples uses delegation to implement the *2d-point 
behavior of the end points. It has a pair of *2d-point Instance 
Objects. This is actually identical to how *2d-point itself has a 
pair of *int Instance Objects for members. Compound types are 
constructed from simpler types. 

  

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[8] Instances of the *int Model default to 0 anyway, so in this case the initializer redundant. But is serves to show how to assign a value to 

a Model so that all Instances of that Model have an established default value. This mechanism removes much of the need for constructor 
functions. 
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Model Inheritance 

Models can inherit from other Models. There are several basic methods in which one Model inherits some aspect of another. 

Implementation Inheritance 
Implementation Inheritance is sometimes called the “is-
a” relationship. In the example, a 3D point “is-a” 2D 
point. [9] 

This time we show the double link between the two 
Models. There is a Parent Link from the derived Model 
to the base Model. The Instance Object also has a link 
to the *2d-point parent Model. 

It is the Parent Link that implements the “is-a” element 
of the relationship between Models. The Link creates 
that relationship. 

One aspect of this relationship is that, if a Model can’t 
find an Action to handle a Message, it passes the 
Message up to Parent Models. 

The *2d-point Shadow Instance looks much the same as it would if the 3D design delegated a member Instance. The difference lies 
primarily in the existence of the Parent Link, which creates the “is-a” relationship, but another difference is that the Instance Object has the 
special self name, “!”[10].  

The purpose of the Shadow Instance is to facilitate access to the Context data allocation. It also provides a staging point for when the object 
polymorphs a parent. That is, a *3d-point Instance can look like a *2d-point through the Shadow Instance of the Model (the Instance 
itself doesn’t have any *2d-point representation to pass as a “self” object). The Shadow Instance provides offsets, which are added to the 
Instance’s DD-index to access the data allocation. 

Flat Inheritance 
BOOL features “flat” inheritance, which is inheriting 
by merging parent Models with the derived Model. 
This is useful if you inherit a Model’s design, but wish 
to then make extensive modifications or remove parts 
of it. 

As the diagram shows, the *3d-point has inherited 
the Instance definition from *2d-point and merged it 
into its own list. 

Two differences are immediately apparent: 

First, there is no Shadow Instance. Instead, the separate 
items of the parent Model are copied directly to the 
definition list. This causes the second difference: the 
definition list has three items, not two, as before. 

The Parent Link is still exists, however flat inheritance 
implies a weaker “is-a” link to, and a lesser reliance on 
the Message handling services of, a parent. 

The lack of a shadow Instance requires a different way of passing Messages to parent Models, because there is no “self” Instance. 
Implementations either provide a dummy Instance as part of the Model, or have the Model use the Parent Link to create an Instance at run 
time. 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[9] This may not, in fact, be a very good design. Nevertheless, it’s good enough for an example. 
[10] This is pronounced, in the Unix world and in much of computing in general, “bang” or, in BOOL, “self”. 
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Action Objects 
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Action Objects 
All Model Objects inherit the Collection Interface: 

Signature / ACT 
Flags 
Name 
Link 

Parameter List 

Return  List 

Execution List 

An Action Object has a Calling Frame and an Execution List. The Calling Frame is a List of input parameters for the Action and a List of 
return values from the Action. The Execution List is either a list of statements or a list of lists, depending on how the Action was defined. 

-- 

Object Messages 

X: Message 
Executing an Action does nothing (although, although, implementations are allowed to use the X: Message to initialize the internal 
machinery of a Object). When an Action appears in a regular List (the global scope, where most Actions are defined, is such a List) nothing 
happens when the flow of execution passes. (This is the case for most Definition Objects.) 

The return value of an X: Message is always nothing. 

Q: Message 
Querying an Action causes the Executive to execute the Action. The return value is whatever the Action returns upon execution. Because 
Actions respond to a Query, they may be used as expression parameters. 

Most Other Messages 
An Action ignores most other Messages. 
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Action Basics 

Actions consist of: 

??A Name 
??A link to the next Action Object 
??A link to a Library (not shown!)  
??A list of input parameters 
??A list of output parameters  
??A list of statements to execute  

All three lists may be empty, however most Actions have 
statements. Actions vary in how many input parameters they 
take— from zero to many— but most Actions have at least 
one output (or “return”) parameter. [11] 

The Exec List can be a list of statements, or in complex 
Action Definitions, it can be a list of lists of statements. In the latter case, the secondary lists can have names and have the ability to be 
applied iteratively to a list of input lists. This seems convoluted written like that, but is exactly what happens when an @if Call Object with 
multiple @elseif sub-clauses calls the @if Action. The @elseif secondary list in the Action is applied iteratively to each of the @elseif 
sub-clauses of the Call Object. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[11] Under consideration is the idea that Actions— including Message Actions— always return a value, even if one is not defined. The 

intelligence of the PStack makes this a less crucial point than it might otherwise be. For now, Actions are allowed to not return anything. 
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Invoking An Action 

Actions have a very complex primary behavior and almost no others. The basic steps of Action Object invocation are: 

1. Caller pushes required parameters on the PStack. 
2. Call the BOOL RTX with the Action Object and the Q: Message. 
3. The RTX invokes the Action Object Executive (OX) and passes it the Action Object and the Message. 
4. Action OX creates new Context Object. 
5. If this is a Message Action, the OX pops the “self” reference from the PStack. 
6. If there are input parameters, the OX pops them from the PStack. 
7. If there are statements (items on the Exec List), the OX executes them in order (sends an X: Message to each). 
8. Upon completion, the OX pushes any return parameters. 
9. Destroy the Context Object and clean up any other data allocations. 

Context 
Actions have an enclosing scope, called a Context. BOOL represents Context, in part, with a physical BOOL object (Context Objects are 
not real BOOL Objects— they don’t have an Executive and they don’t take Messages). There is also a parallel implementation object, a 
Context Object Record (COR), which is passed to all implementation functions. The COR is what “points” an implementation function to 
the current Context Object in Data Space. 

The BOOL Run Time Environment (RTE) maintains a chain of Context Object Records. The head record is the Global Context Record 
(GCR), and it contains the allocations for all global objects. The tail record is the Current Context Record (CCR). Records in between are 
calls that are blocked waiting on the call chain to unwind (and with it, the chain of Contexts). 

Closures 
A closure needs to insure that the Context allocations it references aren’t disposed of before it can make copies. Typically a closure creates 
a copy of the objects it uses upon query (that is, receiving a Q: Message). 
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Building A @@Foobar 

Here we show a progression of an Action Object and its child Objects as we make it more and more involved. 

No Parameters No Statements 
The first diagram shows is a small code fragment—
the definition of the Action, @Foobar— and the 
Object created by the translator as a result. In the 
upper right, there is a basic schematic showing how a 
Call Object links to our Action Object. So far, 
@Foobar doesn’t do much. In fact, it doesn’t do 
anything at all. It’s just an empty Action definition. It 
can be called, but it takes no parameters and returns 
nothing. 

As you can see, all three of the Action Object lists 
are empty, and there are no other Objects involved. The Call Object for this Action would be equally simple, as you can see. Its parameter 
list is also empty. 

One Statement 
The next version doesn’t add much— we’re taking it 
slowly at this point— but we’ve added a new item to 
show how the Action grows as we add to it. 

The new item is a Call Object, and it adds one item to 
the Action’s Exec List. This Call Object invokes the 
Native “return-from-Action” Action. 

Adding an explicit return doesn’t change the behavior 
of this Action at all. Actions always return when they 
finish their statements. 

The Action still takes no input parameters, so nothing has changed with the Call Object picture. 

Return Parameter 
The third version has @Foobar returning a value. In 
this case, we create an Instance Object of the *bool 
Model. 

The Instance’s Init List links to the constant global 
TRUE Instance Object, giving the Instance an initial 
and a default value of TRUE. 

Specifically, when the flow of execution passes the 
Instance, it initializes its Context allocation to the 
value of the Object(s) on its Init List— in this case, 
the TRUE constant. The Init List linkage also means 
that if you send a reset: Message to the “ret” 
Instance, it resets to TRUE. 

Input Parameters 
Finally, the Action takes a couple parameters! 

@Foobar now takes two integer objects, A and B, as well as 
returning ret. We have also traded the pointless @_ for a 
small expression that sets ret to the sum of A and B. The 
expression results in two Message Objects with links to each 
other and the local Instance Objects. 

Of course, this also complicates the Call Object. Now it’s 
parameter list has two objects (which would need— at call 
time— to resolve to two *int Instances). 
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Another Example 

The @Mul-Div Action 
The example shows a simple Action that multiplies two 
32-bit numbers to get a 64-bit product and then divides 
that value by a third 32-bit number to get a 32-bit 
integer result. 

The source code that produces the Objects shown is 
shown to the upper right of the example. 

Half the work— the multiplication itself— is done in the 
Initializer List for the multiplication product. The other 
half— the division— is done on the last line along with 
the Message that sets the result in the returned Object. 

The A2 and B2 Instances aren’t necessary. They merely 
help force the bit-ness of the situation. Notice that that 
input parameters specify bit-ness also. This limits what 
you can pass to this Action! Anything other than a 32-
bit integer causes a run time exception. 
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Sub-Clauses 

Some Actions have sub-clauses, and these can be marked %optional and/or %repeatable. Optional sub-clauses are executed only if a 
List with a matching name appears in the Call parameters. Repeatable sub-clauses are repeated for each appearance of a List with a 
matching name. 

An @if-else Action 
The classic example of this in action is the “if/elseif/else” flow 
control construct. The “elseif” and “else” parts are optional; it is 
possible to have an “if” statement with no “else”. In addition, 
the “elseif” part can be repeated in most languages. 

For example: 
if X = 0 
 A := 0 
 B := 0 
elseif x < 0 
 A := -1 
 B := -1 
elseif x < 10 
 A := +1 
 B := +1 
else 
 A := 99 
 B := 99 
endif 

An Action implementing the “if” construct needs to deal with 
the optional sub-clauses as well as the repeating nature of the 
middle one. 

To see what this looks like, consider the diagrams in the upper right and lower left. The @if Action Object (upper right) has three clauses, 
five input parameters and three secondary lists named after the three clauses. The source code that generated these Objects is shown in the 
upper right of the diagram. 

Below is an example of a Call Object that calls the @if Action. The Objects below are BOOL’s equivalent of an “if/elseif/else” statement! 
And, yes, this is really the way it works. Even BOOL’s flow control structures are Objects. 

The BOOL source that would generate the picture on the left (and which 
is similar to the pseudo-code example earlier) might look like this: 

 . @if  =eq:X 0 
 . . = set: A,B 0,0 
 . @elseif  =lt:X 0 
 . . = set: A,B –1,-1 
 . @elseif  =lt:X 10 
 . . = set: A,B 1,1 
 . @elseif  =lt:X 20 
 . . = set: A,B 2,2 
 . @else 
 . . = set: A,B 99,99 

The Call Object has five items on its parameter list. All five are Named 
List Objects. Each binds, through its name, to a sub-clause of the @if 
Action. 

Items 2, 3 and 4 all bind to the @elseif sub-clause. The @if Action 
repeats the matching Exec List for each item. Each time it repeats the 

List, it reloads the Instances defined in the sub-clause with new values. 

Before the Call Object invokes the @if Action, it pushes references to the five Exec Lists on the PStack. The Action, as it pops parameters, 
detects that the third List popped is a repeated clause. It caches this (and the next) and uses the fifth List (which binds to the final @else 
clause). When it executes the [elseif] List, it detects the cached Lists, and this causes the iteration of that List. 
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Message Objects 
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Message Objects 
A Message Object has a Message, a link to an Object and zero or more parameter objects. 

Signature / MESG 
Flags 
Message 
Target 

ListCount 

List 

 

Object Messages 
Most input Messages cause the evaluation of the expression; that is, they cause the arguments and the target to be fully evaluated.  

 First, the Message Object sends a Q: Message to any objects in the argument list. This evaluates any sub-expressions and places required 
input arguments on the data stack. Then it sends its Message text to the target object. This evaluates the target object and probably puts a 
value on the stack. 

The Executive uses the Message to dispatch the appropriate Action and binds the target Object to the “self” reference. 
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Message Basics 

Message Objects consist of: 

??The Message Text 
??A link to the Target Object  
??A list of message parameters 

The list is empty only if the message is unary. If the message is binary 
(the only other possibility in BOOL), the list has at least one item. 

There is always a Target Object of a Message, but the target need not 
be an Instance— it can be any Object. If the target is another Message 
Object, that Object evaluates its target (and any parameters) [12] and 
applies the received Message to the result of that evaluation. 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[12] Evaluating either the target or the parameters may repeat this cycle if more Messages Objects are involved. 
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Message Passing 

-- 

Consider a case where we want to set a numeric object 
to a literal value. The set: Message is the operation 
that does this, and the basic set of events is simple: 

??The Message Object sends a Q: message to 
the parameter value (in this case, a literal 
numeric object).  

??The Q: message causes the parameter to 
push a reference to itself on the PStack.  

??The Message Object sends the set: message 
to the “foo” Object. 

??The set: message tells the object to pop an item from the PStack and use it to set its own value.  
-- 

A More Complete Picture 
The picture is actually a bit more complicated than 
that. 

First, the Message Object and the two Instance Objects 
all have Executives that manage events. 

Second, the Instance Objects both have Models. In this 
case, they happen to be the same (things get more 
involved when they aren’t): the *int Model. It also 
has an Executive. 
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Temporary Objects in Expressions 
One consideration about Messages–about expressions, really–is that they create temporary objects. Consider this expression: 

*number N  sub: mul: add:A B  add:C D  1 

It requires four anonymous (that is, unnamed) transient Objects. Each add: generates one, and two more come from the mul: and sub: 
expressions. Once the expression is fully evaluated and the result assigned to the target Object, the temporary Objects are no longer 
required and may be freed. 

BOOL handles these by simply giving temporary Objects to the closest List Object to cache. When that List completes execution, it 
destroys all Objects in the cache. 

A closer look at events…  

 
The Set: Message Object would be the member of some List Object (probably— could belong to other things). When executed, the 
owning Object passes on the X: Message. The Message Object Action for X: is (the Q: Message Action is the same, except it skips the 
third step): 

?? Send a Q: Message to all members of the Parameter List 
?? Send self’s Message to the Target Object 
?? Retrieve and discard Target’s return object from the PStack 

The list of events for the above example is: 

0) set: Object gets an X: Message, and 
1) Sends a Q: message to the add: expression object, which: 

1.1) Sends a Q: message to the "3" object, which 
1.1.1) Pushes itself on the Parameter Stack. 

1.2) Sends the add: message to the "2" object, which 
1.2.1) Pops an object (the "3" off the stack). 
1.2.2) Adds the popped value to own value; makes a new object. 
1.2.3) Pushes new object (w/ value "5") on the stack. 

1.3) Pops an object (the "5") off the stack, and 
1.4) Passes the received Q: message to the "5" object, which 

1.4.1) Pushes itself back on the stack! 
2) Sends the set: message to the "X" object, which 

2.1) Pops an object (the "5" off the stack). 
2.2) Uses this as the new assigned value for itself. 
2.3) Pushes itself on the stack. 

3) Pops a value off the stack and discards it. 
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Resource Objects 
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Resource Model Objects 
All Resource Objects inherit the Collection Interface: 

Signature / RES 
Flags 
Name 
Link 
ActionsChain 

Body 

Generally speaking, implementations will provide Resource Objects natively. This is possible at two levels. The Resource Objects can have 
Native Executives (rather than the usual Resource Model OX) and handle Messages in native code. Alternately, the Models can be virtual 
and the Resource Instances can have the Native Executives (implementations can use a single resource dispatcher or multiple Executives 
for different resources). This tends to be an all-or-nothing decision, which is why regular Instance Objects usually can’t be made native. 

Object Messages 

X: Message 
As is typical with Definition Objects, the Execute Message has no effect on a Resource Object. 

Q: Message 
As with a Model Object, the Query Message returns a reference to the Definition Object. 

Most Other Messages 
Resources are Models, and like their counterpart, they handle Messages on behalf of their Instances. Therefore, they assume most 
Messages are forwarded from an Instance Object (which they assume is the first item on the PStack). 
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Resource Instance Objects 
Resource Instance Objects are identical in form to Instance Objects: 

Signature / RESI 
Flags 
Name 
Model 
DD-index 
Init-List 
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External Action Objects 
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External Action Objects 
An External Action Object defines access to code in some external library— presumably not BOOL code. 

An External Action Definition Object defines a data interface (input and output parameters), an external Library, a named entry point in 
that Library and options describing Library access and calling conventions. 

External Action Objects look much like Action Objects. They lack an Exec List and link to an external Library, but other than that, they are 
essentially Action Objects at heart. They have no special Call Object— they use the same Call Objects as Actions. A big part of the 
External Action Executive’s job is marshalling the data between the BOOL environment and external data providers and users. 

Definition 
An External Action Definition Object consists of: 

??A name, which matches the name of the 
external function or sub-routine. 

??A link to the next Definition Object. 
??A link to a Library Object.  
??A list of input parameters 
??A list of output parameters.  

The input parameters in External Actions tend to 
be highly specified in terms of bit-width and 
signed-ness. The specification of input and output 
data must match that required by the external 
function. 

Library connection can be dynamic. It only must 
exist when the call is made. It is allowed to not 
exist at all prior, and it can be released with the 
call completes. 

Use 
An External Action Call Object consists of: 

??A name, which matches the name of the 
external function or sub-routine. 

??A list of input parameters.  
-- 
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An Example 
The common sleep function might be found in a 
system library. The example here is like many. It 
takes a 32-bit unsigned number that represents the 
number of milliseconds to sleep. 

The &sleep External Action consists of only two 
Objects: the Action Definition Object itself and 
the Instance Object for the input parameter. The 
output parameter is a Global Constant Object, the 
system constant, VOID. 

Options dictate the format of the parameter data. 
The %32 option forces the integer object to use a 
32-bit integer. The %unsigned options forces 
those bits to be interpreted as an unsigned binary 
value. The options condition the data to match the 
sleep() in the C library. The %cdecl option tells 
the Action Executive that the library uses the C 
calling conventions. It also implies the library 
access is the same as for any software that uses the 
C library. 

Any number of External Action Call Objects in the user’s code can bind to— and thus call— the &sleep Action. The example shows two: 
one that passes the value 500 and one that passes 750. 

Note this is platform-specific, because the external calls are platform-specific. 
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Exception Objects 
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Exception Objects 
An Exception Object is a special BOOL Object designed for error management. Exception Objects straddle the two primary Families—
Models and Actions— in that their Definition Object is very similar to a Model Object, while their Use Objects are similar to Call Objects. 

Exception Definition 
An Exception Definition Object consists of: 

??A name. 
??A definition list of sub-objects 

Unlike Model Definitions, Exception Definitions do not have Message handlers. 

Exception Throw 
An Exception Throw Object consists of: 

??A name. 
??A list of parameters 
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The Appendices 

The appendices consist of Important Lists, more random Collections of Related Items and Idle Speculation and Daydreams, all related in 
some fashion, to BOOL. So far as an Appendix contains actual information about the operation of BOOL, that information should be 
considered normative. If information in the text contradicts information in an Appendix, the text obtains. 

Appendix Table of Contents 
??A ............Program Startup  
??B ............BOOL BNF 
??C.............Core BOOL 
??D ............Dot Level 
??E.............Exceptions  
??F.............File I/O 
??G ............Glossary 
??H ............Help 
??I .............Initializing Data 
??J .............Just Plain Weird— Replicating Actions with Lists 
??K ............Conversion Actions— Kilometers-per-Mile & Seconds-per-Year 
??L.............BOOL Lists 
??N ............Native Types List— BOOL Must Support These! 
??P ............Prefix Notation— Just Plain Weird II 
??S.............Samples 
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Appendix A— Program Startup 

Like C, BOOL has a run time startup process that runs the user program as a part of its normal operation. In both languages, control passes 
to the user program. A C program executes as machine code, a BOOL program must have the services of the Run Time Executive. While 
not as fast, this allows the system to monitor the program and act preemptively if necessary. 

When a program is run, the startup process invokes a user-defined Action, named @Main. The user must define this Action to run a 
program. Short programs may be entirely contained in the @Main Action; longer programs are decomposed into functional units, and 
Actions are defined for those units as required. 

The archetypal start up Action is: 

@@Main 
>> *list     program_parameters 
>> *list     program_environment 
<< *integer  exit_code =EXIT_SUCCESS 
= 
. -- program continues -- 
. 

The first parameter is a List Object, which is a list of program arguments. The second parameter is second List Object, which is a list of 
environmental variables. The returned Integer Object is an exit status code where a zero value means “okay, no comment”, a value greater 
than zero means “okay with comment” (the numeric value maps to some “comment”), and a value less than zero means “ERROR!” (and 
the numeric value— minus the minus— maps to an error message. 

The user may define @Main as taking fewer arguments (including none) and/or as not returning anything: 

@@Main 
= 
. -- no program necessary-- 
. 

So long as there is a body provided, @Main is defined enough for the RTE to find. Note that @Main can be defined more than once if there 
are different signatures. The RTE tries to match the expected signature first and then tries others looking for the “best” match (based on the 
types of the parameters).  

As always, the RTE will not match signatures with Actions where the argument types are incompatible: 

@@Main 
>> *number  argc -- won’t match 
>> *list    argv -- will match Environment List! 
<< *bool    status -- won’t match [1] 
= 
. -- program -- 
. 

The RTE will never match the above Action, but it will (eventually) match the one below (if it can find nothing better): 

@@Main 
>> *<>  param1 -- generic object matches anything 
>> *ref param2 -- reference object matches anything 
<< *number  0 -- will match via conversion 
= 
. -- program -- 
. 

: 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[1] For the static analysis performed by the RTE in matching Action signatures, a *bool is not a numeric Object even though it can be made 

to give up a numeric value (1 or 0 depending). 
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Appendix B— BOOL BNF 

Optional terms are shown in square brackets, [… ]. Single- and multi-character literal sequences are shown in braces {$$}. A character 
series is also shown in braces, but with ellipses to indicate a series {A...Z} (a series means one character from the series). 

<model-definition> := {**} <model-name> [ <options> ] 
  <object-definition> 
  [<actions-list>] 
 
<object-declaration> := {*} <model-name> [ <options> ] <object -name> [<object-init-list>] 
<object-init-list> := {=} <object-list> 
 
<message> := <message-name> {:} 
 
<actions-list> := <model-action-def> [<actions-list>] 
 
<model-action-def> := {@@} <message-name> {::} [ <options> ] 
  <action-interface> 
  <action-list> 
 
<new-model-action> := {@@} <message-name> {::} {(} <model-name> {)} [ <options> ] 
  [ <action-interface> ] 
  <action-list> 
 
<action-definition> := {@@} <action-name> [ <options> ] {(} <library-name> {)} 
  [ <action-interface> ] 
  <action-lists> 
 
<action-interface> := {>>} <object-declaration> [ <action-interface> ] 
 := {<<} <object-declaration> [ <action-interface> ] 
 := {@@} <sub-clause-name> [ <action-interface> ] 
 
<action-lists> := <action-list> [ <action-lists> ] 
<action-list> := <list-header> <statement-list> 
 
<action-call> := {@} <action-name> <object-list> 
 
<list-header> := NULL 
 := {=} [ {[} <list-name> {]} [ <gate-object> ]] 
 
<statement-list> := <statement> [ <statement-list> ] 
<statement> := <object-name> 
 := <action-call> 
 
<expression> := <message> <target-object> [<object-list>] 
 
<object-list> := <object> [<object-list>] 
 
<options> := <option> [ <options> ] 
<option> := {%}<option-name>  
 
<object-list> := <object-name> | <object-name> {,} <object-list> 
<object-name> := <letter><characters> 
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Appendix B— BOOL BNF 

<characters> := <character>[<characters>]  
<character> := <letter> | <digit> | <vsymbol> 

<letters> := <letter>[<letters>] 
<letter> := {A...Z} | {a...z} 

<number> := [<sign>]<digits><digit> 
 := [<sign>]<digits><digit>[.]<digits> 
 := [<sign>]<digits>[.]<digit><digits> 

<digits> := <digit>[<digits>] 
<digit> := {0...9} 
<hex-digits> := <hex-digit>[<hex-digits>] 
<hex-digit> := {0...9} | {A...F} | {a...f} 
<octal-digits> := <octal-digit>[<octal-digits>] 
<octal-digit> := {0...7} 
<bits> := <bit>[<bits>] 
<bit> := {0} | {1} 

<symbol> := <sign> | <vsymbol> | <msymbol> 
<sign> := {+} | {-} 
<vsymbol> := {:} | {@} | {*} | {$} | {&} | {#} 
<msymbol> := {_} | {!} | {?} | {^} | {%} | {|} | {~} 
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Appendix C— Core BOOL 

Other than that BOOL defines Native Objects that must exist in the environment, the actual BOOL core language is sparse. 

Basic Syntax Summary 

-- comment comment runs to end of line 

message: object Send message to object 

=[ label ] gate-expr Define a Statements List gate-expr optional 
. statement  (multiple occurrences) 
. @[^] “continue”— go to top of current list 
. @[_] “break”— go to end of current list 

**model name <parent> Define a Model “class” 
. instance Define Instance member optional; multiple occurrences 
. @@message:: Define Message Action optional; multiple occurrences 

*model name Create an Object Instance 
= initializer Default value optional 

@@action Define an Action 
>> instance Input Parameter optional; multiple occurrences 
<< object Output Parameter  optional 
. statement  (multiple occurrences) 
. @_ “return” from Action not required 

@action Call an Action 
@[label] “goto”— go to List 

(object) Reference to object 

%option An Object configuration parameter follows declaration 

Variations on the Basic Syntax 

++ comment documentation comment— picked up by documentation utilities 

<number>: object Send a numeric index message to object s/a: index:object <number> 
<string>: object Send string index message to object  s/a: index:object <stringr> 

*<> name = initializer Create a generic Instance Object takes on type assigned 
*model (name) = initializer Create a Reference Object must refer to a *model Instance 
*<> (name) = initializer Create a generic Reference Object can refer to any Object 

@@action:: (*model) Define a Message Action “method” 
>> instance Input Parameter optional; multiple occurrences 
<< object Output Parameter  optional 
. statement  (multiple occurrences) 
. ! “self” reference calling Instance Object 
. @_ “return” from Action not required 
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Appendix D— Dot Level 

What can you say about Dot Level? It’s weird, that’s for sure. It’s also a lot like Python’s[2] indentation method of scoping, but BOOL’s 
Dot Level was designed long before the author encountered Python. The idea came from wanting a scoping mechanism that didn’t require 
begin and end markers— specifically, that didn’t require a terminating keyword or symbolic marker. 

The lack of these markers removes the braces style choice of C-like languages: 

if (x == y) if (x == y) if (x == y) { 
{     {     x = 0; 
    x = 0;     x = 0;     y = 0; 
    y = 0;     y = 0; } 
}     } 

 style A style B style C 

 In BOOL, the choices are different: 

@if @if =eq: x y @if =eq: x y, =set:x,y 0,0 
. eq:x y . = set: x 0 
. . set:x 0 . . set: y 0 
. . set:y 0 

 usual unusual one-liner 

The unusual example is not recommended, but it does allow the expression to be on the same line as the statement “keyword”. The explicit 
List for the expression is required to begin the @if Call List. The explicit List in the second line could be replaced with an implicit List. 

This style works for loops, too: 

@while @while =gt: x 0 
. gt:x 0 . . decr: x 0 bad idea! 
. . decr:x . . add:  sum x 
. . add:sum x 

usual unusual one-liner 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[2] www.python.org? 
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Appendix E— Exceptions 

BOOL features an exception mechanism for error handling. You can send a throw: Message to the $System Object along with the Object to 
throw as a parameter: 

##MYERROR 
. *int err_number =404 
. *string err_string =“Whoops, there’s goes another one!” 
. *string file_name = @File 
. *date date = @Date 
. @if 
. . lt:foo 0 
. . . #MYERROR = -12,“Variable ‘foo’ is less than zero!” 
 

The $System unwinds the execution thread— cleaning up as it goes— until it finds a handler. If it finds none, execution unwinds all the way 
to the program start, and execution is halted. Depending on settings of the $System output can be generated in a log file or dump file. 

NOTES: 
o Errs and Warnings logged to user session log and system log (need errlog Object to handle errors?) 

o Warnings don’t halt execution, unless 
?? BOOL_HALT_ON_WARNING is set (which halts on all warnings) or 
?? BOOL_WARN_wwwww is set (halt on given warning) for the warning in question. 

o Error handlers allow: 
?? “continue” (from call— multi-level?) 
?? “resume next” (skipping failed item) 
?? “resume same” (retrying failed item). 

Original idea involved the syntax: 

*error  MYERROR 
= =[code] . 404 
. =[msg]  . “Whoops, there’s goes another one!” 
. =[date] . @Date 
. =[file] . @File 
 
=[test] 
. @if 
. =  not:find:Page-Text  text-to-find 
. . = #MYERROR  -- means {throw:$System MYERROR} 
 
=[alternate] 
. @if 
. =  not:find: Page-Text  text-to-find 
. . . #MYERROR 
. . . =  =(code) 402 
. . . . =(msg)  “Whoops! Can’t find it!~/Page: ~S~/Text: ~S~/” 
. . . . =(args) Page-Text, text-to-find 
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Appendix F— File I/O 

BOOL’s I/O Sub-System 

The I/O Sub-System begins with an abstract Model, named $IO-Link, that implements the idea of a named data link. A data link can be 
opened and closed, has state and status information (such as EOF and ERR) and has a name. Note that, at this level, there is no sense of 
data or data flow. An $IO-Link is just the abstract idea that a link exists; it says nothing about its nature. [3] 

Two abstract Models are derived from $IO-Link: $Input-Link and $Output-Link. These Models implement the idea of (one-way) data flow 
on a data link. The most notable aspect of these Models are the, get: and put: Messages. The nature of the data flow (whether it is a 
single character, a line, a block or an entire file) is determined by the parameter Object. 

I/O Sub-System Map 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[3] In fact, because $IO-Link is abstract, you are not allowed to instance Objects from it. You can, however, accept it as a passed parameter 

that refers to an Object derived from it. This allows you to write an Action that takes an Input Object or an Output Object. 

Virtual 

Instanceable 

$$stdin 
$$keybrd 
$$pointer 

$$file 
$$comm 
$$modem 
$$net 

$$stdout 
$$stderr 
$$syslog 
$$display 
$$printer 

$$IO-Link 
name: eof: status: 
open: err: ready: 
close: 
clear: 
 

$$Input-Link 
get: rewind:  
peek:   

$$Output-Link 
put: flush:   
 

$$File-Link 
flen: dcr: dlm: 
attrib:   
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Appendix F— File I/O 

$file Resource 

The $file System Resource Model defines a fundamental mechanism for dealing with files— primarily disk files, but includes any type of 
data access using a “File I/O” paradigm. The $file Model, which is derived from BOOL’s abstract $IO Models, provides behaviors 
similar to the “fopen” family of functions in C. As with all Resource Models, the $file Resource may be implemented virtually, but must 
it behave as if it were a concrete BOOL Object. 

Model 

$$File 
. *string Name 
. *time Date-Created 
. *time Date-Modified 
. *set Attributes 
. *array*string Lines 
. *<> Driver 

Attributes 

 ‘Access ‘READ, ‘WRITE, ‘APPEND 
 ‘Mode ‘TEXT, ‘BINARY 
 ‘LineEnd ‘CR, ‘CRLF, ‘LF 
 ‘RecSize <octets> 

Messages 

 open: close: 
 get: put: 
 read: write: 
 rewind: 
 bof: eof: 

example 

@@Get-File-Text 
>> *string  file-name 
<< *buff    file-text 
. 
. $File  fin 
. = {Name} file-name 
. . {Attributes} =‘Access, ‘READ 
. . {Attributes} =‘Mode  , ‘TEXT 
. 
. open:fin 
. get:fin file-text 
. close:fin 
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Appendix G— Glossary 

=A= 
Action A BOOL sub-program. Consists of three lists: input parameters, output parameters and execution lists. Actions come 

in two basic flavors: Generic and Message. The latter are usually bound to a Model. 

 Also called an Action Definition. The full name is Action Definition Object. 

Address Space The section of a BOOL Package where the program and much of the data lives. 

ASS Address Space Server. A System object that manages Address Space. 

=B= 
BASIC Beginner’s All-Purpose Symbolic Instruction Code. A well-known, simple programming language designed for 

beginners. Often distained by experienced programmers as being unstructured, crude or slow. 

BCPL Basic CPL. An early programming language; a C ancestor. 

binary In general, refers to the computer’s chosen numbering system of 1s and 0s. 

 However, a binary is a term for a program (most typical use) or other non-text file. In other words, it can be a term 
for any “file of 1s and 0s.” 

binding To connect two things. Of interest in language design is the binding between a call to a sub-routine and the sub-
routine itself. Another binding of interest is between variables and their values. In some languages, bindings are very 
ridgid; in others, it is very flexible. 

 Binding of things can occur at compile time (statically) or at run time (dynamically). Static and dynamic binding are 
also called Early- and late-binding. 

BOOL BASIC Object-Oriented Language. 

=C= 
call A call (small “c”) is an invocation of a sub-routine. A Call (big “C”) is a BOOL Use Object (see Call Object). 

Call Object A BOOL Object that calls or invokes an Action Object. Call Objects are the Use Objects of the Actions Family. A 
Call Object has a list of zero or more parameters, which is passes to its Action Object. 

class Common generic term for the design of an object; also often synonymous with type. A class is sometimes imagined 
as a “cookie cutter”. 

 BOOL calls classes Models. 

clause An Action name has at least one clause, the first one. It may have secondary clauses. Only secondary clauses may be 
tagged %optional, %repeatable or %mixable. 

closure A section of code that retains variable bindings from an earlier context. A sub-section is a closure. 

code The instructions that inform a computer program, which consists of a yin of data and a yang of code. The two 
together form a complete whole. And— as with yin and yang— each contains elements of the other. Code is just 
another form of data, and some forms of data can be treated as code. 

 Code can also be thought of as verbs to data’s nouns. Code is the action, and data are the things. 

compile time When source code is translated by a compiler into some other (presumably useful) form. See compiler. 

compiler A program that transforms source code into another form. Often, compilers create a binary output form. In some 
cases, the output is a working binary, or program. A common usage is that compilers transform source text into a 
binary form native to a platform. An implication is that compiled programs run fast, because of this native form. 

 Compare with interpreter and translator. 

=D= 
data Something that, if interpreted correctly, is information. In a computer program, data is the yin to code’s yang. Data 

might be thought of as the nouns of a program. 

Data Space A special section of a BOOL Package for extended and temporary data. 

Definition Object A meta-instance of the main Family where the Family has a sub-Family. For example, a Model is a meta-instance of 
the Models Family, and an Instance is a meta-instance of the sub-Family Instances. The Model Object is the 
Definition Object for Models. The Instance Object is the Use Object. 

 The other Definition Objects are Actions, Resource Models, External Actions and Exception Definitions. 

dispatch To send something somewhere. A common use in programming refers to finding a sub-routine to call in a given 
situation. For example, in message-passing systems, when an object receives a message it dispatches the message to 
an approprate method. 
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double Usually a term for a specific configuration of floating point. A double is usually the IEEE 754 64-bit floating point 
type. It has 52 bits of digit precision and 11 bits of exponent precision. This gives it 15 (decimal) digits of precision 
and a range of ±1.7e308. See float. 

 BOOL supports both float and double numbers in its *real type. 

DSS Data Space Server. A System object that manages Data Space. 

dynamic Usually means “happens at run time”. The opposing concept is ‘static’. 

=E= 
early binding See Binding. 

Environment The BOOL run time environment. See RTE. 

Exception A special BOOL Object generated when the system encounters an error or one is raised programmatically. 

execute To perform a program, list of statements or statement. A common expression is that, “A program executes.” 

Execution List A List of statements to execute. 

Executive All Objects have an Executive that provides the behavior of that meta-class of object. There are only a limited 
number of Executives in BOOL: generally one per meta-class. 

Explicit List A lexical convention. Any List defined with “=”. Explicit Lists are the only Lists that may have names or gate 
expressions. See also Informal List and Implicit List. 

External Action A BOOL Action that consists of external code (typically written in some other language). 

 The full name is External Action Definition Object. 

External Call A Call Object linked to, and which will call, an External Action. 

=F= 
Flags All Objects have a System Flags member. Some flags are system-wide (e.g. READONLY) and some depend on the 

Object type (e.g. the *int type keeps size info and the SIGNED flag in Flags). 

float Usually a term for a specific configuration of floating point. A float is usually the IEEE 32-bit floating point type. It 
has 23 bits of digit precision and 8 bits of exponent precision. This gives it 7 (decimal) digits of precision and a range 
of ±3.4e38. See double. 

 BOOL supports both float and double numbers in its *real type. 

floating point A term for a computer-based way of representing real numbers. A floating point number stores some number of digits 
of a value (the number depending on the size of the value— that is, the number of bits) plus it stores an exponent 
describing where the decimal point goes. 

 For example, 123456.789 and .0000000123456789 would be stored as the same value, but would have 
different exponents. Floating point numbers can represent vast ranges of values, but are limited in precision by how 
many digits they store. 

function A sub-routine that returns a value. 

=G= 
Gate Expression The expression in a Gated List. 

Gated List A Named Explicit List with an expression whose TRUE value determines if the statements of the List are executed or 
not. A Gated List acts like an “if” statement. 

Global Module A BOOL Module supported by the Environment and available to all other Packages. It contains global system-wide 
constants (such as zero and pi) and Native Definitions (such as @if and *int). 

=I= 
Implicit List A lexical convention. Any List defined by Dot-Level only. 

Informal List A lexical convention. Any List defined by commas only. 

Initialize List A list of one or more Object values used as the default value for an Object. 

instance An instance (small “i”) is generic term for the physical “object” made from a class design. If a class is a cookie-
cutter, instances are the cookies. An Instance (big “I”) is a BOOL Use Object (see Instance Object). 

instance data The data items defined by a class. Instance data comprises the data of individual objects— copies exist in each object. 
Class member data has only a single copy, which is common to all objects of the class. 

 Also called member data. 

Instance Object BOOL “data” Objects. Instance Objects are the Use Objects of the Models Family. They are the only Objects that 
own allocations in Data Space. 
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int Usually a term for a specific configuration of integer. Used in C and C++ to mean the platform’s most “comfortable” 
size for integer values. On many current platforms, an int is 32 bits. BOOL’s Cell size is defined on in same idea of 
platform comfort, but does require 32-bits minimum. See long and short. 

 BOOL supports both int and long numbers in its *int type. 

integer A number with no decimal point. A whole number. 

interpreter A program that takes source code as input and then executes it— often line by line. Because interpreters translate as 
well as execute, there is an implication they are a slower way to execute a program than offered by compilers. 

 Compare with compiler and translator. 

invoke Another term for call. 

=L= 
late binding See Binding. 

List Ordered Collection of items. Lists can contain from 0 to N items. Lists can be indexed; the first item is item #1, the 
last is item #N. 

List Literal See Informal List, Implicit List, Explicit List. 

literal A lexical item in source code. A literal is a value (with a type). (In other words, a literal value.) Common literals are 
numbers (such as 99 and 3.1415) and strings (such as “Hello!”). BOOL supports Name and List literals. 

long Usually a term for a specific configuration of integer. Used in C and C++ as the “large” size for integer values. On 
many current platforms, a long is 32 bits; on others, it’s 64 bits. See int and short. 

 BOOL supports both int and long numbers in its *int type. 

=M= 
message A message (small “m”) is a generic term for a token sent to an object where that token is interpreted as a run-time 

command. A message is sent to an object to make it do something. A Message (big “M”) 

Message Object The only meta-instance type of the Messages Family. 

 As a result of receiving a Message, an Object may remove items from the PStack and may also return one or more 
items on the PStack. 

Message Action An Action that handles a Message for a Model (sometimes also called Model Actions). Message Actions differ from 
Generic Actions in that they have an implicit “self” object— written as the ‘bang’ symbol (!)— and pronounced 
(depending on the speaker’s background) “self”, “me” or “this”. 

meta-Family BOOL classifies Objects as belonging to a meta-Family, of where there are three basic groups: Actions, Models and 
Messages. The Actions group includes Actions, External Actions and Exceptions. The Models group includes Models 
and Resources. Of the main (five) Families, all but Messages divide into Definition Objects and Use Objects. 
Messages are only Use Objects. 

method A common generic term for a sub-routine associated with an object or class. 

 BOOL calls methods Message Actions. 

Model A definition of an Object’s structure and a collection of Actions bound to that definition. The definition includes 
(optionally) initial values for new Object instances. Models can inherit from other Models. 

Model Action See Message Action. 

=N= 
Name Literal A valueless Instance (of the *object Model) Object. Just a Name with no type. 

Name Space The Dictionary for a BOOL Package. All Named Objects store their names in one of the lists managed by the Name 
Space Server (NSS). Object names may appear in more than one list. Only the Public list is accessible to external 
clients. 

Named Space Index Active list of names in Name Space. The Index can be queried. 

Named List An Explicit List with a name. The name can be empty if no name is required, but a gate expression is. 

NSS Name Space Server. A System object that manages Name Space. 

=O= 
object Well, that’s what it’s all about, isn’t it. In BOOL, everything is an Object. Expressions are Objects, statements are 

Objects, sub-routines are Objects, even “classes” and the “system” are Objects. 

OO  Object Oriented. A Programming technique of creating new data types bye combining data and code in a syntactic 
whole. 

OOP  Object Oriented Programming. Writing a program using an OOPL. 

OOPL  Object Oriented Programming Language. A language that natively supports OO. 
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OX Object Executive. Every BOOL Object has an OX. To do anything with the Object, you call the Executive and pass it 
a Message. Actually, you pass the Object and the Message to the BOOL RTX Dispatcher, and it figures out which 
OX to call. 

=P= 
polymorphism “Many Shapes”. Actually two different elements of programming: 

Function Polymorphism allows identical function names differentiated by function parameters (which much differ). 

Object Polymorphism allows objects of different types to be treated identically based on a common abstraction or 
base type. 

procedure A sub-routine that does not return a value. 

program Complete package designed to perform a given task. Programs usually consist of one or more Actions. 

programming Writing a program using a programming language. 

programming language 
Specialized, very formal language used to specify a set of actions for a computer. Programming languages are often 
classified by their general approach, for example “Imperative”, “Functional” or “Object-Oriented”. 

PSS Parameter Stack Server. A System object that manages the Parameter Stack. 

PStack Parameter Stack: A Last-In-First-Out data structure used to pass data. 

=R= 
real (number) A number with a decimal point. 

Resource A BOOL Model provided by the System. Resources may not be defined or modified by user code. 

 The full name is System Resource Model Definition Object or Resource Definition Object. 

Resource Instance An Instance Object of a Resource Model. A Resource Instance binds the associated resource, which may have 
implications for the platform (this is implementation-specific). 

 The full name is System Resource Instance Object, or Resource Instance Object. 

RTE Run Time Environment. The Run Time Environment consists of the BOOL Run Time Executive (RTX), BOOL 
Space (where everything takes place) and any packages loaded into BOOL Space. The RTE includes the Global 
Module that supports global system-wide constants (such as zero and pi) and definitions (the Natives). 

RTI Run Time Image. The output of the BOOL translator. An RTI consists of the Name Space, which is a dictionary of 
Object defined in the Image, the Address Space, which contains the program structure and definitions, and the Data 
Space, which— in the Image— contains literal program data (it will contain much more at run time). 

RTX Run Time Executive: The program that manages the virtual spaces and executes BOOL objects. 

run time A term for “when the program is running”. A contrasting term is compile time. 

=S= 
section Actions always have a primary section. They may have zero or more secondary sections. Sections are related to the 

clauses of an Action’s name. Each clause names a virtual section. The Action may provide a matching Execution List 
or not. For example, @if… @else has two virtual sections, and the Action Object will have at least one real section. 

short Usually a term for a specific configuration of integer. Used in C and C++ as the “small” size for integer values. On 
most current platforms, a short is 16 bits. See long and short. 

 BOOL does not support a short number in its *int type. 

Signature Two meanings: 

 1. All BOOL Objects have a (system) Signature identifying them as BOOL Objects. 

 2. An Action has a formal name, called a signature, that encodes its clauses and parameters. There are implicit Short-
Name and Nick-Name functions, which return “cooked” versions of the formal name. 

 e.g. 
 signagure: @if *<> *list @elseif %opt %mul *<> *list @else %opt *list <*bool 
 Short-Name: @if ** @elseif%O%M ** @else%O * 
 Nick-Name: @if 
 (parts are shown with spaces for clarity; the actual name s have no spaces) 

signed A programming term applied to integer value types. It means the value can be negative. Signed values run from some 
minimum negative value to some maximum positive value (both minimum and maximum depend on their width—
that is, number of bits). The opposite of signed is unsigned. 

source (code) The text written by a programmer that makes up part, or all of, a program. Demonstrating the softness of the 
code/data dichotomy, source code files can— and often do— contain data. 

stack An abstract collective data type with a “last-in, first-out” access semantic. A stack typically is a hetrogeneous 
collection, although some are moreso than others. 
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Static Usually means “happens at compile time”. The opposing concept is ‘dynamic. 

sub-program One of many general terms for a sub-routine. The term isn’t widely used, except by Ada and some computer 
scientists. 

sub-routine One of many general terms for a function or procedure. A sub-routine is a unit of code that other code calls to 
perform some commonly-needed action. The idea of a sub-routine is to eliminate the need to duplicate the code each 
place it’s needed. 

 BOOL calls sub-routines Actions. 

sub-section A List of Objects enclosed in parentheses. A sub-section is an implicit List. 

System Informally refers to the BOOL run time “System” in general. 

$System Specifically refers to the $System Object. 

=T= 
translate To convert one thing into another. Translation occurs in many areas of computer programming. Of particular interest 

here is that BOOL source code is translated into a Run Time Image (RTI), which is later executed by the Run Time 
Executive (RTX). 

translator A program that transforms source code into another form. Translator is a more general term than compiler. It lacks 
the implication of a native, binary output format. The output of a translator can be anything. BOOL’s “compiler” is a 
translator— the output is binary, but is far from being a native binary format. The output requires a run time engine to 
execute. 

 See also interpreter. 

type An extremely important concept in computer programming. Data has a type, which descibes the semantics of the 
value bits comprising the data. For example, if a value is an unsigned integer, its bits have one meaning, but if the 
value is a double, its bits have a much different meaning. 

typeless Having no type (or perhaps having an unknown type). 

=U= 
unsigned A programming term applied to integer value types. It means the value cannot be negative. Unsigned values go from 

zero to some max value (which depends on their width— that is, number of bits). The opposite of unsigned is signed. 

Use Object The meta-instance of a sub-Family. See Definition Object. 

 The Use Objects are Messages, Instances, Calls, Resource Instances, External Calls and Exceptions. 

=V= 
value A generic term for a single datum. A value can be transitory— such as the value ‘7’ in (3 * (4 + 3)). A value 

usually has a type. 

value bits The actual 1s and 0s representing a chunk of data. Value bits are generally thought of as typeless. By the time one is 
talking about value bits, one is pretty close to the “metal”. Different languages feature different degress of insulation 
from the value bits of data representation. 

variable An object that can take on one, or often more, values. If a variable is mutable, it can be changed— it can be assigned a 
new value, or it’s current value can be modified. In some languages variables (or just some variables— for instance, 
only strings) are not mutable— once they are assigned an initial value, that value cannot be changed (functional 
langauges often work this way). 

=Z= 
Zardoz Speaks to You. 
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Appendix H— Help 

HELP! 

Read The Fine Manual! 

If that doesn’t help, you can try: 

Author <BOOL2000@Sonnack.com> 
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Appendix I— Initialization Lists 

Complex Objects 
**point 
. *int x  =0 
. *int y  =0 
. *int z  =0 
**line 
. *point pa  =0,0 
. *point pb  =0,0 
**triangle 
. *line a  = 0,0 . 0,0 
. *line b  = 0,0 . 0,0 
. *line c  = 0,0 . 0,0 
 
*triangle  tri-1 
= ={a} 0,0,0 . 0,0,0 
. ={b} 0,0,0 . 0,0,0 
. ={c} 0,0,0 . 0,0,0 
 
*triangle  tri-2 
= ={a} 0,0,0 
. .    0,0,0 
. ={b} 0,0,0 
. .    0,0,0 
. ={c} 0,0,0 
. .    0,0,0 
 
*triangle  tri-3 
= ={a} ={pa} ={x} 0 
. . . ={y} 0 
. . . ={z} 0 
. . ={pb} 0 
. . . 0 
. . . 0 
. ={b} =(pa) 0,0,0 
. . =(pb) 0,0,0 
. ={c} = 0,0,0 . 0,0,0 
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Appendix I— Initializing Data 

Vectors and 1D Arrays 
*vector*number{?}  Arr-1D-1 =0.0 *array*float  Arr-1D-4 = 4.2, 5.1, 6.9 

*vector*number{3}  Arr-1D-2 *array*integer  Arr-1D-5 
=  1.02, 2.41, 3.1415 =  4, 5, 6 

*vector*number{3}  Arr-1D-3 *array*<>  Arr-1D-6 
=  1.020042015 =  Peter 
.  2.418936205 .  Paul 
.  3.141521892 .  Mary 

2D Arrays 
*array*Cell{2,2} Arr-2D-1 = AA,AB . BA,BB 

*array*Cell{2,2} Arr-2D-2 *array*Cell {?,?} Arr-2D-3 
=  AA, AB = =  AA 
.  BA, BB . .  AB 
 . =  BA 
 . .  BB 

3D Arrays 
*array*string {3,3,3} Arr-3D-1 *array*string {3,3,3}  Arr-3D-2 
= =  AAA, AAB, AAC = = =  AAA 
. .  ABA, ABB, ABC . . .  AAB 
. .  ACA, ACB, ACC . . .  AAC 
. =  BAA, BAB, BAC . . =  ABA 
. .  BBA, BBB, BBC . . .  ABB  
. .  BCA, BCB, BCC . . .  ABC  
. =  CAA, CAB, CAC . . =  ACA 
. .  CBA, CBB, CBC . . .  ACB 
. .  CCA, CCB, CCC . . .  ACC 
 . = =  BAA 
 . . .  BAB 
 . . .  BAC 
 . . =  BBA 
*array*float {?,?,?} Arr-3D-3 . . .  BBB 
--first node-- . . .  BBC 
={2214,4508,1} . S1a  . . =  BCA 
={2214,4508,2} . S1b . . .  BCB 
={2214,4508,3} . S1c . . .  BCC 
--next node-- . = =  CAA 
={5021,8954,1} . S2a . . .  CAB 
={5021,8954,2} . S2b . . .  CAC 
={5021,8954,3} . S2c . . =  CBA 
--etc-- . . .  CBB 
 . . .  CBC 
 . . =  CCA 
 . . .  CCB 
 . . .  CCC 
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Appendix I— Initializing Data 

Initializing Arrays With Lots of Dimensions 

4D Arrays 
*array*Square {?,?,?,?} Arr-4D-1 *array*Square  {4,4,4,4} Arr-4D-2 
= = =  AAAA, AAAB, AAAC, AAAD = = = =  AAAX 
. . .  AABA, AABB, AABC, AABD . . . .  AAAY 
--etc-- . . . =  AABX 
. . =  ABAA, ABAB, ABAC, ABAD . . . .  AABY 
. . .  ABBA, ABBB, ABBC, ABBD . . . =  AACX 
--etc, etc-- . . . .  AACY 
. = =  BAAA, BAAB, BAAC, BAAD -- etc-- 
. . .  BABA, BABB, BABC, BABD . . = =  ABAX 
--etc-- . . . =  ABBX 
. . =  BBAA, BBAB, BBAC, BBAD . . . =  ABCX 
. . .  BBBA, BBBB, BBBC, BBBD --etc, etc-- 
--etc, etc, etc-- . = = =  BAAX 
. = =  DAAA, DAAB, DAAC, DAAD . . = =  BBAX 
. . .  DABA, DABB, DABC, DABD --etc, etc-- 
--etc, etc, etc-- . = = =  CAAX 
 --etc, etc-- 
 . = = =  DAAX 
 --etc, etc, etc-- 
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Appendix I— Just Plain Weird! 

Regarding ways in which BOOL layers higher level constructs on lower ones…  

Given the Action 

@@foobar 
>>  *int  (X) 
>>  *int  (Y) 
<<  *int  ret =add: X Y 
=   @_ 

Call it with: 

.   @foobar 21,42 

. 

.   --or-- 

. 

.   *int  A =@foobar 21,42 

The weird part is, here’s what’s really going on under the hood: 

The Action can be implemented: 

=[foo] enter:$Environment 
.   *<>   (_jmp) 
.   pop:   _jmp 
. 
.   *int  (X) 
.   *int  (Y) 
.   *int  ret 
.    
.   pop: X 
.   pop: Y 
.   set: ret add: X Y 
. 
.   push: ret 
.   push: _jmp 
.   exit:$Environment 
.   @_ 

The Call can be implemented: 

. 

.   frame: $PStack 'BEGIN 

.   push:  42 

.   push:  21 

.   push: ([L_<linenumber>]) 

.   frame: $PStack 'SET 

. 

.   @[foo] 

.   =[L_<linenumber>] TRUE 

. 

.   frame: $PStack 'TEST 

.   pop:   VOID 

.   frame: $PStack 'END 

. 

Or, to catch the returned value: 

. 

.   *int  A 

. 

.   --repeat above, except replace "pop:" with... 

.   pop:  A 

. 
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Appendix K— Conversion Actions 

Conversions transform an Object to another type of Object (similar to casting in C). Conversions can change numeric values from one type 
of unit to another (for example, kilometers to miles). They also can change numeric base and act as converters of string formats. 

Conversion Actions are Calls to special Actions that: 

?? Take a single input Object 
?? Process the input Object (without affecting it) 
?? Return a new object () 

Additionally, Conversion Actions may not have secondary sections. Currently, there is no special meaning to a Conversion Action and no 
mechanism that tags one other than an Action following the convention described. Basically, if it looks and acts like a Conversion Action, 
it is one, but that this merely describes a categorizing property. 

A special-case conversion object is defined as a base conversion for numeric objects. A Conversion Action with a numeric name converts 
its parameter (which must either be numeric or capable of rendering a numeric value) to an equal value in the base specified by the name. 
For example, @2 is a Conversion Action that converts to base 2.  (Note that base is a representational property of numeric Objects; it only 
affects how the Object responds to a print: Message.) 

Conversion object: 

@conversion-name convert to a new type of object  
@base convert (numeric object) to a new base  

 
Examples of @conversion-name: 

set: foo @kpm 100 -- set foo to kilometers per mile 

*int  x 

set: x @int foo 

Examples of @base: 

set: foo @12 100 -- foo will print 100 in base 12 (“84”) 

print: @2 100 -- prints “1100100” 
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Appendix L— BOOL Lists 

List Examples 

. A -- implicit List with one Object 

= A -- explicit List with one Object 

A, B, C -- informal List of three Objects 

= A, B, C -- explicit List with a list of three Objects 

. A -- implicit List with three Objects 

. B --   (A, B & C all share a new Dot Level) 

. C  

= A -- explicit List of three Objects 
. B 
. C 

=[foo]  -- named List of three Objects 
. A 
. B 
. C 

=[bar] not:eof:IN -- gated List 
. *char c 
. get:IN c 
. add:buffer c 
. =[] eq:c RECSEP  -- nested gated list 
. . [_bar]   -- end of =[bar] list 
. [^]  -- top of current list (=[bar]) 

 

The examples below all do the same thing: they loop on calling the @Bask_In_Sun Action so long as the Sky Object considers itself equal 
to the BLUE Object. A @while Action expects two parameters: an expression to evaluate and a list to execute. Below, the @while Action's 
exec list has only one member, the @Bask_In_Sun Action. That Action has two input parameters, the Foo and Bar Objects. 

Example 1: 

@while eq:Sky BLUE  @Bask_In_Sun  Foo, Bar 

Example 2: 

@while eq:Sky  BLUE 
.   @Bask_In_Sun  Foo, Bar 

Example 3: 

@while eq:Sky  BLUE 
. 
.   @Bask_In_Sun 
.   .   Foo 
.   .   Bar 

 

Examples 1 and 2 show the @Bask_In_Sun parameter list as an informal list (a list of expressions separated by commas). Example 3 
shows the parameter list as an implicit List. 

Example 1 also illustrates how Lists not only have a collapse property, but also an implicit creation property. The input parameters to an 
@while Action are (1) an expression which is tested for a Boolean value, and (2) an Execution List of one or more line items. When the 
lexical stream is evaluated and finds a single Object where is expects a List, it “promotes” the Object to a List. That is, it creates a List with 
a single Object. 
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Appendix M— Meta-Classes 

The BOOL Meta-Family 

There are actually fewer Meta-Models than may first appear, because the diagram above shows Native and User Models separately. 

-- 

-- 

External Internal Resource Data 

Object 

Actions Models Messages 

Calls Instances 

Native User Native User 

External Internal Resource Data 

System Common 

User 
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Appendix N— Native Types 

A Native type has two characteristics: one required and one optional. The required aspect is that Native types, by definition, are required to 
exist in the language “out of the box” (plus, their definition is specified by this document). Exactly how they exist— how their definitions 
are implemented— is left to the implementation (to a degree). 

The primary choice is whether to make Native types “virtual”. Virtual types have some part of their implementation outside BOOL. The 
other possibility is to provide them fully expressed, identical to user-defined types. (An implementation like that might lack speed, but it 
would be a “pure” BOOL implementation and would be incredibly mutable!) 

Typical Native Implementation 
The simplest way to provide Native types is probably to override the usual meta-Executive. 

For example, an implementation might (and likely would) choose to make the @if Action virtual. This means that, rather than the Action 
Object being the usual meta-instance of the Actions class, it would be a meta-instance of an Actions sub-class: the “if-elseif-else” native 
Action. And it would invoke an implementation function, X_If_Elseif_Else(), rather than X_Action(). Call Objects would bind to it 
normally— as they would any Action, but when invoked (sent a Message) the implementation code runs. 

Native Models are implemented the same way. If the *int Model is virtual, its Executive is X_Model_Int(), not X_Model(). The speed 
and efficiency increase can be even higher with virtual Models than with native Actions, because Models can implement Message dispatch, 
in addition to the Message Actions, in native code. 

Resource Models are particularly high candidates for virtual implementation. The increase in speed is especially relevant with regard to 
I/O. Also, providing these objects in native code can improve the security model (primarily that Resource Models may not be modified by 
the user). 

Section Policy 
This Appendix section is normative— BOOL implementations must provide the Native types listed here. The Language Specification 
section provides definition and discussion of the Native types. 

Where the two sections disagree, the Appendix is most authoritative. A type listed here must be provided, even if the Specification fails to 
define it. In such an event, the type is identical to *object, unless additional information is given here or elsewhere in the text. However, 
if the text defines a type as Native, but it is not listed here, the type is optional-but-recommended. 
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Appendix N— Native Types 

MODELS 
Basic Types 

*object basic object— all others inherit from this 
*list created by implicit or explicit lists 

Numeric Types [4] 

*bool TRUE or FALSE 
*int integer numbers 
 *int1  *short 32-bit 
 *int2  *long 64-bit 
 *int3 96-bit 
 *int4 128-bit 
*real floating point numbers 
 *real1  *float 32-bit IEEE 
 *real2  *double 64-bit IEEE 
 *real3 80-bit IEEE 
 *real4 128-bit FP 
*number flex numeric type— int/real under hood 
*digits arbitrary string of digits (with DP) 

Data Types 

*string arbitrary list of characters 
*time time & date to the millisecond 
*money units/fractions with conversion rates 
*pair abstract “pair” of numbers 
 *coord cartesian coordinates 
 *complex complex numbers 

Collective Types 

*array multi-dimensional regular sets 
 *vector one-dimensional array 
*set basic collection type 
 *stack LI-FO set 
 *queue FI-FO set 
 *deque random access set 
*buffer fixed-length data block 

Reflective Types 

*model BOOL Model Object 
*action BOOL Action Object 
*message BOOL Message Object 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[4] All numeric types are compatible and convertible— that is, a value of one type may always be converted to a value of another, however 

there may be some loss of precision. 
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Appendix N— Native Types 

CONSTANT OBJECTS 

*object %read  NULL 
*object %read  VOID 
*object %read  EMPTY 

*bool %read  TRUE  =1 
*bool %read  FALSE =0 

*int %read %32 %signed  '0' = 0 
*int %read %32 %signed  '+1' = 1 
*int %read %32 %signed  '+2' = 2 
*int %read %32 %signed  '-1' = -1 
*int %read %32 %signed  C = 186282 
*int %read %32 %signed  UltimateAnswer = 42 

*digits %read  PI = 3.1415926535897932384626433832795028841971693993751 
*digits %read  E = 2.718281828 

The numeric Constant Objects obviously can’t be initialized by their own value, so the system is required to provide Objects of the correct 
value. Numeric Literal Constants are named after their values, which isn’t allowed syntactically, so the system must provide these also. 
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Appendix N— Native Types 

ACTIONS 

CORE [5] 
 @<action> <args> invoke <action> 
 @_ return from current Action 
 @[^] goto top of current list (like "continue" in C) 
 @[_] goto bottom of current list (like "break" in C) 
 @[<label>] goto [<label>]  (action "invoke Label <label>" ::= goto) 
 @exit <val> exit BOOL; return <val> 

DERIVED 
@if =E1,=L1 @elseif =E2,=L2 @else =L3 

@do =L 

@loop =L 
@while =E,=L 
@until =E,=L 
@repeat =L @while =E 
@repeat =L @until =E 

@for = =O,F,T =L 
@cfor = =I,E,N =L 

@test  @case =E2,L1 @default =L2 
@match =E1 @case =E2,L1 @default =L2 

Conversion 
 @mpk <arg> miles per kilometer 
 @kpm <arg> kilometers per mile 
 @spy <arg> seconds per year 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[5] See Appendix C for a closer look at BOOL Core Syntax. 
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SYSTEM MESSAGES 

a:   not defined   
b:   not defined  
c:  create: Return a new Object. 
d:  dup: Return a duplicate Object. 
e: #: err: Return an Error Object. 
f:   not defined  
g:  get: Get Object data. 
h:   not defined  
i: [: index: Index an Object. 
j:   not defined  
k:  kill: Destroy Object. This is the opposite of the create: or dup: Messages. 
l:  len: Return length of Object. 
m: *: model: Return the Model handle (Name Space key). 
n:  name: Return Object name (Name Space key). 
o: >: pop: Pop PStack into Object (which must be able to receive the reference). 
p:  print: Return a default *string representation of the Object. 
q:  query: Return a reference to the Evaluated Object. Instance Objects return a reference to “self”. 
r:  reset: Re-apply an Instance’s initial values. 
s:  set: Set Object data. The opposite of the get: Message. 
t: ?: test: Return TRUE or FALSE. 
u: <: push: Push (a reference to) the Target onto the PStack. 
v:  value: Evaluate the object and push the result on the Data Stack 
w: (: where: Push a reference to the Target. Does not evaluate the Object. 
x:  exec: Evaluate the object and perform any side effect actions; don’t push anything on the stack. 
y:  system: Receive System meta-information. 
z: 0: zero: Set an Object to “zero”. 
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OPTIONS 

GLOBAL 
 %import %export get from/set to public Directory 
 %public %private visible/not visible outside the module 
 %inline code emitted when encountered 

Model Definitions 
 %overlay definition covers previous 

Action Definitions 
 %optional clause is optional in Call Object 
 %repeatable clause may be repeated in Call Object 
 %mixable clause order in Call Object can be mixed 

*int 
 %signed %unsigned can/can not have negative values 
 %32 %64 %96 %128  bit size 

*real 
 %32 %64 %80 %96 %128 bit size (only %32 and %64 are required) 
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Expressions 

An expression is— or has when evaluated— a value. 

An expression can be a single value, such as the number 42, or it can consist of multiple values bound by operations. For example, the 
expression 2 + 3 consists of two values, a two and a three, bound together by an add operation. An expression is evaluated to obtain 
its value. If the expression contains operations, these must be performed to obtain a value. Evaluating the example 2 + 3 requires 
evaluating the sub-expressions, 2 and 3, performing the operation, +, and returning the final value, the number, 5. 

Expressions with multiple operations are built from sub-expressions bound by 
other operations. The expression, (2 + 5) * (3 - 7), contains two sub-
expressions, an add expression and a subtract expression, and these are 
bound by a multiply operation. The binding of operators to values and sub-
expressions creates a tree structure where operations are nodes with children and 
values are the “leaves” of the tree: 

There are three ways of traveling (visiting each node of) such a tree: 

?? Current-Node-First (“do” the current node before 
visiting the child nodes ) 

?? Current-Node-Middle (visit the left child, “do” the current 
node and then visit the right child ) 

?? Current-Node-Last (visit the child nodes and then “do” the curre nt node) 

What a traversal “does” at each node depends on the reason for traversing and the nature of the tree. For example, to emit an expression 
tree as a linear stream of symbols (in other words, like a math expression), travel the tree and “do” each node by emitting its text. Each of 
the three travel methods emits the expression tokens differently: 

?? Current-Node-First: *  +  2  5  -  3  7 (prefix notation) 
?? Current-Node-Middle: 2  +  5  *  3  -  7 (infix notation) 
?? Current-Node-Last: 2  5  +  3  7  -  * (postfix notation) 

These symbol streams demonstrate three notations for writing expressions. Infix notation (shown minus the parentheses) is the notation 
most people know; the other two tend to be restricted to mathematicians and programmers. Infix is the only one of the three that suffers 
from potential ambiguity about the order of evaluation and therefore sometimes requires the use of parentheses or rules for evaluation. 

Making Expressions Unambiguous 
With infix expressions, the correct order of evaluation may require syntactic help, such as parentheses, to indicate which operations come 
first. Without such indicators, the expression can be evaluated in different ways resulting in different answers. Without the parentheses, a 
left-to-right evaluation has the result: {{{2+5}*3}-7}={14}, while a right-to-left evaluation is: {2+{5*{3-7}}}={-18}. 

With the parentheses, the evaluation is specified explicitly as: {(2+5)*(3-7)}={-28}. 

A way to reduce required parentheses is to assign a precedence value to each operation (along with a specification of left/right order when 
precedence values match). This creates a prioritizing scheme for operations. Per our example, in most such schemes, multiply and divide 
have lower precedence than add and subtract, and this renders the parentheses unnecessary in this case. 

But precedence rules cannot resolve the correct order in all (infix) expressions. For instance, if our example used the left-to-right version 
above and therefore didn’t match precedence order, parentheses would be required for correct evaluation. While infix notation is easiest to 
read (because it visually resembles the tree flattened out), it is subject to ambiguity 

Prefix and postfix are both non-ambiguous notations that never require parentheses. This is one reason BOOL uses prefix notation. The 
other is that it matches the Message-Passing paradigm. 
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Expression Values 
Operations operate on values; so all operations have at least one input value, although most operations involve two.[6] For example, the 
add, subtract, multiply and divide operations take two values, while the unary minus and the trig functions, like sin, take one. The 
first input value can be thought of as the “target” of the operation. Additional values can be considered parameters to the operation. 

Evaluating Expressions 
Evaluating an expression requires inputting all values and performing all operations to obtain a final result value. To evaluate an expression 
tree, travel it and: 

?? “Do” each operation node by performing the operation on input values 
?? “Do” each value node by processing the value as input for operations (for instance, by pushing it on a data stack). 

Note that an expression tree can only be evaluated Node-Last, because all sub-expressions of an operation must be evaluated to values 
before the operation can occur. This is why some numerical calculators use postfix notation; it most closely resembles what’s really going 
on “under the hood”, and is easy to implement. 

Our example illustrates something all language implementations must consider: During the evaluation of the expression, after the add and 
subtract operations, there are two transient values (respectively a 7 and a -4) that are the input values for the multiply operation. When 
the evaluation completes, these transient values can be discarded. In a language where expressions can involve operations on complex data 
Objects, transient Objects can be a non-trivial matter. 

Expression Types 

There are four classes of expression based on two basic dichotomies: 

?? Some expressions return an object of the expression; others return new objects 
?? Some expressions affect the object of the expression; others do not. 

An example of the first dichotomy is found in the pre-increment and post-increment operators (as found in C and other languages). By 
definition, a post-increment operation must return a new object, because the value returned no longer reflects the real state of the object. On 
the other hand, the pre-increment operation has the option to simply return the object itself (the chart below assumes it does). 

Both increment operations reflect one side of the second dichotomy: both affect the object of the expression. However, an add operation 
returns a new object (the sum of two objects) but leaves the objects unchanged. 

The combination of these dichotomies creates a four-state table: 

Returns  

the object new object 

clear  reset  set  

pre-decr  pre-incr post-decr  post-incr 
Affective 

Operations 
addto  subfrom  

query eq  ne  gt  egt  lt  elt 

 add  sub  mul  div 
Unaffective 
Operations 

 not  and  or  xor 
 

Expressions that return the target, but that don’t affect it, are rare. It is not common that an object is passed a message, presumably does 
something that DOES NOT affect itself, and then returns itself. What is common is that the Object returns either itself or some status 
object. 

For an inverse reason, there aren't too many Affective Messages that return new objects.  Typically, when manipulating an object, the best 
return value is the manipulated object. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[6] In theory, operations can take any number of values, although most languages express operations taking more than two values as 

functions. 
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Prefix Notation 

Most people are familiar with in-fix notation where the operator comes between operands. In-fix works nicely with binary operators where 
there is a left and right operand, but it requires parenthesis or the notion of operator precedence to define order of operations. To eliminate 
the need for parenthetical expressions or operator precedence, BOOL uses pre-fix expressions where the operator comes before any of the 
operands. 

Prefix Syntax: 

operator  operand  [ operands ] 

Look Ma, No Parentheses: 
Using In-fix, we might write: 

2 + 2 * 5 

And, without rules about the order of multiplication and addition, we couldn't be sure whether the answer was 20 or 12. 
Using Pre-Fix notation, if we meant 2 + (2 * 5), we would write: 

+ 2  * 2 5 

Which means, add 2 to result of multiply 2 and 5. If we meant (2 + 2) * 5, we would write: 
* + 2 2 5 

Which means multiply the result of add 2 to 2 by 5 (in other words, add 2 to 2 and multiply the result by 5). 
Pre-Fix allows unambiguous complex expressions without parenthesis. Compare the following: 

(A * (B1 + B2)) * ((C / D) / ((E1 * E2) - F)) 

* * A + B1 B2 / / C D - * E1 E2 F 

The infix version might seem a bit easier to read, but the prefix version is unambiguous without parenthesis and not that difficult to read 
with a little practice. Pre-fix has a mirror-image brother, post-fix notation, sometimes called Reverse Polish Notation (RPN). Post-fix puts 
the operator at the end of the operands. Neither post-fix nor pre-fix require parenthesis or operator precedence. The syntax itself defines 
order of operations absolutely. 

Prefix verses Infix: 

+ 2 2 (2 + 2) 

* * * w x y z (((w * x) * y) * z) 

/ * 2.47 width  * 4.25 height ((2.47 * width) / (4.25 * height)) 

*  - / tarif balance 1  + 1 / tax 6.40 (((tarif / balance) – 1) * (1 + (tax / 6.40))) 

 

 

Funny Looking Notation  
Okay, it’s a little goofy, but it has some interesting properties, not the least of which is parentheses are not required to group sub-parts of an 
expression. One interesting property of pre-fix notation is its similarity to BOOL’s message-passing model: 

prefix: operator  operand  [ operand-2 ] 
BOOL: message:  object  [ parameter-list ] 

In both cases, there is a target “object”. In the former, it is the operand; in the latter, it is the object. And in both cases, the fist object (the 
operator and the message) tells the target what to do. Also in both cases, there may be operation parameters. 
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How it works - Parsing 
All three forms of operator notation require that, in the absence of additional syntactic elements, an operator have a property, called “arity”, 
which defines the number of parameters the operator uses. [7] (This property is usually enumerated; unary, binary, tertiary, etc.) Even a 
notation that specifies only unary and binary, as BOOL does, still must be able to tell that the minus: and plus: operators below only 
require one argument, whereas the add: takes two…  

 add: minus:x  plus:y 

Lexical analysis requires identifying the operator and binding the next N lexical units, where N is 1+ the number of parameters the 
operation takes. The add: requires two (Target and parameter). The minus: and plus: cause the parsing to recurs on each. They 
both take only a Target, so each consumes “x” and “y” respectively. The add: ends up binding to the minus: and plus: operators. 

BOOL expressions always have the form: 

 message:  Target   [ expression-or-list ] 

BOOL Messages always have a Target Object (that is, BOOL operators always have at least one operand). The Message invokes the Target 
Object’s Message Action for that Message. The Action may take no parameters (unary Messages), or it may take a single parameter (which 
is a list for multi-parameter Actions). 

How it works - Evaluating 
From an internal point of view, all expression processing is post-fix— the operation can’t take place until all parameter values exist, and 
that requires evaluating all parameter sub-expressions. In terms of the expression tree, evaluating a node requires evaluating all sub-nodes 
first. Evaluation begins when the operator (the Message Object) receives a message causing evaluation (usually a Q: or X: Message). First, 
it evaluates all parameter list members. Then it passes its Message to the Target Object. As each expression is evaluated, it pushes a value 
onto the Parameter Stack. When the operator performs its operation, it expects to find (and remove) the required number of values on that 
stack. It uses these to perform the operation and (if required) return a result value back on the PStack. 

Consider the following expression (which adds 2 and 3): 

add: 2 3 

The line has a Message Object (add:), a Target Object (the 2), and a single Parameter Object (the 3). Evaluating this first expression 
causes the message Object to send a Q: message to the 3 Object, which causes it to push itself (a reference to itself, actually) onto the 
Parameter Stack.  Then the message object passes the add: message to the 2 Object. 

The 2 object passes the message to its Executive, which dispatches it to the appropriate message handler, an add operation. The add 
operation needs a value to add to its object's value, so pops a value from the stack (the 3).  After the operation (the value of the 2 is not 
affected!), there is a new object, a temporary constant number object with the value 5. The add operation pushes this onto the PStack as its 
return value. 

Consider this line (which adds 2 and 3 and assigns the result to “X”): 

set: X  add: 2 3 

The line contains two Message Objects (set: and add:) and three Instance Objects (the X, 2 and 3).  The X object is a variable that’s 
about to receive the value of the add: expression (its type doesn't matter right now), and the 2 and 3 are constant Number Objects. 

Each Message Object forms an expression Object, so the above has two expression objects.  One of them is a ‘set’ expression; the other is 
the ‘add’ expression.  The ‘set’ expression contains the ‘add’ expression. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[7] An alternative notation requires an enclosing syntactic element and the notion that the enclosed is a list of arbitrary length. One example 

of a notation such as this might be the Lisp form: 

  (operator operand [ operands ]) 

 Where the enclosing parenthesis bound the arbitrary list of operands— and the operator! Here order is again specified syntactically and 
parsing does not require knowing how many operands an operator takes. 
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Point Object 

This example shows a user interface that exposes only certain properties of the object. (However, the user can add new implementations). 

User Interface 

**Point 
. @@x::  << *Number 
. @@y::  << *Number 
. 
. @@move::  >> *Number  >> *Number 
. @@incr:: 
. @@decr:: 

The implementation knows more about the object. 

Implementation Header 

**Point 
. *Number  m_X = 0 
. *Number  m_Y = 0 
. 
. @@x:: << m_X -- x: is fully defined here 
. @@y:: << m_Y -- y: too 
. 
. @@clear:: --new private Actions 
. @@delta:: 

The implementation definition can be separate from the full implementation. This allows other friendly packages access to certain internal 
workings of the type. In particular, we may want to share certain low-level functions with our friends whereas they would be dangerous or 
pointless to make public. 

Implementation 

@@clear:: (*Point) 
. 
.  clear:m_X 
.  clear:m_Y 
 
@@delta:: (*Point) 
>> *Number delta_x 
>> *Number delta_y 
. 
.  set:m_X add:m_X delta_x 
.  set:m_Y add:m_Y delta_y 
 
@@move:: (*Point) 
>> *Number new_x 
>> *Number new_y 
. 
.  set:m_X new _x 
.  set:m_Y new _y 
 
@@incr:: (*Point) 
. 
.  incr:m_X 0 
.  incr:m_Y 0 
 
@@decr:: (*Point) 
. 
.  decr:m_X 0 
.  decr:m_Y 0 
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File I/O Example 

This example shows how to read and write a file through a file Resource. It also demonstrates a keyboard Resource. 

@@Main 
>> *list CommandLine  
>> *list Environment 
<< EXIT_SUCCESS 
. 
. @Print_Jargon_File  1:CommandLine 
 
@@Print_Jargon_File 
>> *string fileName 
. 
. $file    Input              -- a $$file instance 
. $file    Output              -- a $$file instance 
. *fptr    fileOffset         -- a variable of type *fptr 
. *string  string              -- a variable of type *string 
. 
. Setname:Input  fileName 
. @if 
. . err:open:Input  READ,TEXT,CRLF,BUFFER-- Open the file. 
. . . @Error_Exit Input 
. 
. attach:Output SYSPRINT 
. @if 
. . err:open:Output WRITE,TEXT,CRLF,BUFFER -- Not necessary for 
. . . @Error_Exit Output --   system objects. 
. 
. @while 
. . not:err:get:Input string -- Loop as long as file 
. .  =                        --   provides lines. 
. . . @if 
. . . . eq:len:string 0 
. . . . . @continue --Ignore blank lines. 
. . . @if 
. . . . err:put:Output string -- Send non-blank lines 
. . . . . @Error_Exit Output --   to the $printer object. 
. . . @if 
. . . . eq:get:$keybrd CTRL_D -- If someone types a 
. . . . . @break -- Control-D, quit early. 
. 
. @if 
. . not:error:Input E_EOF -- EOF is normal, but 
. . . @Error_Exit Input --   other errors aren't. 
. @if 
. . err:close:Input -- Close the file. 
. . . @Error_Exit Input 
. @if 
. . err:close:Output -- Not necessary for 
. . . @Error_Exit Output --   system objects 
. 
. @return 
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Time 

There’s never enough. 
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BOOL Device Drivers 

Overview 
None of BOOL's built-in Agents handle I/O (similar to the way that the C language has no I/O statements, and lets the C 
Library provide that functionality). Access to the real world is left to special Objects called Devices. BOOL provides a 
number of built-in Devices. Some of which allow access to the BOOL Run-Time Executive (RTX) or the machine's 
Operating System.  

BOOL devices are dual-layer. The top layer, the Devices layer, provides translation from the BOOL language to an object 
communication protocol called Device Driver Protocol (DDP). The bottom layer, the Drivers layer, fits between the Device 
Driver Protocol and the hardware or Operating System. A few Devices, such as the $System Device which provides access to 
the RTX, only exist as top-layer Devices (no hardware connections). 

The reason for the dual layering is to de-couple the language from the machine it runs on. As much as possible, BOOL is a 
portable language. (In theory, a compiled image should run on any hardware without translation!) The Devices provide a 
consistent, portable interface for the language. The Drivers translate BOOL concepts to hardware-specific concepts. 

The general model behind DDP is request/response. A Device makes a request on a Driver. The Driver processes the request 
and returns a response. Either, or both, the request or/and the response may contain user data; there is no separate data 
channel. Whenever possible, a Driver should be non-blocking. 

DDP is packet-oriented and designed to be fast and efficient. It works with data in machine-defined units, rather than BOOL 
data Objects. Specifically, it is oriented towards bytes and blocks of bytes. The same packet is used on both directions of a 
request/response. 

A DDP packet has a set of standard members plus optional command-dependent members. The basic packet may be inherited 
into a larger packet definition, but only if polymorphism is maintained. The basic packet contains: 

?? Command Code, 
?? Sender (from) Reference & Receiver (to) Reference 
?? Status Code, 
?? Configuration Word,  
?? Data Reference 

A Device name always starts with $ (dollar). A Driver name always starts with & (ampersand) and many Driver names end 
with "Dvr". Name spaces are exclusive, so a Device and its Driver can share the same name, and Device and Driver names do 
not intersect with other Object names. 

Devices can be complex to implement, because they must translate between raw DDP data types and BOOL data types. They 
also must parse Messages and interact with the PSTAK. Devices are allowed and, usually, expected to be blocking. Drivers 
can be simple to implement, because they often consist only of "case" statements that implement DDP commands in very 
simple fashion. 
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Device-Driver Protocol Commands: 

test - check for existance of a driver/file/entity 
bind - map to calling device (locks driver) 
unbind - unmap from bound device (unlock driver) 
getmode - get driver's operating characteristics 
setmode - set driver's operating characteristics 
ioctl - get/set a session's operating characteristics 
setbuff - set driver buffer(s) 
open - start a session 
close - end a session 
eof - test for access pointer beyond end of data 
ferr - test for file/device/hardware error 
get - read data from driver (several forms of this command) 
put - write data to driver (several forms of this command) 
flush - empty cache buffers 
clear - reset buffers and pointers w/o flushing 
tell - get current access pointer 
seek - set current access pointer 
rewind - reset access pointer to beginning 
tail - set access pointer to end of data 
mask - get/set an individual bit 
register - get/set an I/O register 

Device-Driver Protocol Flags: 

ERROR - error condition in driver 
LOCKED - driver is bound to a device 
NOT_RDY - driver isn't ready 
TO/FROM - packet is from/to driver 
OVERRIDE - device requests override of protection/busy 
ONE_OF - packet is one of a set 
MORE/LAST - more packets in set/last packet of set 
USERCMD - command is user-defined 
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Built-in Devices 

$System - BOOL RTX 
$SysLog - Run-time audit trail and error tracking 
$Debug - Change run-time conditions and report levels  
$In - "stdin"  [&StdInDvr] 
$Out - "stdout"  [&StdOutDvr] 
$Err - "stderr"  [&StdErrDvr] 
$Prn - "stdprn" [&StdPrnDvr] (if avail, else $Log) 
$FileSys - Operating System (Files & Directories) 
$OpSys - Operating System (high level) 
$Machine - Operating System (low level) 
$Memory - Dynamic memory allocation/deallocation 
$Disk - Direct disk media access (also $Tape, $Cart, $Cass) 

BOOL Default System Devices 

The startup system must behave as though it executes the following code: 

 open:$System {"BOOL_RTX", {argc,argv,envp}} 
 open:$Debug  {"BOOL_DBG", {argc,argv,envp}} 
 
 open:$Log {"BOOL_RTX.LOG", {WR,TEXT,CRLF,APPEND}} 
 flush:Datestamp:$Log 
 
 map:$In    &StdInDvr 
 map:$Out   &StdOutDvr 
 map:$Err   &StdErrDvr 
 map:$Prn   &StdPrnDvr 
 
 open:$In   {"STDIN" , {RD,TEXT,CRLF,NEW,ECHO}} 
 open:$Out  {"STDOUT", {WR,TEXT,CRLF,NEW}} 
 open:$Err  {"STDERR", {WR,TEXT,CRLF,NEW,NOKEEP}} 
 open:$Prn  {"STDPRN", {WR,TEXT,CRLF,NEW,NOKEEP}} 
 
 @if iserr:$In   redirect:$In  $Null 
 @if iserr:$Out  redirect:$Out $Log 
 @if iserr:$Err  redirect:$Out $Log 
 @if iserr:$Prn  redirect:$Out $Log 

The shutdown system must behave as though it executes the following code: 

 close:flush: $In 
 close:flush: $Out 
 close:flush: $Err 
 close:flush: $Prn 
 close:flush: $Log 
 close:flush: $Debug 
 
 close:$System 
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Device/Driver Mappings: 

 

Map: $In &StdInDvr 
Map: $Out &StdOutDvr 
Map: $Err &StdErrDvr 
Map: $Prn &StdPrnDvr 
Map: $Log $LogDvr 
 
Map: $Keybrd &KeybrdDvr 
 
Map: $Screen &CGADvr 
  &EGADvr 
   &VGADvr 
  &SVGADvr 
Map: $Mouse &MouseDvr 
  &MSMouseDvr 
  &LogiMouseDvr 
 
Map: $Port &SerialDvr 
  &ParallelDvr 
 
Map: $FileSys &FileSysDvr 
Map: $OpSys &OpSysDvr 
Map: $Machine &MachineDvr 
Map: $Memory &MemoryDvr 
Map: $Disk &DiskDvr 
Map: $Tape &TapeDvr 
 
Map: $CDROM &CDROMDvr 
 
Map: $Sound &MidiDvr 
  &SoundBlasterDvr 
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BOOL CLI – Command Line Interface 

Commands & Syntax: 

!exit   -- 
!run buffer  -- 
 
!load buffer filename -- load buffer from file 
!save  buffer filename -- save buffer to file 
 
!copy  buffer1 buffer2 -- copy buffer1 to buffer2 
 
!clear buffer  -- empty buffer 
!kill buffer  -- delete buffer 
 
!real   -- goto REAL mode 
!edit   -- exit REAL mode 

Example: 
 

!run   & -- Runs program in Work buffer. 
!run   buff2 -- Runs program in "buff2" 

!save  &  "Shaker Sort" -- Saves Work buffer to "Shaker Sort" 
!load  buff1  "Std Test 3321" -- Loads program "Std Test 2231" 

!copy  &  buff3 -- Copy Work buffer to "buff3" 
!copy  &  &clipboard -- Copy Work buffer to system clipboard 
!copy  &clipboard buff2 -- Copy system clipboard to “buff2” 

!clear  buff1 -- delete program in "buff1" 
!kill  buff2 -- remove buff2” 

?? Only the Work buffer (&) is editable.  Other buffers can be !run, !save'd from, !load'd to, 
!copy'd to and from, !move'd to and from, !clear'd, !print'd or !link'd. 

?? Other buffers are named by the user and created as needed. 
?? Programs are saved to and loaded from a virtual file system, so a program name can be any 

unique string (including spaces and symbols).  Program names are string objects and must 
always be quoted. 

?? The !real and !edit commands toggle between a real-time active mode (where things 
happen) and a buffered edit mode where text is checked and stored to be !run or !save'd 
later. 
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BOOL CLI – Real Mode 

Using the !real command 

!real 
- 
- @int x 
- 
- set: x 222 
- print: x 
:222 
- 
- list: x 
:@int x  =222 
- 
- print: index: x 3 
# OBJECT "x" DOES NOT SUPPORT THE "index:" MESSAGE. 
- 
- 
- @int.array A  rows=10 
- 
- set:    A  3 
- print:  A 
:3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3 
- 
- set:   index:  A 5   7 
- print: index:  A 3 
:3 
- 
- print: index:  A 5 
:7 
- 
- list: A 
:@int.array  A       10 [rows] 
:= @int      A (0)   =3 
:= @int      A (1)   =3 
:= @int      A (2)   =3 
:= @int      A (3)   =3 
:= @int      A (4)   =3 
:= @int      A (5)   =7 
:= @int      A (6)   =3 
:= @int      A (7)   =3 
:= @int      A (8)   =3 
:= @int      A (9)   =3 
- 
- 
- print: index: A 22 
:<NULL> 
- 
- !edit 
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Appendix Y— Development Notes (Obsolete) 

APPENDIX - IMPLEMENTATION NAMING CONVENTIONS 

A_command := name of command object Actions 
T_type-name := externally, the filename of the data type file. 
 := internally, the definition of the data type only. 
o_type-name := name of the object definition. 
type-name_New := name of the object's Constructor. 
type-name_Exec := name of the object's Quarterback. 
type-name_Message := name template of the object's Players. 
DEF_type-name(name) := name of a macro which defines an object 

PUBLIC SYSTEM ROUTINES 

Evaluate_Expression() := Action for expression objects. 

Execute_List() := Sends a "Q:" message to each object on a list. 
  (Used by many of the At_xxxx() routines.) 

Push_PStack() := Add an object onto the Parameter Stack. 
Pop_PStack() := Get an object from the Parameter Stack. 
Init_PStack() := Reset the Parameter Stack to empty. 

At_List() := Native Action; Do-List command object. 
At_If_Else() := Native Action; If-Then-Else command object. 
At_While_Loop() := Native Action; While-Loop command object. 
At_Do_While() := Native Action; Do-While-Loop command object. 
At_Until_Loop() :=  Native Action; Until-Loop command object. 
At_Do_Until() := Native Action; Do-Until-Loop command object. 
At_For_Next() := Native Action; For-Next-Loop command object. 
At_C_Loop() := Native Action; C-Style-For-Loop command object. 
At_On_Case() := Native Action; On-Case-Statment command object. 
At_Call_Procedure() := Native Action; procedure call object. 
At_Procedure() := Native Action; procedure object. 
At_Kill() := Action Class; Kill command object. 
At_Break() := Action Class; Break (End/Restart) object. 
At_Return() := Action Class; Return command object. 
At_Exit() := Action Class; Exit command object. 
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Appendix Z— Zardoz 

Zardoz Speaks to You! 

Thanks for listening! 

It is written…  

Zardoz: The BOOL IDE shall be called The BOOL-Pen! 

Programmer Dude: The CJNavigator might make a good framework… 

It is written…  

Q: How many BOOL Programmers does it take to change a light bulb? 

A: One [8] 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
[8] I don’t get it. 
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The End 

 


